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ABSTRACT
Through analysis and interprétation of transcribed taped conversations with two
remarkable University teachers, Joël Shack and Harry Whittier, an articulation of perception and
metaphor that exists in effective teaching, emerges as life giving or transformational. Creative
insight and interprétation connect teaching to life. This work demonstrates how insightful
conversations about teaching relate to poetic essence (Joël), energy (Harry), and healing (Ray),
ail aspects of a similar perceptual, creative and transformative process. Teachers shape éducation
and excellent teaching inspires insofar as it is inspirited.
Effective teaching is highly conscious and intentional. So much dépends on how aware
the teacher is, how the teacher sees what s/he is doing and how this doing/teaching is received.
The effective teacher, attentive to how this energy works, can provoke positive change in
consciousness both in the student, in éducation and in society, My study draws attention to the
healing power of the teacher as he/she teaches and to the process of dialogue as teachers talk
about what they do and don't do. For inherent in conversation and dialogue is the desire to afBrm
whole perceptions of existence. Dialogue and conversation is necessary to creating the kind of
consciousness that will aid the reflective and conscientious teacher.
The effective teacher attempts to efifect change, to make things better. I call this
transfonning process, healing. And what créâtes this healing is the life, the attitude and approach
of the teacher. The teacher's energy and consciousness, the teacher's perception of meaning, is
the active but implicit ingrédient in this transformative and healing process. These conversations
are creative, theoretical, illuminating and even practical. It is my hope that the contents of these
conversations will inspire potential teachers who can consider the vocation of teaching as a
healing process that promises to generate positive growth in mind, body and spirit.
RESUME
*
A travers l'analyse et l'interprétation de Verbatim conversations avec deux professeurs
universitaires remarquables, soit Joël Shack et Harry Whittier, une articulation de la perception et de
la métaphore qui existe dans l'enseignement efficace se révèle vivifiante et transformatrice. La
perspicacité créative et 1 interprétation sont le lien entre l'enseignement et la vie. Ce travail démontre
comment des discussions révélatrices au sujet de l'enseignement se réfèrent à l'essence poétique
(Joël), à 1 énergie (Harry) et à la guérison (Ray), tous des aspects d'un même processus perceptuel,
créatif et transformateur. Les professeurs sont les sculpteurs de l'éducation; l'enseignement habile
est inspirant en autant qu'il soit inspiré.
L'enseignement efficace est une démarche qui se manifeste avec intention et de façon
consciente. Elle est intimement dépendante du niveau de conscience que le professeur maintient à
1 cgard de ses actions et de la façon dont elles sont perçues. Le professeur efficace, attentif au
fonctionnement de cette énergie, peut provoquer des changements positifs dans la conscience de
1 étudiant, de 1 établissement éducatif et de la société. Mon étude explore le pouvoir de guérison
détenu par les professeurs ainsi que le processus du dialogue; celui des professeurs qui discutent
de ce qu ils font et de ce qu ils ne font pas. En effet, le désir d'affirmer des perceptions entières
de 1 existence est inhérent à la conversation. Le dialogue est nécessaire pour créer le genre de
conscience qui aidera le professeur réfléchi et attentif.
Le professeur efficace tente d'amener le changement pour le mieux. C'est un processus
de transformation que j'appelle guérison. À la source de cette guérison on retrouve le vécu,
l'attitude et l'approche du professeur. Son énergie et sa perception du sens des choses sont les
ingrédients actifs mais implicites dans ce phénomène transformateur de guérison. Ces
conversations sont à la fois de nature créative, théorique, élucidant et même pratique. Je souhaite
que le contenu de ces discussions puisse inspirer de futurs professeurs qui pourront voir
l'enseignement comme un processus de guérison apte à engendrer une croissance positive en
pensée, en corps et en esprit.
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PREFACE
'When I use a word, ' Humpty Dumpty said in rather a scomful tone,
'it meansjust what I choose it to mean — neither more nor less. '
'The question is, ' said Alice, 'whetheryou can make words mean différent
things. '
'The question is, ' said Humpty Dumpty, 'which is to be master - that 's ail. '
- Lewis Carroll
Upon first hearing about "healing," in the context of this work, both Joël and Harry
expressed their réservations. To Harry, 'healing' meant that I thought the students were ail sick.
To Joël the word felt out of place, perhaps too contrived. But when I explained how I
understand and use the word 'healing', more as a metaphor than in any literal sense, they began to
reaiize that we shared a similar vocabulary. Harry's "energy" and Joël's "inner essence" indicate
a spiritual process that I would term in varying contexts, "healing." Healing is something ongoing
for ail of us, that which continues throughout our entire lives. We are bom whole but helpless.
In most cases nobody deliberately means to hurt us, to limit our expansive spirit, to clip our
wings; yet very few of us ever live up to our mnate potential. The potential of a human being is
immense. Yet it would appear that most people no longer believe in themselves. People are often
very self destructive. They drink too much, take drugs, drive too fast and thus they suffer from
loneliness and despair and do ail sorts of things to hurt themselves, which ultimately destroys their
physical, mental and spiritual health. There are many ways in which people manifest self-
destruction and fragmentation. In the class room this becomes évident in the washed out faces of
students who just want to figure out what answer they have to give to get through the class. And
it is évident in the students who no longer believe they can have their own insights or reach inside
themselves to find a world of infinité richness. And there are many teachers who also feel dead
inside, who don't reaiize how immensely important their job is, that healing is possible for both
them and their students.
Whether you teach English as Harry and I do or Architecture like Joël, or Math like "Old
Mad Jack Hammond," you teach more than just the subject. Through one's subject, self, society,
culture, ideas, values, approaches to living, can be illuminated. Teaching, in so profound sense of
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the Word, brings with it a sense of discovery, of lifting ofF an obscuring veil to reveal a beautiful
and shilling face. As Harry says, "the students already have everything they need, they just don't
know it." And this process of beginning to know it, of beginning to awaken to who we really are,
without ail the hurts and limitations that have been imposed on us, is what I call Healing.
Through the conversations of two retired teachers - Joël Shack and Harry Whittier -
the reader will gain insight into some dimension of effective teaching, of teaching as healing, of
teaching as transformational and positive. These two teachers, enthusiastically and intensely
involved in their subject areas, communicate an infections vitality of perception that breathes ffesh
life into their students. As a teacher I am aware that I have to challenge the places in me that have
given up, that are not fiilly alive and when I do this and inspire students to do the same then the
possibility of enhanced leaming and of making a better world is immediately imminent. The world
needs healing and it starts with each one of us - students, teachers and everyone else. The
classroom offers a wonderful opportunity for this phenomenon to occur. What needs to happen is
well conveyed in an inspirational message of the late, great, Rabbi, Shlomo Carlebach.
Reb Elimelech dreamt of the rebuilding of the Holy Temple and beheld millions of
people working on it. He asked the angels "This is a little building, why can't a
few build it.?"
He was told - "Everyone is just asked for one brick." ...
Brothers and Sisters, let's begin today - Meet you at work.'
The classroom offers an idéal opportunity for the real work, the healing process, to occur.
It could be argued that without healing real éducation isn't possible. The chapters that follow
establish the context for my theory. And the conversations themselves, along with the ensuing
analysis and summary, will further define the excellent teacher and thus give the reader some
insight into what's needed in éducation to create more alive, more awake, more 'whole' students,
who are deepened - inspirited to light their own fiâmes - wherever they may be.
' Shlomo Carlebach, In the Palace of the King. New York: Vanguard Records, 1965.
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IREAL LIEE IS MEETING
The best teacher lodges an intent not in the mind but in the heart
- Anne Michaels
Every éducation is a kind of inward joumey
- Vaclav Havel
Intention
This work méditâtes about an intent,' one that may be more implicit than explicit and one
that originates in the heart and which desires still to reach the heart, to eflFect change in the way
we think about teaching. This work is about "best" or remarkable ^  teachers originating in a
thought I had about maximum survival ' — that insofar as human beings always need heaith and
want to be healthy, so too nations need to be healed, religions and cultures need to be healed.
Similarly, the earth needs healing. In fact one could say that we ail need to be less fragmented,
more whole. As such the restoring or correcting process, which moves from division to unity.
'Attention, paying attention is key to this inquiry, a form of stretching the mind seeded in
intent. Intention comes from the same root as attention. Attention means "to stretch the mind,
tension, at-tention, to stretch the mind toward something. Intention means ... the tension within.
The tension to do something, the state of tension out of which you act..." (Bohm, 1987. p. 118).
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' Many years ago I read GurdjieflPs with Remarkable Men, a narrative of his meeting
with spécial, spiritually informed people who had an inner dimension that was readily
communicated and which impressed Gurdjieff profoundly. In choosing my two teachers I
remembered the context of Gurdjieff s use of the word, "remarkable." This resonated
appropriately with how I see my "two teachers" - Joël and Harry. Thus Gurdjieff s "remarkable
men" became my "remarkable teachers" - similarly providing the "real conversation" which
contributes to my own growth/healing.
' Significantly, I had this thought while taking a shower. My musing about thesis problem/
topic connected to personal and world survival. Resonating with baptism and mik'vah, water, the
archetypical purifier, créâtes the appropriate moment for the "germ" idea of personal and
collective healing.
from darkness to light, this process, this active but intangible force, characterized at the outset by
good intent and resulting in the possibility of positive transformations, could be called "healing."
It could also be called effective éducation, for éducation is one area of our lives that would want
to process information and experience positively, so human beings can improve, increase
knowledge and become more skilled. And though the attempt to progress and to improve is
considérable, that same sickness, fragmentation and self-destruction that appears to be so
prévalent in our society, that shapes it negatively, that aborts and stunts growth, is mirrored in our
éducation, in our schools, in our teachers and in our students. Thus, even though teaching intends
creative, positive gro^vth and change, more often than not institutions and individuals fall short of
the mark and students, the captive victims of "good intentions," unfortunately fall by the wayside.*
Aware of this dilemma and often feeling powerless in the face of the enormous challenge
éducation perpetually demands, my thinking about this work grew out of my own need to heal, to
improve as a person and as a teacher; it grew out of my own need to help students live up to their
full potential; it grew out of a recogmtion that whatever I was seeing or feeling my students could
feel and see and that "best" teaching really was the art of communicating some basic principles: a
passion for one's subject,^ sharing, expressiveness, love of life, values, instilling curiosity and
above ail, inspiring the love of leaming.®
* This would explain the need for a "progressive school movement," alternative schooling,
private schools, the constant reforms and experiments that are sometimes more fashionable than
edifying and the fact that by 1993 over 350,000 Americans have decided to home-school their
children. (Moffett, 1994)
^ This is usually reflected in high standards, thorough knowledge of one's subject, and intense
seriousness (This latter trait does not necessarily obviate humour as a communicative art.) This
"passion" points to what is needed in éducation to redress the "evils" that seem to constantly
aflOict us.
® Teaching becomes inspirited when it is inspirational. The vitality of the classroom, the spirit
of leaming, is well captured by John Steinbeck in the following energized description:
'She aroused us to shouting, book waving discussions. She had the noisiest class
in the school and she didn't seem to know it. We could never stick to the subject.
3Looking for the problem wasn't difficult. It found me.' Original cleansing. Original
blessing. (Fox, 1983) How is healing implicit in teaching? Some background to my thinking may
be helpful to my readers' understanding of why I think in terms of healing, why I chose my two
teachers, how in fact this topic came about in my experience. The spirit of inquiry is rooted in the
"why" of living. Why are students huit by school? Why are they bored? Disenchanted? And
why, let's bring this doser to home, was I huit by school? Any one question could be enough for
a detailed exploration. Certainly I became a teacher with the desire to eradicate perceived evils in
éducation or at the very least to blot out how my worst teachers infected me. And I remember
how upset I was when we sent our first bom child into a regular school System. I hadn't made it
better. I hadn't changed a thing. What really can one person do? The answer is ironie. Why,
teach. Yes, teach. Continue to teach, attempt to create change; continue to plant seeds; continue
to grow.
Implicit in teaching is growth and implicit in growth is healing (MofFett, 1994).* This
desire to grow and efiTect change, to be more relevant, is pointed to implicitly and explicitly in the
conversations.
Ray: I always wanted to be more relevant. Teaching was always - for me it was a
creative outlet but it wasn't always satisfying. Maybe because class ended, or
courses ended and perhaps there was something frustrated inside me that hadn't yet
been expressed. And I think that's something, I don't know if that works, if that's
true of everyone. You always want more but I think I was always the - there was
always that aspect of me that wanted to effect change or be more relevant.
geometry or the chanted recitation of the memorised phyla. Our spéculation
ranged the world. (She did not tell but catalysed a buming desire to know). She
breathed curiosity into us so that we brought in facts or truths shielded in our
hands like captured butterflies." (16)
John Steinbeck ( "Like Captured Butterflies," Califomia Teachers" Associâtes Journal, 51
(November, 1955) 7) referred to by Barrie R.C. Barrell, "The Texture of Teaching" in David C.
Jones, The Spirit of Teaching Excellence. (Calgary; Detselig, 1995) p. 16.
' Cf. the words of the Chinese poet, Yang Wan-Li, "A man doesn't go in search of a poem -
the poem comes in search of him."
* One section of The Universal Schoolhouse: Spiritual Awakening Through Education, is
called "Healing and Growth" where Moffett says, "It is impossible to distinguish healing from
growth..." (62).
Joël: To efiFect change in others as well as yourself.
Ray: That'sright. To create transformations, to help others grow, to do
something positive and even in a societal sense to create a better school System for
example, a better class room environment.
Joël: Right, you had a little shot at it with an hour or however long the class was.
And there's a certain finstration in that because you see just a few eyes growing a
bit awake, and others half asleep.
Ray: Yeah, it wasn't that my main motivation was to do it, perhaps if that was my
only motivation l'd be terribly disappointed, almost despairing because there's not
enough positive response. So there's another aspect, namely that I really love
teaching literature and the idea of teaching or talking about poetry or what l'm
reading, is fun.
Joël: So it's your own passion.
Ray: My own passion ( Joël: Tape 2, 4).
As I continue to teach so then I continue to heal. But at the outset I didn't have my own
healing in mind at ail. Instead I was thinking of my students who seemed so huit, deprived,
damaged by their exposure to ineffective teaching by uncaring, unknowledgeable teachers. As I
began to understand my own identity with my students, that they're not any more huit than I am
myself, I realized that healing applies to both teacher and student.
Though I don't consciously dwell on the therapeutic aspects of teaching, I recognize that
good teaching demands creative rigour, attention and humour ail of which contribute to the
overall health or improvement of the student. My own growth in teaching and in life has been fiill
of lessons. One has to intemalize the lessons that others teach and that life has to teach before
one can teach them. Essentially, I quested after experience and spirituality and found great
satisfaction in alternative éducation, in an expanding counter-culture. Although I have had a
conventional compétitive éducation Avith traditional expertise, I flirted with communal egalitarian
éducation (The Kibbutz, "The Farm" and Twin Valleys),' with any alternative that simultaneously
' With Israël and the kibbutz (ca. 1969-71) the idea of the idéal society beckoned. Socialism is
definitely appealing when inequality and injustice is perceived. Stephen Gaskin's Farm near
Summertown, Tennessee (1972) took a bunch of hippies from Haight-Ashberry and other sundry
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engaged experience and spirit. Eventually, I began to understand the Chinese proverb, "How can
a man set his lands in order about him, if he bas not first set bis lands in order within him,"
that what I wanted for the world I had to attempt for myself.
This work is part of this realization, one aspect of this intent. I had to choose a topic that
would benefit me, help me find direction along this apparently untrodden healing path;^° I had to
choose a topic that has integrity, that speaks to my spirit, that would be itself spiritual, offering in
the tenus of Tad Guzie ( Jones, 1995) "more spirit" to my readers.
Spirituality is not the same thing as religion, which codifies and institutionalizes a
communities spiritual experience. Spirituality comes before religion. Spirituality,
as I understand it, is a word that describes our basic yeaming for more spirit. Our
whole human history suggests that we have never been content with where we are
now. There is always a "more', not just a material more but an inner more which
will satisfy the soul. For example, the invention of language was a great spiritual
breakthrough. Language gave us the ability to hold the future in our minds and to
think and talk about the future as though it were before our eyes. Language was
"more spirit," an expansion of human consciousness (184).
In this study this "expansion of human consciousness" becomes manifest in and through good
conversation about teaching. What my participants talk about suggests Guzie's "more spirit."
places to create a self-sufïîcient, unselfish, spiritual commune, where éducation and living was
experiential, community minded and loving. Twin Valleys (1976-77), an educational community
near Wardsville, Ontario, combined good sociology with practical and spiritual living. Each
experience was a direct response to faults in society that demanded correction. The growing into
awareness, the human dynamic, the wonderful chance to simultaneously leam, grow and heal is
more readily ofFered by alternative éducation, simply because the consciousness is, to my mind,
more advanced. Our (Franny and Ray's) experience in searching out alternatives contributed to
the kind of éducation our three children received: the Rudolph Steiner School, alternatives within
Montréal school boards: Face, Mind, École Nouvelle Querbes and home-schooling.
A fairly extensive search for "Healing" in éducation or teaching presented me only with
articles on Nursing or Healing in the context of Native spirituality/religion. Only MofiFett, Jones"
book, The Spirit of Teaching Excellence, (Calgary: Detselig, 1995) and "spiritual" educators such
as Krishnamurti, Steiner, Tagore, Fox connect spirit and healing to the entire human personal and
social organism. And there are ofFshoot links like "conversation" which will be referred to later
on in this study. Despite the apparent hype on holistic éducation, spécifie studies of this type seem
to be non-existent. A new healing path? Only ignorance prompts me to think that l'm drawing
new lines on a map already charted.
Like a gentle breeze good teaching kindles the student's fire. In this study a way of seeing, a way
ofthinking about one's teaching becomes in Gixzie's sense of the word, "spiritual." And this
perception of the spiritual is intrinsically connected, even synonymous with healing. As Mofifett
(1994) says,
To be spiritual is to perceive (my underlining) our oneness with everybody and
everything and to act on this perception. It is to be whole within oneself and with
the world. From this feeling of unity proceed ail positive things, just as ffom whole
proceed ail the words for these things - wholesome, haie, healthy and holy (xix).
This constant inter-association of words, growth, healing, inner, spiritual, wholeness,
health provokes the ideas/ the seeing, "a dance of the mind,"'* out of which my topic begins to
take shape. The basic idea most relevant to éducation and teaching rests on the question. How
does healing connect to teaching? In using the word, "healing" am I stretching a metaphor? How
can I be présent, open and attentive to myself, to my students? And so I talked,'^ first to myself "
and then to others. Through talk, through conversation, meaning becomes manifest.
Conversation is itself liberating. As Freire bas suggested in so much of his work, "Language is
the means to a critical consciousness" which leads to conceiving change and "making choices to
bring about further transformations" (Freire, Macedo, xv). Thus just as "work is love made
manifest" (Gibran,1973) so then teaching (so dépendant on speech/language) can be seen as
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'Thought is a movement. Thinking and thought are a dance of the mind" (Bohm, 1987 n
55).
" The conversations which the body of this work is based on have in mind that spirit of inquiry
that motivâtes us to grow and nurture others even as we talk and teach. Teaching is often just
talking. I remember taking my son, who was but eight at the time, into one of my classes. I
wrote on the board, I talked and I asked questions to engage the class in discussion. At the end
ofthe class my son said, "you don't teach, Daddy; ail you do is talk and have fiin." Conversation
in most général sense suggests ail forms of talk, talk to oneself, to others and also its meaning
extends into writing, reading, thinking.
" Perhaps l'm pushing some attention to détail when I say that talking to oneself is primai
method, primai conversation. First you talk to yourself, then you talk to others.
" Anne Berthoff in her foreword to Paulo Freire and Donaldo Macedo, Literacy: Reading
the Word and the World, Ma: Bergin & Garvey, 1987, says, "Utterance and meaning making are
simultaneous and corrélative" (xiv).
"spirit" made manifest. In Freire's work thinking, feeling, action are ail conveyed through a
critical dialogue which contributes to social transformations. A critical consciousness originating
in language leads to social transformations, which suggests an ongoing healing process common
to both individual and society. Conversation, healing and spirit are intrinsically interrelated and
necessary to both personal and social transformation. In this interconnected context MofFett
suggests that éducation in America would benefit from a metaphysical frame within which the
"spiritual" can thrive. It is within this frame of the "spiritual" that "healing," an implicit process
embedded in and emerging out of effective teaching, can be realized and articulated.
Conversation
Conversation offers an obvions (though over-looked) médium through which the quality
of one's teaching can be explored. Thus my own narrative here attempts the intimacy so
necessary for effective pedagogy. As Sam Keen (1990) says, "... if éducation neglects the
intimate, the proximate, the sensuous, the autobiographical, the personal, it fails in its creative
task and becomes only conservative, or perhaps reactionary " (41). This narrative attempts the
Personal to create an "intimate" académie conversation to illustrate through method how
healing/teaching can be conveyed. Connected to healing and to growth our conversations confirm
a spiritual reality as the spirit of the effective teacher emerges. By spirit and spiritual I have in
mind more what Moffett (1994) refers to as a "perceiving of oneness" or what Wendell Berry
(1995) refers to as wholeness of "spirit," which unités the physical and spiritual organism,
individually and in community. As he says, "... our healing involves the préservation in us of the
But not conversation in the sense of Ambrose Bierce's définition that conversation is "A fair
for the display of the minor mental commodities, each exhibitor being too intent, upon the
arrangement of his own wares to observe those of his neighbour " (The DevH'sDictionary
1911).
Jean Clandinin and Michael Connelly write that "Narrative is both phenomenon and
method." (416), "Personal Expérience Methods," in Denzin and Lincoln (1994), and narrative is
an essential feature of conversation. Cf. Deena Metzger, Writingfor YourLife, San Francisco:
Harper Collins, 1992.
8spirit and the breath of God,"  As its etymology suggests, conversation, brings people to life.'* I
talk to myself; I bring myself to life. I am alive, vital. I think about what I read. I want to share it
with others. I read; I see; I teach. In this work conversation becomes text and at times is
analysed as text. More oflen than not though, the conversations of this work are merely
commentary and exploration on life and teaching. The work (conversations) keeps words in
motion, keeps the word or teaching alive. I have talked and listened. I have written letters and
received letters. AU this is conversation (Clandinin and Connelly, in Denzin and Lincoln, pp.413-
427). The active reading of text adds dimension to the idea that healing is inherent in the
cohérence of language, that healing can be perceived in the word itself. Just as God or "the
other" is perceived (Steiner, 1991)
Voices. Joël Shack, Hany Whittier, Ray Shankman
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' Both Moffett, Universal Schoolhouse (cf. fh. 8) and Beny, "Health is Membership" in Utne
Reader define the word healing ffom its Indo-European roots of heal, whole, holy. Beny says, "to
be healthy is literally to be whole; to heal is to make whole" (p. 60).
" John Ayto, Dictionary of Word Origins, (New York, 1990, p. 135) states that the "Latin
convertere meant tum round, transform'" ... but "Latin vertere had a specialized form, vertare,
denoting repeated action. From it came versari "live, occupy oneself," which, with the addition of
the corn- prefix, produced conversari "live, dwell, associate or communicate with others." This
passed via Old French converser into English, but at first both it and its derivative conversation
were Umited semanticaUy to the notion of dwelling and social life; the spécifie modem sense "talk"
was not brought into play untU the late 16th century."
I call this study an exploration, perhaps to leave my topic seriously open-ended, to provoke
thought, rather than to limit it. The exploration is obvious in my choice of teachers who warm up
to my topic and are equally explorative.
Equating word to teaching is common in Judaism where one's torah (one's word) is also
one's teaching.
AUan Feldman, "Conversation in teaching; Conversation as research: A self-study of the
teaching of coUaborative action research," paper presented at the annual meeting of the American
Educational Research Association, April. 1995. Cf. "Expressing the Way," Chapter 3.
^ A simple sentence says it aU. "There is language, there is art, because there is "the other"
(137) .
Talking to others gives the idea form. Conversation présents experience; it is a verbal
entry into life or one way of studying experience and meaning. By now, especially after Freud
and clinical psychology, to consider conversation as therapy is a foregone conclusion. Voicing or
articulating one's experience is therapeutic. If nothing else talk is healing for the three of us.
What we talk about quite possibly may be healing for anyone who really cares to listen.
Moreover, insofar as it is interlaced with narrative or story-telling, conversation is both content
and method.^ Thus Chapters four ("Inner Essence") and five ("lEnergy! That's What It's Ail
About.") présent my two teachers in conversation with myself and sometimes, as in Harry's
chapter, with Franny, my wife. The chapters présent the two men and link up relevant passages
Avith commentary and some slight analysis. What emerges is a portrait of the teachers and a
context for perceptive interprétation. Chapter six offers a comparison and an analysis. In chapter
six the reader will see how the two teachers and myself are very much alike in attitude and
approach. Some content analysis based on keywords will be made. This in tum will be linked to
teaching as healing. What the interested reader should gain from this study may be obvious: that
the energies and "spirit" of Joël and Hany concur with many other studies of teaching excellence,
where quality teaching is stressed and illuminated and where healing becomes an appropriate
metaphor, synonymous as it is with so many words that reflect similar ways of seeing self in the
context of teaching, architecture, literature and life. In brief, my keen participants don't just "fiU
23 Cf. Chapter 3: "Expressing the Way."
A note on names: This is not an impersonal study. Not a study of a literature where the
author of David Copperfield is referred to as Dickens and not Charles, nor is it an interview with
a stranpr who should be referred to respectfully as Mr. Dickens or, at least, Charles Dickens.
Nor is it a study of professionals who would want to be called Dr. No this is a personal study of
two meaningful men in my life. Where appropriate I refer to them by their full names, Joël Shack
and Hany Whittier. But more often than not I simply call them Joël and Harry, refer to myself as
Ray when l'm not using the first person pronoun, I, and I refer to my wife as Fran Gorbet or
Franny. These are the names of the active participants in this work. In the context of these
conversations it would dishonour the participants and sound prétentions to the reader if I called
us/them by any name other than the familiar first name.
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the pail'; they "light the flame." 
My choice of teachers reflects my own thinking about teaching. Harry and Joël are two
people whose passion for living spills over into how they approach their respective subjects and
how they teach their students. Certainly both have greatly influenced the way I approach
teaching. Harry, the teacher who became my friend, oflFered the intensity, the perception, the
insight I needed for my own groAvth. Harry was my mentor. Harry influenced the way I read
literature and no doubt I pattemed much of my teaching and the way I read afler him. When I was
his student we talked a lot. The talk was always inspiring, healing. He was/is always so alive, so
enthusiastic, so involved.
Joël, the friend who became my teacher, offers depth, compassion and insight. Over the
many years we've known one another we have had many "healing" conversations. I have
experienced Joel's architectural designs; walked through the Toronto Eaton's Centre, played in
Ontario Place. But more than this I have talked to him about life and poetry and teaching and
how one relates to the other. I have talked to him about humanity and art, sensitivity and fear, life
and death, sickness and health, about PD, about marriage, sex, love and so many other things, too
numerous to mention.^' Moreover, we have shared experience: walking in the mountains,
travelling, letters, poetry and many a good meal. The conversation inherent in friendship becomes
Bozetti (Jones, 1995) sap that "Filling the pail" concurs with Freire's "banking method',
his famous metaphor for traditional éducation. Cf. Ira Shor, "Freire's Critical Pedagogy,"
Education andPolitics, p. 26. Perhaps Bozetti is indebted to Freire and his "libération pedagogy"
(which, in tum, seems to be influenced by libération theology) as so many educators are. The two
metaphors connote the impersonal, rote-leaming, student as commodity and a host of other
nuances so typical of the crassly material custodial and uncreative pedagogy that permeates much
of traditional éducation.
The "conversations" renewed our leaming together, confirming the constant quality of
mutual love and respect that began thirty-five years ago and which continues to this day. It would
seem that there has been no time lapse, that we are still involved in the same conversation.
" It would be unfair to our wives to suggest that these particular conversations took place in
their absence. On the contrary their presence and contribution was significant and important to
many of our meetings. And though it's true that Joël and 1 have talked independently it should be
noted here that our wives have been very active in our ongoing talks and thus deserve more than
just this footnote of appréciation.
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important to his narrative. In friendship there is both teaching and leaming. Joe! is a close
observer of life and Harry is a close reader of text. Both are perpetually engaged in the dialogue
that Freire (1987) talks about when he says, "looking, looking again is the very form and shape of
creative exploration and critical thinkmg; how observation is the indispensable point of departure
for the pedagogy of knowing (xv)."
When I decided to présent my topic to my "remarkable" teachers I had no idea just how
scintillating the conversations would be. In this context of personality and character,
represented by my narrative and theirs, in this post-modem, qualitative design,^' a constructivist,'®
interpretivist exploration does not make any attempt to be objective. But although I begin and
end this study with admiration and love what transpires in between should justify my choice of
topic and participants.
Insofar as my participants interact with me I am revealed in this work both as a facilitator
and as a participant through my own experience and voice. The original rough edges of voice
Needless to say the 6.25 hours of tapes of Joël and Ray, Harry and Ray alone provided 114
single spaced pages of transcribed material. Joël and Harry are best served if their words could be
kept in context and not edited. Unfortunately, the scope and direction of this work, channelled as
it is into thesis form, demands severe editing, so much so that the marvellous vitality and energy
inherent in the conversations is much diminished, even though, as much as length permits, I have
tried to preserve the original exchange. Therefore, the analysis ofFered in this work is the resuit of
much synthesis. I hope that curious and réceptive readers will be suffîciently encouraged to read
the unedited portions of the tapes (my raw data) in Appendix A: Transcriptions (Joël) and
Appendix B: Transcriptions (Harry).
® Cf. Vderie J. Janesick, "The Dance of Qualitative Research; Metaphor, Methodolatry, and
Meaning," in Denzin and Lincoln. Janesick says, "Qualitative design incorporâtes room for '
description of the rôle of the researcher as well as description of the researcher's own biases and
ideological preference" (212).
In the sense that I hold an abiding concem for the life world, for the emic point of view, for
understanding meaning, for grasping the actor's définition of a situation(s).. .constructed by
particular actors in particular places ...involving history, language and action. (118) Cf. Schwandt
"Constmctivist, Interpretivist Approaches to Human Inquiry"in Den2ân and Lincoln, Handbook of
Qualitative Research, 1994.
In the sense that both text and people are interpreted and where my idea, essentially
interpretive, is pursued and fUrther interpreted.
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was honed in the workshop of the journal. Much like a finished stone sculpture that reveals its
craggy origins in the same stone as the polished end product so then I présent one aspect of my
own voice through this sampling of my own selected and edited journal notes (1996) which
reflects this study's conversation and meaning.^^
Most people are locked up and hardly discovered. My project is an exercise in
discovery and Connecting. It will reveal, amongst other thhgs, Joel's "poetic
essence" ^  and Harry's passionate teaching energy. Perhaps too my relevance, my
meaning will emerge. Lifegivingness is healing. When teachers give life they heal
or at least contribute to a healing process. This is both creative and ongoing.
When students are robbed of their vitality they deaden.
Why not be surprised by one's own exploration. I like the word exploration.
Because the meandering thought become word bas seemingly no destination.
Rather, it is like a convoluted stream, which, despite its serpentine route, takes you
to its source.
Defining the problem: More reflections on my work
Though l've defined the thesis problem in papers and proposai, some added
thoughts: What is it?/ Who is it? I want to heal. Students and self. These are
students who are asleep, literal readers. We are ail sleeping. Who are ail my
patients and why do they test my patience? Identify the disease. Diagnose the
problem. Boredom based on the design of the classroom, the bondage of the
class? Solution: Take the students outside. Free them. To effect transformations
the teacher must rely on intuition and creativity.
My problem (the thesis) begins with how éducation bas failed. The prolifération of
reforms suggest nothing works and that most people are grabbing at straws.
Change for change's sake or rather for money's sake. More likely that modem
Though much of this material bas been incorporated into the thesis, the not so still, not so
small voice of myself began in these jouraals.
" Stanley Aronowitz & Henry A.Giroux, Post-modem Education: Politics, Culture & Social
Criticism, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1990 say, "post-modemism points to a
world in which the production of meaning bas become as important as the production of labor in
shaping the boundaries of human existence" (116).
" Some immédiate clarification of this term was expressed in a téléphoné conversation,
Jan.22/96. I asked, what do you mean by the term, "poetic," Joël? And Joël answered, "The
poetic is something that expands the imagination in an unbounding way."
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éducation is ruled by the corporation, by money and by jousting for power and
perhaps to validate educators and éducation departments. Sotnething is wrong and
needs healing. bell hooks (Teaching to Transgress, 1994) suggests conffonting
convention, especially the bias against black English and Moffett {The Universal
Schoolhouse, 1995) states that our schools lack spirit defined in ternis of values
and love. If a society is in disrepair it follows that this disrepair is caused by the
inhabitants living in it. As we are sick so then our institutions become sick. Any
repair of the individual would naturally contribute to a healthier society. We can
talk about sanity and insanity in these same terms. About economy, about nations
and so on. My focus is teaching. Sick teachers create sick students. And vice
versa. We live in a generally sick and deformed world. Thus we get reforms, ail
kinds of progressive éducation, alternatives. Since the beginning of institutional
leaming ^ he Hebrews were the first to create schools) clerics/rabbis/teachers
wanted to bring their acolytes to God, to raise them, to uplift them, to redeem
them, to bring them to the true spirit, of themselves and the Divine. I suggest that
this kind of thinking is archetypal and an ancient but still active paradigm. This in
fact is the basis of ail leaming and thinking about leaming. Watered down
somewhat into secular benefits, as in making a living, leaming skills and so on. It
could be that knowledge works against itself, that the tme purpose of leaming
(essentially integrative and unifying ) is not addressed.
Despite the worst effects of mass éducation, individual teachers have had
great influence on their students. What characterises the effective teacher? What
do effective teachers do to address the problem of student boredom/sleepiness?
Healing is the process that occurs in the best teaching moments. Healing is
active and an aspect of both energy and consciousness. ... Ail leaming and
communication is translation (Steiner, After Babel). We look for a language that
we can understand, hear and explain.
When my thesis proposai was accepted, one astute, sensitive reader commented,
"Mr. Shankman followed his heart perhaps a little more than his head." So the
challenge remains, to put mind and heart together. My proposed thesis
explores the problem of the nature of effective teaching, how, what and why
energy and consciousness/ attention affects the student. I call this process healing.
In shifling the paradigm fi"om medicine to teaching I invite my readers to entertain
healing as a process metaphor for the implicit benefits that the tumed on student
receives. Thus I see the awakened student as essentially transformed fi'om his/her
sleeping state to a more wide-eyed aha! What créâtes this transformation is the
life, the attitude and approach of the teacher combined with the student's
willingness to try something new. The teacher's energy and consciousness, the
teacher's perception of meaning, is the transformative process I refer to as healing.
This healing is at work in most creative, energy-charged teaching situations
whether the teacher is conscious of it or not. ...
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Suramaiy
Teaching/ Healing is rooted in my own désire to be whole; it is also rooted in my
observation that teaching doesn't work if the sparks of personality, truth, love, caring (for subject
matter and/or for the student) is iacking. Following Moffett, whai's missing is the spiritual.
What Joël, Harry, Ray have to say about teaching has much to do with how life is perceived and
lived. Any reader interested in my work will receive lessons in seeing and living that are âge old
and perhaps commonplace. Living and teaching are of a piece. They are intrinsically linked. It's
my intention to draw the reader's attention to this. What's essentially transformative, what's
essentially healing is the process of how life, teaching/learning connect. I would like this thesis to
reflect this concem.
II
WORDS EVTO MEANEVG
He who thinks of days, sows grain;
He who thinks ofyears, plants trees;
He who thinks of générations, educates children.
- TheTalmud
Searching for a literature
In pursuing my topic of teaching as healing, my search through the literature became my
search a literature. Many bocks and articles have influenced this study not least of which are
the various bocks generally related to my topic that espouse spirit (Moffett, 1995) or meaning
(Bohm, 1987) or healing (Moyers, 1993). Moffett's The Universal Schoolhouse, with its desire
to affirm spirituality in the classroom and in the school System at large probably comes closest to
exposing the need for healing in éducation — both in the institution and in the classroom. Similarly,
need for healing is pointed to by many current critics of éducation, not least of which is David
Solway, Education Lost (1989) and Lyingabout the Wolf (\997\ who, with érudition, irony and
humour, diagnoses some of the critical issues or so-called ills that plague both our culture and
today s éducation. In both bocks Solway's cogent and timely criticism rails against many current
reforms, reevaluates this entire curse of bad or ineffective pedagogy and generally vents against
inflated standards, gimmicky, newfangled, technocratie teaching stratégies and insubstantial
leammg. Solway's 'good' teachers (though traditional and without the dubious benefits of
teacher training) characteristically had a love for their subject, a passion for communicating
information and in général conveyed remarkable personality through their knowledge, attitude and
approach to teaching. Solway suggests that teacher training is one thing and 'good' teachers are
' One intemet search in "Infoseek" (an intemet search engine), for example, had 668,534
pages containing at least one of the three words, "healing," "spirit," "teaching"' without giving me
anything I cared to use. Of course it was impossible to see them ail and there were so many other
Word configurations which I had tried on "ERIC" ( a Vanier Library CD ROM ) including the
words, "conversation" and "dialogue" without getting more than a plethora of interesting New
Age material - terribly distracting and time-consuming for the eclectic researcher I seem to be.
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another. That is, teacher training doesn't necessarily create the 'good' teacher. The 'good'
teacher, even in Solway's socio-cultural ternis, has something innate, something 'spiritual', that
healing dimension which is conveyed through personality, approach, command of language,
presence, intellect and se on. Solway's examples of'good' teachers m Education Lost are
particularly edifying and his informed analysis, pointing to the need for healing in LyingAbout the
Wolf, anticipâtes many of my own views and what my participants say through their
conversations.
No doubt the current spate of reforms in this province (Quebec) and elsewhere ^  reflect
the need for a ffesh approach to heal that malaise that is so characteristic of today's éducation. In
the broad sense of the word, opening up a dialogue or conversation about éducation becomes
itself an aspect of the healing that is so sorely needed.' Some books and articles (Metzger, 1992;
Gold, 1990, Richardson, 1994) point to the life-giving quality of conversation and to the
therapeutic effects of narrative and dialoguing. Yet, the work that comes closest to my thinking
about the effective teaching that is articulated by my participants is The Spirit ofTeaching
Excellence (1995). I should also add that the works of Paulo Freire and his American disciples;
Griroux, Aronowitz, hooks, Shor et al. are particularly ffeeing.* Giroux, especially, in his own
right and as an interpréter of Freire's "libération pedagogy," is indeed impressive. What ail these
writings have in common is the theme of libération. Ail three of us (Joël, Harry and Ray), quite
2Reforms often keep defining and redefining educational Systems as educators constantly
strive to correct or make things better, to adapt to the custodial or corporate, financial needs of
their society/culture. Perhaps by définition éducation is characterised constantly by 'reforms' but
hardly ever by révolution.
' This in itself, quite ironically, may lead to reform, a différent kind of reform than suggested in
the above footnote.
Stanley Aronowitz,and Henry A. Giroux, (1993) Education Still Under Siege. Toronto:
Oise.. John Dewey, (1958) Art as experience. New York: Capricom. Paulo Freire Education for
Critical Consciousness. (1973) New York: Seabury Press. Henry A. Giroux, (1983) Theory and
résistance in éducation. London: Heinemann. Teachers as intellectuals: Towarda critical
pedagogy ofleaming. (1988) Granby, Ma: Bergin & Garvey. hooks, beU. (1993) Sisters ofthe
yam. Toronto: Between the Lines. Teaching to transgress: éducation as thepractice offreedom.
(1994) New York; Routledge. Ira Shor, (1992) Empowering éducation: critical teaching for
social change. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
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independent of Freire s thinking, seem to anticipate this idea of freeing the student to realize
his/her true potential. And this is what true éducation is ail about.'
Insofar as good teaching can efFect people positively we could say that 'good' teaching is
therapeutic, is essentially healing and is ultimately freeing. In this context my topic becomes
necessarily interpretive, demanding contextualization through some attempt at answering the
following question; How is healing apparent or implicit in teaching? The teacher writes, talks,
engages in dialogue, which could suggest that same spiritual dimension related to growth in
consciousness that MofFett, Knshnamurti, Freire wnte about, which also intégrâtes, transforms
and libérâtes. As Freire significantly points out in Pedagogy of the Oppressed {\99Qi) there really
isn't much différence between spiritual bondage, illiteracy and pedagogical bondage. Conversely,
libération theology is also libération éducation.® One becomes liberated when one leams how to
see, how to read oneself and one s society freshly (free of cultural-religio-political programming).
This reading is largely interpretive. Symbolic language demands interprétation or leaming how to
read. Leaming how to read (whether one reads words, places, people or things), helps the
reader see how things work in context, in relationships, in one's personal, social, cultural and
political life. Leaming how to read, therefore, encourages people to heal, grow, become freer, to
University and collège mission statements, Goethe's ideas as they partially inspired the Parent
report ( the report that became the impetus to the original liberality and humanity of the CEGEP
System) suggest lofty ideals and the need for them. Unfortunately, the schism between idea and
practice seems be always widening. The more desperate our society the loflier our ideals. In this
climate where there is more aspiration than inspiration we often have the ideals without the
accompanying skills to implement them. Thus the ideals are ignored, forgotten or haphazardly
applied and what passes for éducation is réduction or contraction, mechanistic or materialist
totally lacking the 'spirit' of innovation or intellect. The tendency today suggests the literal, not
the figurative. This seems to be accompanied by a strong shift to the right in politics and by
fundamentalism in religion.
® It would seem that Friere is indebted to the libération theology movement that originated in
Latin America. Education is often communicated through the church. Both, expressions of one
another, have oppressed or colonized. Friere's ideas of freeing people from the oppressor
(especially the oppression of themselves), giving the people the skills and confidence to make
choices 'empowers' - ffees. In political terms, as well as in pedagogical/theological terms,
Friere's fi-eeing is what I would term healing.
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become, as Freire would say, "empowered." '
The Bible; a primary focus
Insofar as research and inquiry can originale in "the field of oneself... in one's library or
one s study, (Denzin and Lincoln, p. 42) the ideas that infomi so much of the theory of this study
are greatly influenced by my reading of the Bible. ^ As l've been teaching the Bible in varions
' Though this word is now overused and much abused, it would seem that Freire suggests the
Word's original meaning - that people are empowered when they have self-confidence, are free to
choose and can determme their own destiny. In his context the literate person, one who can be
expressed has a greater chance to become "critically conscious" to be able to see his/her ( A
politically incorrect Freire does not consider the "her," though I would assume his maie pronouns
are generic.) way ont of political, cultural, religions oppression/ colonization. Thus empowerment
here suggests personal libération leading to social libération. Perhaps, too, with his use of the
word, Freire draws attention to what is needed in ail éducation, in countries other than those of
South America. And thus, in our deconstruction, post modem critics can see how oppressive
conventional and societal programming shapes individuals — how our schools colonize, control
^d that the way ont is through close observation, literacy, "critical consciousness". Freire thus
influences the thought of Shor, Empowering Education: Critical Teaching for Social Change,
(Chicago, 1992), Aronowitz & Giroux, Education Still UnderSiege, (Toronto, 1993) hooks,
Teaching to transgress: éducation as the practice of freedom. ( New York, 1994) ail of who
espouse fi"eedom - a pedagogy of the unoppressed.
8
' I began to read the Bible more seriously in Israël (1969-71), long after attending Dalhousie's
^aduate school for an MA. in English literature, mainly because it was so often referred to, both
in literature and in society. But what began as an académie exercise soon became more closely
related to some discovery and exploration of my ovm roots and ancient history - an intellectual
and spiritual pilgrimage into eteraal text, a tantalizing tour and Torah of the soul. So
what could appear to my readers as secondary material is in fact primary - primary, because
without it I wouldn't have arrived at either a concept or a methodology. George Steiner draws
attention to the illusory quality of making distinctions between primary and secondary sources
when he says :
There can be no hierarchical eut between primary and secondary texts. Both
belong equally to the totality of semiotic sequences or écriture. Both are scripts.
The only différence between the poem and the commentary is one of rhetorical
modes. (125) See Real Présences, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press
1989.
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guises ' for 24 years and have thought about its influence on western literature, it would seem our
ideas of growth and healing are indebted to the thèmes of fall and rédemption that mythically
commence with the apparent 'fall' of man. Much (if not ail) of western literature suggests
this process or movement of division and unity because of the division or exile ffom God and self
that occurs so dramatically in the garden of Eden. Knowledge therefore is the impetus to
séparation or division; paradoxically, it also suggests healing, the coming together, the process
towards implicit rédemption or union. In this biblical context an educational paradigm is defined;
namely, because we live in an apparently 'fallen' world, one actually and visibly characterized by
ignorance, violence and fragmentation, we need to leam to retum to ourselves, realize our
potential, improve or advance positively in our work, play and worship. To realize rédemption
through our creativity, to retum to God or self (however this is defined) becomes part of our
educational activity. This 'retum' is built into the language of discourse in literature. It is no
less implicit in the interpretive and communicative language of any teacher who attempts a
reading or interprétation of this literature.
The Bible's stmctural thèmes, for example, parallel the teacher's concem to bring his/her
' I have taught these courses in Vanier's English department. The approach is literary and
interpretive as opposed to theological.
The Fall is accepted in the same sense that the Ptolemaic universe is accepted. That is both
myths have shaped our language. See Steiner on 'sunset' and 'sunrise' in Real Présences (1).
Différent readings of Genesis three would suggest that a Christological reading defines the way
we read much of our literature; yet, insofar as perception is the emphasis, the Judaic reading is
most appealing. Therefore, not fall, but change or transformation, a différent way of seeing one's
condition, not fall, but a change in perception. Seeing, or at least the wav we see, détermines the
quality of man's relationship to God.
" Though I haven't read everything, it would appear, ffom what l've read, that westem
literature follows many biblical stmctures and thèmes, not least of which is the way narratives
unfold into identity, knowledge, exile ...
The ancient world saw éducation in terms of bringing people to God. No doubt this
approach lies behind much of our thinking about unity and fragmentation. Krishnamurti, for
example, eschews the name of God in his Joumals and speaks of "Bénédiction" (the good word
or God's word) . Personal fragmentation and conflict contributes to a collective or social
fragmentation/ division which can be rectified through "conscious dialogue."
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student s to the light. Darkness to light, one day. Chaos to order. SufFering into rédemption.
Bondage to freedom. AU aspects of the teaching/leaming metaphor. If God is obeyed the
Israélites wiU be free, free to enter the promised land. Growth, bounty, health, freedom,
prosperity are ail aspects of the good that will come ffom heeding God. Such is the light. Such is
the promise. Such is the hope. George Steiner suggests a similar approach to the word in Real
Présences i\99\) - that real meaning - metaphysical and theological - is inferred in the
language of literature, that inhérent in language is voiced truth as well as 'true fiction'. That the
'other' or God is also an aspect of this inference is peculiar to one's perception of language and
how it Works (Steiner, pp. 55-56). Perhaps ail communication, as the etymology of the word
'communication' itself suggests, points to the 'One.'" And perhaps too this concept of'the One'
is embedded in the words we choose in our teaching." Certainly this is true of the Bible. As such,
the Bible, replete with meaning, not only shapes the theoretical and interpretive ground of this
study but also this language of meaning informs the thinking and structural background of western
literature."
Insofar as ail literature is both symbolic and mimetic the Bible is a primary source for both
ideas and methodology. Though many biblical readers take a somewhat positivist, literal
approach to the text, the seeds of both existential and post-modem hologrammatic thinking are
suggested by the way language, speaker and reader interact." Matthew Fox (1983), for example.
" Originally derived ffom the Latin 'with oneness'- common (com with, one/une - French), the
word, 'communicate' suggests a fundamental purpose of language - to join, to connect through
words.
" Those with integrity teach integrity. What we teach is supported through how we teach.
Perhaps it's one of the mandates that teachers hold dear - to show how one thing connects to
another. Essentially, teaching is an exercise in relationship.
" I have no doubt that meaning in language goes back to the first word ever uttered by
man/woman or any other créature. The Bible offers a convenient starting point in an extant text.
It occurs to me also that considering just the Bible in the context of how it influences both the
method and content of éducation is itself a major topic for a thesis/dissertation.
" The nature of Biblical forces an interpretive explication. Interestingly enough even the so
caUed literalist is forced to interpretive the figurative.
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oflFers a new religious paradigm based on a création centered, spiritual tradition where there is
another way of looking at the old ' fall/redemption paradigm."" Fox présents a new paradigm
through talking about the old. This is but a perceptual shift; another way of seeing suggests
another way of living. In this sense the seeing-living is organic and integrative, indicating both
growth and healing. "
This intégration is true of Jane Goodall's growth as a resuit of her fresh perception " and
it is no less true of Einstein's and many other scientists who, through work with the forces of
destruction (nuclear energy), became ever more conscious of the need for peace, the need to work
towards world harmony. The analogy should be clear, that healing is necessary and demands a
paradigm shift in the way we see our world. Yet here we should note the obvions irony - that
this context of healing into wholeness is the same context that prompts Fox to seek ont a différent
paradigm. Religion is not necessarily a blessing, at least not the way the old Cartesian dualism
Works; nor does religion tap the fount and sources of spirit and creativity. Recognizing this, Fox's
new paradigm of original blessing" offers the healing that the old pain of conventional religion
provokes. Fox raises the question ofhow to see the fall/redemption paradigm. The structures of
" Matthew Fox, Original Blessing, Santa Fe; Bear & Co. 1983.
The conversations suggest this most strongly. Seeing and saying are often synonymous.
Fresh perception leading to insight characterizes my two teachers, Joël and Harry. Both, it would
seem, hold intégration and growth (healing is implicit) high on their teaching agenda.
" In a C.B.C interview, Denis Trudeau interviewing Jane Goodall, 8 January 1995, Jane
Goodall, famous for her anthropological work with chimpanzees, makes the connection that as
chimps are a threatened species which should be respected and not destroyed in needless
vivisection and laboratory experiments, then the lives of other animais and their environments,
particularly the rain forests, should also be considered. Goodall moves ffom being an empirical
scientist, only interested in observing chimps, to an environmental student/leamer who also
becomes a teacher/leamer. As a teacher she bas to take the responsibility of getting her message
out, of transferring thought and feeling into something others can feel and understand. Her field
work created in her an expanding awareness or consciousness that ail things are connected. When
asked by the interviewer why she was so involved, she responded that she hoped her lecturing and
teaching, under the auspices of an organization she founded called, "Roots and Shoots," would
help to heal and make a better world. Goodall's emerging consciousness, manifest in and through
the teaching activities of her wnting and lecturing, contributes to creating a healing consciousness,
essentially restorative and unifying.
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the biblical text are in place so the question remains, how do we see? Is there such a thing as
original sin? Could we not see it as being merely "original blessing" ? About sin he says, "Sin...
would injure création and do harm to its balance and harmoniousness, tuming what is beautiful
into what is ugly" (Fox, 1983, p. 119). Fox proposes a différent way of seeing those things we
think we already know.
It would seem that any pattem of energy in one period of time can exist, albeit in a
différent form, in any other period of time. The création that goes on in the text is still going on in
our présent lives. Healing, or the act of becoming whole, relates to the way we see. The serpent
realizes this when through the vulnérable Eve he tempts mankind to eat of the fhiit of the tree of
good and evil. Desire leads to knowledge. Education is a serpentine exercise beginning with
inquiry, with questioning so the eyes will open.^° The irony now remains. Now that we have
taken this mythic bite (this is both physical and metaphysical) we spend the rest of our time trying
to retum to that Edenic state where we can experience innocence and oneness. The apparent fall
of man provides a paradigm of movement - from outside to inside, from darkness to light, from
suflfering to joy. Essentially, rédemption or tshuvah (Hebrew) is what humankind longs for.^^ In
this sense teaching/leaming becomes experiential, leading us actively through the joumey of
knowing into the selfGod field of divine energy.
From this we can readily see how an interpretive reading of the Bible provides a frame for
seeing structures. Création, Révélation and Rédemption are basic structural units that flow into
one another and which concur or are integrated throughout the text. Caught up in sense and
l'm referring to the serpent's questioning of Eve in Genesis 3, where he tempts her through
the reassurance that her eyes will be open and she will be like God. We should also note that the
shape of the ?, being curved and seemingly indirect, snake-like, is appropriate considering this
context of subversion. The sign also suggests the fluidity of motion. After ail isn't this the way
creativity and intelligence work?
"apparent" insofar as the rabbis see the fall as illusion, as a perceptual event, dépendant on
how one sees and not necessarily actual (Christianity). It would seem that Fox is doser to this
reading.
^ This is perhaps but one aspect of the 'completeness' that Alan Bloom (1987) mentions when
he says, "This longing for completeness is the longing for éducation, and the study of it is
éducation" ( The Closing of the American Mind, p. 133).
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morality man expresses his way into nation (Israël). Reading, essentially an interpretive activity,
should be integrative. Through reading one sees how to become more integrated (Gold,1990).
To this end the Bible is designed to be dramatically persuasive.^ The reader can go to God, albeit
symbolically, and thus gain greater knowledge of self. As well the Bible sets a pattem for how
we are conditioned to read other texts, both in form and in content. Reading the Bible through
literary méthodologies suggest too that language and poetic forms détermine perception. This is
as true of the positivist, hermeneutical paradigm as it is of a post-modem reading. The forms or
genres mherent in the text: poetry, drama, the conversations and narratives, suggest an unfolding
ofhuman existence that continues on generationally.
In fact the biblical paradigm of learmng suggests this ongoing continuation, especially as
stories are told from one génération to another. The teacher therefore has a responsibility to keep
generational movement alive. In the context of the Bible, life is movement, is God in action, is
creativity. Teaching attaches itself to a movement, a continuum through time, linking past,
présent and future. Leaming is experiential and can be seen in terms of growth. In the Bible
action in words and event and in people's lives is always creative. God is defined (Exodus 3) as
ehyeh, asher ehyyeh, I will be that I Avill be." God's 'I am' becomes God in action.^* Language
offers an illusion of the static. Yet language itself is a symbolic moving no matter which way you
look at it. And it is this movement, so implicit in language, that essentially heals. Perception of
biblical language is perception of the moving is perception of the healing. Biblical language is
often referred to as 'the word.' In its Hebraic meaning Torah means word or teaching.^'
Teaching, in the Hebraic sense of the word, is the way we live, who we are and what we are as
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' This is Meir Stemberg's central thesis in his well argued work, The Poetics ofBiblical
Narrative, (1987). Here Stemberg approaches the Bible as a great literary text and provides
cogent reasons, chief of which is its "dramatic persuasion" why it should be considered as such.
This idea, linking action to divine energy and creativity, is developed at length in David A.
Cooper. Godisa Verb, New York; Riverhead, 1997.
No doubt Moses' rôle in the 'drama' of the Hebrews shapes the way text and teaching is
viewed. Moses brought the word (Torah-teachings) down to the Israélites. Thus the classical
paradigm of teacher, sole purveyor of information and an authority - extension of God's voice -
becomes established.
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connected to ourselves, our community and our God. Teaching is the giving of life; it is creative
and transforming; it is what moves us to keep seeding, to keep on going on.
The perceiving I/eye
It's in this context of creativity that another key work in my expérience ^  emerges. Joyce
Cary's The Horse 'sMouth (1944) is a brilliantly fiinny but metaphysically serious^^ novel of a
struggling down and out artist (Gulley Jimson) who talks/ narrâtes bis story of how he perçoives
'truth'^* in his world of art and living. Cary présents Gulley as a perceptual and insightful
conversational artist who succeeds more in words than he does in art, who can see the M
implications of'the inside of the outside'^' without being there in fact. What Gulley ^  in a
moment of excited, impassioned discovery, is particularly insightful.
Freedom, to be plain, is nothing but THE INSIDE OF THE OUTSIDE.... what
you get on the inside, I said to myself, is the works - it's SOMETHING THAT
GOES ON GOING ON.... it's the facts of life. It's the ginger in the ginger-bread.
It's the apple in the dumpling. It's the jump in the OLD MOSQUITO. It's the
kick in the old horse. It's the création. And that's where it's leading me. Right up
to that blasted picture of mine.
And I kept looking at the snuffboxes... (124).
Yet Gulley, ironically, is at odds with himself. On the one hand he contemplâtes art, ideas, what's
really "going on," the sources of life itself, and on the other hand he looks out for his immédiate
^ My work on The Horse 's Mouth comprised one third of a MA. thesis, in partial fiilfilment of
the MA. in English at Dalhousie University, Halifax, N.S. 1967. Cf. Ray Shankman, Man is
création in the act: a study of 'character ' in Joyce Cary 's First Trilogy, unpublished MA. thesis,
Halifax; Dalhousie University, 1967.
^ Cary wrote that the humour of The Horse 's Mouth was designed as 'metaphysical
seriousness'.
^ The novel's title is indebted to the common saying, "straight ffom the horse's mouth."
Cf. chapter 4, "Inner Essence." No doubt The Horse 's Mouth influenced my thinking like
Louis Kahn influenced Joël's.
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physical survival.'" Gulley's narrative suggests a creativity defined by paradox and contraries.^'
Similar to W.B. Yeats' persona, Crazy Jane, who says, "But Love bas pitched his mansion in/The
place of excrement; /For nothing can be sole or whole/That bas not been rent." we can see tbat
Gulley's potential unity emerges tbrougb bis perception of opposites. Altbougb, ironically, like
Los in William Blake's "Jérusalem," wbo doesn't want to be enslaved by anyone else's system
but bis own,'* Gulley's desire for freedom in a fallen world becomes resolved tbrougb tbe bealing
power of perception, tbrougb tbe way be sees former barriers, tbrougb bis ability in tbis seeing to
transform curse into blessing, to see cops as arcbangels, to see salvation in tbe life-giving quality
of tbe pbysical world. Tbougb be expériences many pbysical barriers in bis living, tbese same
barriers are also bis salvation. "Walls bave been my salvation Nosy," tbat and losing my teetb
young" (370); yet, tbrougb ail tbis, even tbougb tbe walls literally come tumbling down around
bim, Gulley survives to tbe last word wbere be says prayer and laugbter are tbe same tbing.
30 ,Gulley's outside (be is actually stealing tbe snuff boxes) is not in barmony witb bis inside.
Gulley's créative tbinking takes tbe form of words to bimself, and tben "I said to myself..." As
witb most first person narrations irony is created wben tbe unaware narrator says sometbing otber
tban be/sbe is or does. SufBce to say in tbis context tbat Gulley's words provide insigbt into wbat
sbould be tbe facts of life for botb Gulley and Cary's readers.
Blake s Witbout contraries is no progression" is realised in Gulley's perceptual joumey
tbrougb art and bving. Cf. "Tbe Marriage of Heaven and Hell" (181) in GeoflEfey Keynes, éd.,
Poetry and Prose of William Blake, (London; 1961) Tbe complété passage is wortb noting
bere."Witbout Contraries is no progression. Attraction and Repulsion, Reason and Energy, Love
and Hate, are necessary to Human existence " (p. 181).
"Crazy Jane Talks Witb tbe Bisbop" in W.B. Yeats, CollectedPoems, (London:
MacMillan,1958) pp.294-295.
" Blake's Imaginative perception is recited by Gulley ( an incarnate Blakean voice) tbrougbout
tbe novel.
^ Cf. William Blake's "Jérusalem" wbere Los says, "I must Create a System or be enslav'd by
anotber Man's./1 will not Reason & Compare: my business is to Create." Geofifrey Keynes, éd.,
Poetry and Prose of William Blake, London: Nonesucb, 1961. p. 442.
Gulley, master artist, bas experienced life. Nosy, bis young acolyte, wbo wants to be an
artist, bas apprenticed bimself to Gulley. A classic teacber-student rôle: Tbe teacber talks and tbe
student listens.
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Throughout the novel Gulley's spirit, his transforming eye/I is his survival. The process of
being able to transform matter or the physical world into something spiritual is itself healing.
Perception is important to The Horse 's Mouth. The way you see détermines largely who and
what you are. Our character is formed through our perceiving. This is true of Gulley; it is also
true of us. The desire to see truth, to help the 'inner essence' emerge, is Gulley's constant
challenge. The participants of this study also desire to see, to capture the life of the work. Herein
rests the connection between the ideas of this well crafted novel and my study of teaching as
healing. Joel's Inuit carver is after the 'inside of the outside' and Harry's reading of the text
attempts to illuminate the text.'® Inner delight becomes manifest through the seeing. And though
at times there is irony, paradox and pain, the seeing itself affirms physically and metaphysically
what life is truly about.
Interpreting a fiction has aided the interpretive mode of this study. The connection
between healing and teaching is much the same as the connection between art and life. Each are
aspects of the other. Interprétation is applied perception. And language is its most obvious
manifestation. The Horse s Mouth and The Bible provide a metaphoric entry into the content and
structures of my theory. Both influence my content affirming the perceptive activity inherent in
conversation and what this same conversation is about. The Horse 's hdouth also influences my
methodology insofar as it présents the irony of not being able to see yourself when you take a
point of view. Reading literature hones the critical I/eye which is rooted in observation. Looking
in on the conversations of others, provides the necessary perspective and insight on how to
analyse data and how to connect to self as a part of this same data. Of course, this involves the
interesting possibility of making oneself a character in one's own fiction.
Creativity is healing
One salient feature of éducation, taking the whole spectrum of leaming and teaching inside
the classroom and out, is how alive, how awake one can feel if one is creatively engaged.
Creative involvement suggests commitment, passion, communicating energy and the skill to
36 Cf. their respective chapters (4 and 5) for élaboration.
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convey information or elicit response, ail Avith the idea that encouraging growth benefits both
teacher and student in both tangible and intangible ways. The teacher is a Communicator who
uses words (Hyman, 1974, Smith, 1956) themselves stratégies, to draw the student out,
(educare) to help the student live up to his/her true potential. This idea, however altruistic,
constantly shapes the direction of éducation. Whether éducation is guided, in political terms, to
create a better society or merely to perpetuate this same society by maintaining the status quo,
teachers are directed from the outset of entering the profession to think of themselves as agents of
change, forces that will enhance the lives of their students, physically, mentally or spiritually.'*
Insofar as éducation relates to knowledge and knowledge is mythically rooted in the
paradigm of the apparent "fall" of man, the prospect of growth may also be cotmected (albeit
unconsciously) to man's urge to retum to God, to be healed or redeemed, to become more whole,
more unified. This présupposés a movement both in éducation and teaching/leaming, from
ignorance to wisdom, from darkness to light. What's right in éducation has this integrative goal as
its base and what's wrong with éducation deals with the System (s), however well-intentioned, that
attempt to keep dubious and négative learmng alive. Unfortunately, creativity dies when the
stagnant waters of Systems threaten to flood the original growth. And yet, paradoxically, it's
precisely in these moments that new creativity, either in form or substance, takes root allowing
fresh growth, both within existing Systems and outside them, (alternatives) to find fertile ground.
It's in this context that I pursue my topic of healing in teaching, how the teacher, through method
and through the content of a course offers a healing to students who are either inspired by
" Ways of Teaching, "On the Anatomy of Teaching. " Journal of Teacher Education
(December, 1956), 7: 339-346. l'm focussing here on language as a primary communicative
method. Of course there are other ways to communicate and to teach e.g. dance, art, film etc.
Many hours in the library with the CD-Rom "Eric" provided reams of paper, testimony to
the extensive listings of schools, conférences, individuals concemed with change, altering
curriculum, being more relevant etc. Often associated with the social, ethnie or teaching of skills
in context of a subject, the mere prolifération of this literature in itself suggests that something
needs to change in our schools and in the teaching profession. This phenomena créâtes the
altruism and idealism referred to above that is common to so many new teachers, and which,
ironically enough, causes Systems to renew and reshape themselves.
39In this sense "a healing" is like "a teaching".
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information or who are awakened to new possibilities in themselves and who are also transformed
into curions, more vital, more adept human beings.
Healing itself can be defîned as a process, essentialiy transforming, that comes from inner
resources and which works with the whole person. As Michael Lemer says, "The Doctor may
have set the broken leg, but the Doctor didn't make it heal. The healing took place from within.
The réintégration of the bone was an internai healing process" ("Healing" in Moyers, p. 324)
Interestingly enough, perhaps the teacher is in an analogous position to the doctor/' The old
cliché is at work. You can lead the horse to water but you can't make him drink. So much
dépends on how aware the teacher is, how the teacher sees what s/he is doing and how this
doing/teaching/word is received. Certainly healing does not have to be part of the teacher's intent
or vocabulary Often students leam in spite of the teacher. In fact healing can come from the
most unlikely sources. That so called terrible teacher, the authoritarian Thwackum of Fielding's
18th century novel, Tom Jones,^^ for example, punishes more than he teaches. In this sense,
punishment is the sole teaching. But punishment and pain is received as healing only insofar as
the récipient is aware or conscious enough to make transformations. Rachel Naomi Remen says
that "healing happens only in the context of our imminent awareness of something larger than
Bill Moyers interviews Michael Lemer in a chapter called, "Healing " in Healing and the
Mind, New York: 1993.
Both teacher and doctor perform similar fimctions from diagnosis to 'cure'. In previous
periods of history the médical doctor and the teacher were often rôles performed by the same
person, indicating professional knowledge, some mastery over the 'mystery' of life, able to shape
or heal through words (encantations - Shamanisn) or actual administrations. Jésus is a good
example of a dual healing rôle - healing as he does through parables, words and actual applied
energy. In either case the healer is a 'person' of God. Healing is God's work and the teacher,
conveyor of God's word, the physician, conveyor of God's energy, fulfill an implicit mandate to
realize living power, to raise up, to enlighten, to keep life going.
Neither of my participants used the word (except in particular contexts) in their own
teaching practice and I use it rarely myself. Still, as a metaphor, the word directs us to a concept
that is valid and cmcial as it is foundational in éducation. See chapter one, "Real Life is
Meeting."
Henry Fielding, Tom Jones. New York: 1963.
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ourselves" ("Wholeness," Moyers, p. 363) .
Healing is growth
Teaching can be seen as a creative process that initiâtes and stimulâtes growth. That ail
teachers have healing power is suggested by the assumption, central to this exploration, that ail
humans are damaged or limited in one way or another and that appropriate teaching in the
appropriate time can set them in the right direction towards healing. Healing is a transformative
and creative process. In ail aspects of our lives, whether in leaming or in living, we suffer
fragmentation, sickness, suffering, physical, mental, spiritual dis-ease. Good teaching could help
create better people more at ease, more able to allow a better world to emerge.
In this context too there are many books and articles, many poems, short stories, plays,
essays, novels that provide the background that informs my thought and which, as a resuit, gives
shape to this writing. My topic, basing itself on the interrelatedness of teaching and healing, is
rooted in a literature that depicts the human condition, physically and metaphysically, in ail its
vagaries, in its 'fallen' state only to suggest that there is something greater, some transcendence
that people strive for that allows them to be more whole.
Teaching, like marriage in général and sex in particular, provides an opportunity to pay
total attention. And it's in this field of total attention that our best creativity can be realized.
Healing/teaching should also be seen in this context - that the conditioned mind is challenged,
that new ideas on how to enhance creativity (manifest in terms of growth and transformation) can
be realized. The primary context then is what l'm actually thinking and doing now. My primary
concem is to offer a possible perception(s) that allows us to make the connection between what
we do and who we are, to close that age-old gap, that seems to be so prévalent in ail of us,
between what we profess, what we do in the classroom and who we are in our daily lives."" This
immédiate context suggests that grovs^h/healing is ongoing and présent, that it is always changing
shape and direction, something like a meandering stream or a meandering conversation that has
no purpose or fonction other than the aesthetic of being itself on one hand and, on the other, of
offering anyone who décidés to take up the challenge, risky though it may be, some chance to
Freire's idea of libération is predicated on closing this gap.
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move creatively through new vistas and new explorations.
Conversations on healing
It s in this context of thematic interplay between 'the language of meaning; new
perceptions , creativity as healing , healing as growth' that my actual conversations become
defined or focused. My conversations, themselves embodiments of meaning, new perception and
healing/growing, are indebted in their literary antécédents to Studs Terkel, Working (1975) and
American Dreams: Lost and Found ( 1980), Writers at Work: The Paris Review Interviews
(1958), Writers & Co (1993) — ail of which provide models of good scintillating conversation and
interview styling.
Another book, Healing and the Mind (1993), especially pertinent to the healing aspect of
my topic, also takes the form of interviews. Bill Moyers interviews varions people in healing and
médical fîelds and establishes some conclusive evidence that we can heal with our minds and get
sick with our minds. The interview with Michael Lemer on "healing" has content and relevance
as does Lemefs book, Jewish Renewal: A Path to Healing and Transformation (1994)
Lemer, a post-modem Zionist, who espouses "the politics of meaning," has organized the
counterculture left of Judaism and any other would be sympathizers into a vital movement
designed to renew Judaism and to give value and intégration to American and human life in
général. Lemer's book emerges ont of fragmented America, ont of a sick America. Lemer,
himself a psychotherapist, mns/ edits Tikkun magazine under the auspices of an organization
called the Institute for Mental Health.
In Healing and the Mind Moyers picks up on the new paradigms that Lemer and others
are experiencing. Ail of his healers challenge the old Cartesian formula of séparation between
"The mind is its own place/can make a heaven out of hell, a hell out of heaven" (Satan in
John Milton's Paradise Lost) .
^ Lemer, editor of Tikkun, continues his Tikkun magazine philosophy, "Tikkun (te-kun)... to
heal, repair and transform the world. Ail the rest is commentary." The reader should note the
ironie reference to Tikkun's magazine rival, Commentary. Healing or is it transformative thinking
takes place when we shift from one set of beliefs to another and when we can say that the resuit
of this transformation aids and betters our growth and makes us feeL'see more whole.
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body and mind, the conventional and mostly current paradigm that médical science believes in.
Many conventional clinics throughout the nation are taking up the challenge somewhat influenced
it would seem by New Age thinking. In bis interviews Moyers discovers real cracks in the very
custodial system of conventional and/or traditional healing. Moreover, it's how this exploration is
navigated through guided conversation that distinguishes Healing and the Mind.
Challenging convention is one aspect of teaching that provides healing. The little light
bulb flashes on when we see something freshly as if we have never seen it before. Thus
challenging existing conventions, mores, paradigms ( social, political and personal ) stimulâtes
leaming/growth. Like Ivan Illich's Deschooling Society ( 1971 ), or J. Krishnamurti's Freedom
front the Known (1970), David Bohm's quantum, hologrammatic, paradigms challenge the way we
see our world. The message is clear. Shun sameness. (David Suzuki ) Fresh thinking, new
feeling and even original observance constitutes the healing implicit in ail teaching that seeks to
challenge and transform, that seeks to wake the student up, to break the habits of boredom
whether they be institutional or personal.**
David Bohm's writings are a good example of postmodem scientific thought.*' Bohm,
like Einstein and Bohrs before him, describes a very plausible intégration that suggests an
interacting fusion of physics and metaphysics, of the tangible and intangible, of the material and
the spiritual. UnfoldingMeaning is relevant on two counts: 1) the content of meaning and 2) the
dialogue method (dialoguing?) that suggests the movement of content. And this movement is also
meaning. As Bohm (1987) says,
Bohm's wntings on universal wholeness and his proposais conceming the implicate order
have begun to have an influence on diverse disciplines. His ideas are central to what has become
known as the 'holographie paradigm' which oflFer a ffesh perception, a new way of understanding
many interrelated phenomena such as quantum physics, health care, social organization, religion,
and the workings of the human mind itself.
**Bohm's book, Unfolding Meaning: a weekend of dialogue with David Bohm (1987)
certainly had this effect on me. As did the simple statement of the Kotsker rabbi, "He who prays
today because he prayed yesterday -- a complété rascal is better than he." (169) See A. J. Heschel,
A Passion for Truth, 1973.
*' Cf. Bohm, David., Sheldrake Rupert and Weber, Renee. (1982). "Conversations" reprint in
Marilyn Ferguson, éd., Brain-MindBulletin. Fall, Los Angeles; Interface.
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the content that one is consciously aware of, is meaning. And that meaning is
active. The activity of consciousness is determined by the meaning. Therefore you
could say that consciousness, both in the features that we experience and in its
activity, is meamng. Without meaning there is no consciousness. And the greater
the development of meaning, the greater the consciousness and vice versa (102).
This brings me back to another dimension of teaching/healing, namely that awareness of the
movement of mind in the energy field of consciousness contains 'total meaning' and it is this
meaning, or at least some awareness of meaning (Bohm calls it implicit order) that is the energy or
glue that provides impetus to the healing process. Perhaps healing is like a synapse, the energy
that jumps between one neurone and another. We only need to be plugged in to get the current
going. In this sense the teacher provides the outlet; the student has a plug or rather is a plug that
is guided into the outlet so the charge can take effect. What happens to tum the student's light on
is intangible yet electrifying. Growing consciousness as well as fresh perception adds to this field
of energy Im describing. Some would call the phenomenon spiritual. And spiritual engagement is
healing. And yet others refer to it as a concrète or explicit meaning. In this sense the process -
heahng/ spirit informs meamng. That is, both process and resuit suggest meaning which is so
much part of teaching. As Sigrun Gudmundsdottir (1990, p. 11) concludes, "Teaching ... is
basically about meaning. Teachers have to make meaning for themselves in the content they teach
and they have to tramform (my italics) their private meaning into a form they feel students will
understand." Certainly, what l'm describing here suggests a phenomenological ontology that is
common to ail creativity.
Laurel Richardson (1994) in "Writing: a method of inquiiy," provides a focus for many of
the methods that will be utilized. She emphasizes language as creating social reality, as giving the
world meaning and meaning to the world, as a "constitutive force, creating a particular view of
reality and the self (Denzin and Lincoln, p. 518). Insofar as words and meaning figure most
prominently in this study, Richardson serves to remind me of how writing into thought and
thought into wnting works. She affirms the post-modem context l'm so obviously playing with
which is like a sandbox of words and referents. Any writing and, we could add, any conversation,
are potential instmments of inquiry. Her emphasis on metaphor "the backbone of social science
vmting" (Denzin and Lincoln, p. 519) validâtes the metaphoric use of words like healing and
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energy. Perhaps ail inquiry, in itself an exploration or exanunation of thought, becomes manifest
through wnting. Thus biography, personal history, letters, class notes, joumals, an5'thing written
that draws on memory and observation, resulting in anecdotes, stories, poems, drama and memoir
constitutes an expressive verbal creativity.
Richardson draws our attention to the inclusion and use of fiction and poetry in the world
of the new scientific inquiry. Accordingly, it occurs to me that indirect writing, which is
characterised by discovery, analysis, interprétation, can take one deeper into thought,
personality and meaning. Richardson clearly delineates both content and processes of writing.
She states that we have material and that it merely needs to be shaped.^ In this sense of shaping
we should note here that the art of talking becomes manifest through the act of writing and
becomes the transcription itself. What we hear in conversation becomes symbolically rendered
through a transcription. In this sense the transcription is also art.
Front my notes (August, 1997) Transcriptions. Like a photo the transcription of
a live encounter captures a moment in time without its life. Or rather the life of the
moment is transformed, stopped in time, robbed of its vitality and expression. The
photo can only approximate experience as does the transcript. The transcript
captures the image of living in words - the word, "laughter" is not the laughter
itself. As words are symbols these words in the transcripts are a symbolic
rendering of good times in conversation. The transcripts represent life twice
removed. There is the actual immédiate encounter - the original living. Then
there is the recording of this living - the tapes. Here is voice disembodied. OrJy
the voices suggest vitality. The transcript, a record that the tape was made proves
the orignal conversation. Just as much is lost in translation, so then much is lost in
transcription. In this sense transcription is also proof of a lost living experience.
In "Writing..." Richardson emphasizes the détails that I shouldn't forget, the détails of
perception, like paying attention to tone and voice and yes, audience and who am I and where am
I? This brings us back to the beginning and Genesis 3, "where are you, Adam? " which involves
In this sense, this Thesis, insofar as it is composed of selected material and "shaped," is itself
art. Any académie exercise no matter how scientific selects data and point of view. As such 'art',
the creative, figures largely in ail our written/ spoken labours.
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us ail (depending on how you read) existentially in Presence. "
The existential where are you?" provokes both physical and metaphysical presence in both
parties: the one who is called and the one who does the calling. Man's answer here, " I heard the
Sound of You in the gardent, and I was afraid because I was naked, so I hid." (Gen.3:10) indicates
bis self-inflicted displacement from God's Presence. Hiding from God is also man's séparation
from self and thus his admission here already suggests longing to be exposed, to be présent to
God's Presence.
III
EXPRESSING THE WAY
7b engage in dialogue is ta be genuine. For true humanism, to engage in
dialogue is not to engage without commitment. Humanism is to make dialogue
live. Dialogue is not to invade, not to manipulate, not to "make slogans", It is
to devote oneselfto the constant tran^ormation of reality. In that dialogue is the
context of theform of being which is peculiarly human, it is excludedfrom ail
relationships in which people are transformed into "beingsfor another" by
people who are faise "beingsfor themselves. " Dialogue cannot imprison itself in
any antagonistic relationship. Dialogue is the loving encounter of people, who,
mediated by the world "proclaim " that world They transform the world and in
transforming it humanize itfor ail people. This encounter in love cannot be an
encounter of irreconcilables.
- Paulo Freire
A gem is not polished withoutfriction, nor man perfected without trials.
- Chinese proverb
Pursuits and procédures
What follows is a pursuit of a dialogue, itself a method.^ Through this work and on a
Personal levai Fm attempting to open myself to myself, to reflect on my own teaching, through
enlivening conversation with two inspiring teachers. ^  Aside from this the conversations,
considered as method and content, show what dimension can be discovered through talk. What
follows is some attention to the methods through which dialogue is achieved and through which
some account ofthe creative process contributing to the formation of this work is defined.
' Method comes via French méthode and Latin methodus from Greek méthodus, which meant
'pursuit.' It was a compound noun formed from the prefix meta - 'after' and hodos 'way',
joumey' (found also in English épisode, exodus, and period). 'Pursuit' of a particular objective
gradually developed into a 'procédure for attaining it,' the meaning which the word had when it
reached English. From John Ayto, Dictionary of Word Origins, New York; 1990.
^ Conversation exists in and is defined by the "centrality of relationship" between the
researcher (myself) and the participants (Joël and Harry). The researcher is the instrument when
his voice becomes part of the data. As such the researcher re-searches himself or in this moment I
(the reader) see myself looking at/for myself. Cf. Clandinin and Connelly, "Personal Expérience
Methods" in Denzin and Lincoln, pp.413 - 427. And also note Janesick, "The Dance of
Qualitative Research Design," in Denzin and Lincoln, "Qualitative design requires the researcher
to become the research instrument." p. 312.
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This chapter, the last to be written,' begins before any writing took place. Methodology
begins in the niind (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994) and only after we have done what we can do to
create forms can we look back and say this is what I have done.^ Basically, this was my method.
At this point in my wnting I can report on what l've done, how this thesis was created, developed
and brought to its logical end. The method or procédure relies heavily on an interpretive,
constructivist approach where "the activity of interprétation is not simply a methodological option
open to the social scientist, but rather the very condition of human inquiry itself."(Schwandt in
Denzin and Lincoln, pp. 118-119) . Thus just as method aids inquiry, so then it becomes one
aspect of the inquiry s content. It s in this context that conversation as method comprises much
of this work's content.^
What begins in thought ends in form. By définition thought bas to be a primary method.
Narrative conveys thought and reflection and is, according to Clandinin and Connelly (1994),
"both phenomenon and method [where] the rudiments of method are bom in the phenomenon of
narrative (Denzin and Lincoln, p.259). This thesis is indebted in part to the narratives embedded
in the ensuing conversations of my participants. Perhaps ail narration is merely thought
extemahzed. Our identities as human beings and as teachers become manifest though the way we
' Method in its preliminary stages is merely plan and idea. In process method is always
changing. Différent ideas provoke différent methods. It's only with hindsight that I can say what
l've done, what l've attempted to do, and what, in fact, l've succeeded in doing.
* This methodological hindsight is recorded in a note I wrote to myself, March 30^ 1998:
What started with an idea became supported by the ensuing conversations of this work.
The climax of this work can be best realized in the chapters devoted to Harry and Joël. AU the
other '^bberish' plays the necessary supporting rôle that allows this work to be called an
académie thesis. The talk of Joël and Harry represents the kind of intelligent teacher-talk that
illuminâtes éducation, those best aspects of it, a love of leaming, a passion for ideas and creativity.
The problem always is how to merge idea and the actual conversations. I wanted to make the
connection between what I thought takes place (theory) and what Joël and Harry were actually
taUdng about. As such there are three conversations and one idea.
1. Conversation with myself. This is how the idea originates.
2. My conversation with Joël.
3. My conversation with Harry.
' Cf. Huberman and Miles ( 1994) Qualitative Data Analysis, "Introduction," "Conversation is
'Human activity' seen as 'text', as a collection of symbols expressing layers of meaning." p.8.
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express ourselves. Thus ail forms of expression become method or at least part of a procédural
process.
Raw Data: Talk
Talk is only a pretext for other, subtler forms of communication. When the latter
are inoperative speech becomes dead. If two people are intent upon
communicating with one another it doesn't matter in the least how bewildering
the talk becomes. People who insist on clarity and logic often fail in making
themselves understood... Talk, real talk, it seems to me, is one of the most
expressive manifestations of mon's hungerfor unlimited marriage.
-HenryMiller, Sexus
By raw data I refer to taped conversations recorded in the homes and/or summer homes of
my participants. Raw data also refers to any conversation outside the taping process or even
written communications like téléphoné talks, letters, faxes, e-mail, most of which serve to
supplément the primary data - the taped conversations themselves. The following conversational
methods used in this study assume that
1. Conversations should be understood as ail the talks or a spécifie large unit of talking.
2. Conversation contains many types of narrative, story-telling, anecdote, role-playing.
3. Expressivity and voice are common to ail conversations.
4. Dialogues should be understood as a smaller slice of the transcript.
5. Interview is a more formai sense of question and answer. Our conversations were first
ignited by questions suggestive of the format of a semi-guided interview. Yet what started
with interview develops into dialogue and continues (seen as a whole) into conversation.®
6. Words have power.^
® This progression can be likened in part to a dog on a leash. Interview : short leash; semi-
guided interview: a longer leash; dialogue: both human and dog stay together because they are
connected - they don't need a leash. Conversation, generally speaking, is simply an unleashing
where those engaged in it can go anywhere they want, without seeming controls.
' Northrop Frye (1982, 1992) draws his readers attention to the power of words, to the energy
of the Word itself and to how language links ideas and thoughts, ofFering a continuum or unity.
Biblical analysis forces the reader to consider how words are connected to spiritual power, how
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Feldman (1995) says that insofar as the research process is concemed with meaning-
making, conversation is a constructive way to conceptualize being, acting, knowing, and
understanding and thus "conversation becomes a viable method for doing research" (p. 4). The
conversations of this study bear some similarity to what Feldman calls "action research" which is
the use of conversation to talk about issues or situations. What Feldman has to say provides a
context for conversation as method. "Conversation serves as research because it promotes the
exchange of knowledge and the génération of understanding through dialectical meaning-making
processes" (Huberman and Miles, 1994). As Feldman says, "conversation leads to a new
understanding and the new understanding shapes the conversation" (Feldman, p. 4).
Dialoguing
Bohm and Krishnamurti initiated a process they called "Dialogue" which is différent than
how most people see dialogue or dialoguing; namely, that true listening and true speaking
complément one another's approach to insight and thus the process of speaking and listening can
affect a change in consciousness and this can ultimately change the frame and substance of the
world we live in. Dialoguing, or a 'dance of the mind,' as Bohm terms it, is talking with a
purpose, to find out, to explore to understand, to investigate meaning. In this sense of the
Word,'Dialogue' is the central feature of inquiry which is key to both the method and content of
these conversations. ^  Dialogue is one aspect of conversation that can begin with interview, with
words have the power to bring forms into existence, to create marvellous transformations.
Connecting an ancient biblical context to the possible use of language in our day, Frye says, "The
articulating of words may bring this common power into being: hence a magie develops in which
verbal éléments, "spell, and "charm", and the like, play a central rôle. A corollary of this principle
is that there may be a potential magie in any use of words. Words in such a context are words of
power or dynamic forces" {The Great Code, p.6).
* Through the method and content of'dialogue' the reader is invited to consider respectful
listening and talking as an effective teaching/leaming strategy. Teachers often comment that they
leam as much ffom their students as they actually impart, but seldom does this seem to be the case
ffom the student's perspective. Occasionally though, a flow of increased understanding does take
place between teacher and student. This tends to happen when the séparation between those rôles
breaks down and a flow of dialogue imbued with mutual respect takes place. Then a true
collaboration occurs, and the resuit is something greater than might have come ffom the more
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a question. Essentially our dialogues/ conversations began in this manner. The conversational
habit of this study extended further into my classes. This is usually called class discussion. For
example, a discussion on éducation leads to a question on effective teaching and to some
considération of the attributes spécial to 'best' teaching. It's out of this kind of discussion that
one of my questions emerged, "What are the attributes of an excellent teacher and/or what's
a good class? " which provided the triangulation of this exploration.' In this sense the students
not only provided the answers but they also provided the question, the concem. Interestingly
enough, once asked, the question itself créâtes a consciousness in both student and teacher of
what should/ could be expected in a class dedicated to 'best' teaching.
Transcribing the raw data: Some problems
Essentially the raw data consists of the taping of conversation which in Joel's case took
place in two places on three separate occasions: Vancouver, June 18*, 1995. Homby Island, July
24* and July 28* 1995. Harry's taping was more rushed and took place in Cape Breton (île
Madame) on August 14*, 1995. Total taping time 6 hours, 15 minutes. Further descriptions
of this raw data emerge ffom the chapters on Joël (chapter 4) and Harry (chapter 5) and are
approximated in the transcriptions, two samples of which are appended at the end of this study.
At this point in my research I was well on schedule. What should have happened didn't. That is,
once home in Montréal I should have transcribed the conversations immediately. Instead, I
waited for the following June (1996) to transcribe ffom the tapes and instead of giving Frarmy
(Franny as method) the original tapes to transcribe I gave her copies and much was lost through
mufïled speech and garbled syntax. Eventually, many months later, when I began to edit the
transcripts while simultaneously listening to the tapes, I discovered the différence between
listening to the originals and listening to a copy of a tape. In either case, in listening I noted the
following.
From my notes (March 15, 1997)
usual, simple transference of information.
' See Chapter VII, "Continuing the Discussion" p. 105.
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clearing throat/Harry (smoker)
interrupting one another, usually Ray, too speedy, too involved, jumping in
too soon.
affirming sounds of agreement, hmnhmn or yeah or uhuh or ah
speaking together
speaking on top of one another where words are lost into the void of
incomprehensibility.
stichomythia (as in a Shakespearean play) the technique of rapid
conversation/talk where one says one word, the other another word. The
sentence is vertically created by two people instead of by one. Indicates
excitement, shared vitality, flow.
fragmentation - broken thought = broken sentences
false starts
répétitions
garbled syntax
silence or long pauses (mostly with Joël)
Writing: transcriptions, journals, letters, mémo card notations...
Like reading and listening, writing can also be therapeutic.'" Writing is the method and
the computer or pencil is the tool/instrument. Some considération of conversational method is
exemplified through my sporadic journals which depict in written form the tell-tale signs of
talking to oneself. The journals présent the raw data of a self reflecting on the form and content
of the topic. As such the journal form présents the content of self, even when something else
(other than self) is being observed. This can be seen in the following excerpt.
I begin the typing of this journal, keying in so to speak, on the 2nd of December,
1995. In médias res. But, as Derrida bas said, you can begin anywhere. Behind
this statement lies the assumption that ail thought is cyclical, however linear it may
appear. What l'm doing now is layering the actual hand-written notes/reflections
with memory and the mind of this moment, "the hour in which I am" (Shmuel Ha
Nagid) . This method may very well become key to the process of how I collect
data on my own perception of my own teaching. Thinking about teaching becomes
immediately relevant (implicitly and explicitly) to the work at hand; namely, my
thinking and eventual writing up of the exploration of teaching and teachers
through the focus of my key participants is stimulated by this compelling activity -
i.e. the activity of thought Dramatic works often have a freshness and immediacy
about them. By définition ail conversation is dramatic as is dialogue and dialectic.
10 Cf. (Gold, 1994), (Metzger, 1992)
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The original theory ofteaching energy seen in terms of healing provokes an
interpretive stance, invites an exploration of metaphor and an analysis of words as
they create both context and content. This study purports to pursue what was
started when my problem (read creative challenge) became conceptualized and the
challenge of how to fuse theory and life (my conversations) presented itself
And though journal writing reflexively points back to revealing the researcher (in this case myself)
the observer/researcher can also note salient features of the observed.
From my notes on the transcriptions (February 23, 1997)
Joel's speech/voice is quiet: characterized by many pauses, reflecting in action,
reflecting in talking, pensive, also involved and engaged, enthusiastic, focussed
attention, doesn't lose train of thought. A gentle breeze, sometimes inaudible, the
tapes have a lot of static. Interesting note here. Joel's speaking manner,
influenced as it is by personality and Parkinson's (which makes his speech quieter,
while making his thinking deeper, more connected to reality and not theory, as his
body is a constant reminder of life and death and man's need to be relevant) shapes
the ear of the listener. I found myself slowing down, attempting the measured
thought process that is so characteristic of Joël in my response to him. Harry's
voice is more robust, gruflf and gravelly ffom many years of smoking. A rush of
words. Whereas, Joel's voice is a calm sea, fairly even, with only slight ripples,
Harry's is a squall, high waves, indicating power, often stumbling over itself in its
surges, yet halcyonic, assured.
Notes on editing process {August, 1997)
•  Conversations were taped in Cape Breton and Vancouver and Homby
Island B.C. Summer of 1995.
•  Listen to tapes and transcribe. Mistake I gave Franny a copy instead of the
originals and words were more unclear than they should be. (June, 1996)
•  January and February, 1997 - editing transcriptions (4x - transcripts
continue to be edited even while thesis is being written)
•  Add Harry's and Joel's corrections" and don't forget to make your own.
•  Fictionalize Ray ie Ray can refer to himself in the third person. (?)
•  Analysis of both interviewée and interviewer
•  Analysis of transcriptions: emerging thèmes, key words, the life of talk,
marmerisms, inflection (see coding of voice), répétition, categorize
according to subject/context
•  talk about explicit and implicit patteming.
" When asked for feedback on the transcripts that I sent them, both Joël and Harry responded
promptly with editing corrections. More on their response to the tapes and transcripts will appear
in the chapters to follow. Even at this writing I expect more feedback on their respective chapters.
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•  Use concepts of Harry and Joël as basis of your analysis
•  Reflexive quality of expressive speech
Notes on data
1. Taped conversation
2. Setting
3. Biography/History
4. Observation of face and gesture
5. Photos
6. Letters, lectures, articles, working papers
7. Analysis of photos
8. My own reflections (injoumals)
Focus: no doubt the thesis / the problem or is it the concept of Teaching/Healing
Avill provide focus for how I listen to conversation. Memory: important to this
journal, who are we, who am I in this activity? Memory as method.
Teacher as method " — Choosing teachers
I ve had many teachers, many good ones and many bad ones. Perhaps any judgment of
what is bad and what is good in teaching is purely subjective. But it is generally agreed upon that
the bad or inefifective teacher is boring, bas poor grasp of his/her subject, is a poor Communicator,
doesn't like what he/she is doing and generally doesn't care for subject or student or any
combination thereof. (Highet, 1954) On the other hand, the good or effective teacher is the exact
converse. Again it's not necessary to have ail the attributes, but any combination of caring,
control of subject matter, passion for life, for teaching, for people etc., generally works. " Having
taught for over 30 years in one area or another I had a chance to reflect on what works and what
doesn't work in my OAvn practice; also, I have had a chance to reflect on who the great teachers in
my life are. Thus my two teachers are chosen because l've experienced their spirit, their being
through their words, through their ability to communicate what they see and who they are.
The teacher is also instrument, a means to an end; but here l'm concemed with how my
participants contribute to this work's ideas. The researcher as observer is very much an
instrument, "the main measurement device" (Huberman and Miles, 1994, p.7) and (Janesick,1994)
" See chapter seven "Continuing the Discussion" for further élaboration of more spécifie
attributes of the excellent teacher.
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Perhaps, too, more than from any other teacher, except for my wife," these two men have
contributed most meaningfiilly to my own ongoing leaming.''
The Teacher
Joël Shack has been my friend since highschool, since our wives became friands and
wanted their respective boyfriends to be fiiends. Joël studied Architecture at the University of
Toronto and I lefl Toronto to study at Dalhousie University in Halifax. Consequently, our
correspondance began in 1961. I remember an ancient correspondance we shared about
perception, where he asked me if I knew anything about it, mentioning the Swiss architect, Le
Corbusier, and I responded with how I understood Blake. He gave me art and architecture and I
gave him poetry. He gave me Klee, Magritte and Jane Jacobs and I gave him Yeats, Kafka and
Krishnamurti. We shared ideas on teaching, éducation, art (painting and poetry) and aesthetics.
My books lived in his house and his books resided in mine. Moreover, we've lived together for
short periods of time and thus have an intimacy nurtured by time and love. As fiiends we shared
ideas and experience, about life (politics, culture, religion), and information and stories about our
mates, about our children,'® about health, about our spiritual growth. Like Harry, Joël is
perceptive and analytical. What emerges out of his conversations with me is a clear sense of
Joël's striving after excellence. The poet who became an architect is now the architect become
the poet. Through words, poetry, our talks, letters, the inside of the outside is forever with us
" Wives and mothers are primai teachers. Acknowledging the primary teaching rôle of women
generally. Yogi Bhajan says, "Woman is the first teacher/ she perceives, sprouts, nurses/ she goes
ail the way after/ that breath to the creator."
" Like myself, both men teach what could be called the adult student. This study focuses on
the University /Collège teacher but the ideas suggested by their practice could, I imagine, be
translated into the experience of elementary and secondary school teaching.
My wife (Franny) and I are the Godparents of Joël and Suzi's children (Ari and Avi) and
they are the Godparents of our children (Deena, Raanan and Rya).
" Our 'inside-outside,' mutual sharing in a professional or académie context is well-expressed
by Joël in a recommendation I had asked him to write for me when I flirted with the idea of
teaching in B.C. Though relevant to the biographical method l'm now employing, a suitable
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Harry Whittier was my professer at Dalhousie ffom 1961 to 1967. I met him for the
first time in a second year English course, "English 124: The Romantics." I am 21. He is 38. He
becomes my mentor, my favourite professer and later in my studies, my friend. Harry is absorbed
by his work, by whatever he is reading. He is a reader par excellence. For many years he has
been a Blake aficionado.^* In my last year of course work at Dalhousie I take his Blake course.
Harry is a superb teacher, because of insights, because of energy, because of delight, because he is
concemed with content, with what concems the artist, the great drama of being human.
My exposure to his thinking was significant to my own thinking about teaching and has
informed my teaching practice. Teaching people how to read is important, to read analytically
and interpretatively, to read perceptively, to read with sensitivity, to read FULLY ALIVE TO
WHAT YOU ARE READING. Harry taught me how to read closely, to observe détails, to
enjoy reading, to become an active reader, to think about words, places, names, silence, how to
read the speaking voice, and the unspoken space between the words. He awakened a new kind of
life in me. His influence in my life is probably best captured in a letter I wrote in 1987 advocating
that he be promoted to full professor at Dalhousie University. Most of it I include here.
It gives me great pleasure to write an appréciative évaluation of the best
teacher I have ever had. I only hope my words are able to capture his profound
and lasting influence.
Just as there are many good writers but few superlative ones, so it with
teachers- good ones are not hard to find, but truly great ones are very rare. Harry
Whittier is, for me, that superlative teacher, whose acumen and ability to probe
under literature's skin, to reveal the wondrous workings of muscles, sinews, bones,
internai organs - the very blood and guts that make up the entirety and life of a
work of art, is truly phénoménal. Harry dynamically and energetically delights in
illuminating text, engaging the student in a creative process that provokes greater
perception about how literature and life interrelate, where one's own self-image in
conffonted and where, as a resuit, knowledge and understanding are deepened.
Harry is a brilliant, dedicated and gifted teacher. No matter how many
times he has taught the same work he always préparés the work anew discovering
its creativity as if for the first time. Thus the student receives a very deep yet an
combination of my modesty and the reference's praise relegate it to an Appendix. See Appendix
C. p. 17
" Just recently, Harry finished his grand opus, a book on Blake's poem, "Milton".
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on the spot and spontaneous reading of a work. ... He is certainly the right teacher
for students who really want to leam and yes he is the right teacher to stimulate
those who slumber into some intelligent (albeit tentative) wakefiilness, where
curiosity and love of leaming can be realized.
On a more particular note, I should add that it bas been 25 years (ca. 1962)
since, quite by chance, Harry Whittier became my Romantic poetry teacher. It was
his first year at Dalhousie and my second. I slept and he woke me up. I was lazy
and he lit a fire under me, telling me that flame cannot exist without the spark. He
loved involvement and was so involved in his subject himself that he could not help
but teach by example his own passionate involvement. And he taught me to read
analytically. It was as if I had never known how to read at ail. And he gave me
something lasting - a love of language and literature that has stayed with me to
this day and which, ail the while, spills over into my own teaching and my own life.
In my opinion, schools would do well to clone the likes of H.S. Whittier.
Every student needs to be told to trust his own eyes, to read primary works on
their own. This Harry stressed and he was the same teacher with under-grads as
he was Avith graduate students, never patronizing, always helpfiil and interested in
leaming. He offered me an intensity and a passion for literature and life that made
me want to emulate him. He was my mentor, my rôle model. I remember him
saying that the best comment on a work of art is another work of art. Perhaps we
could extend this by analogy to say that the best comment on Harry as teacher is
one of his students (myself) as teacher. For I see that my own teaching method
and reading ability has been so much influenced by him. For me, Harry Whittier's
teaching is very much alive. I am sure this is why I use the présent tense to
describe a teacher whose classes I attended so long ago. But knowing him as I do
I have no doubt that H. S. Whittier is still illuminating text, still sweating profusely
and wrinkling his craggy brow while he confronts students with some basic truths
that come out of reading text closely and perceptively.
My wife and I feel very privileged and blessed to have had this inspiring
man as our teacher. If we did not have a family and obligations which compel us
to stay where we are, we would go to Halifax, to take his courses, to listen to this
teacher/man who incorporâtes in his teaching ability and in his being the old
meaning of the word, Master. Dalhousie students who can attend his classes are
very lucky indeed.
The observer is the observed (Ray Shankman as method)
Method begins with the problem ffom the outset. After reading much of the
comprehensive work collated by Huberman and Miles (1994) and Denzin and Lincoln (1994) my
choice of a qualitative research project became most readily feasible. Perhaps Denzin and
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Lincoln's meta postmodem "fifth moment" attracts me most.*' In any case the séparation
between médium and message, between observer and observed is often tenuous. Fully cognizant
that content and form are connected I see myself as both participant involved in the conversations
and a primary instrument, collector of data, thinkmg etc. simultaneously involved in constructing
and deconstmcting so meaning will emerge. Methodology begins in the mind, in the cognitive
fimctioning at a pragmatic level. As such I have to acknowledge my persona like presence in this
work. This is intentional methodology - fondamental to any constmctive work in the field.
However, we should note that first person narratives aren't without irony.
Teaching can be seen in part as the expressed organization of thought. And thought itself
is active and experiential. Certainly the conversations are heavily rooted in the experiential. The
experience of friendship, of musings on teaching, on shared experience in and out of the
classroom. Processing experience years later becomes central to our talk and this processing (a
major part of this study) is indeed a creative challenge, especially as it relates to values and
perception. Dandeneau (1988) suggests a method for this processing and emphasizes the
importance of memory in bringing back the experience.
Both Joël and Harry warm up to the topic of what they do in the classroom, of how they
teach and of what they teach. Both voices point to afïirming what they are saying about the
content of their respective courses. Joel's poetic language is tempered with the logic of design
and structural thinking. Joel's quietism indicates his preference for the undramatic, the
understated, space and silence as important to the spirit or poetic essence of architectural design.
And this too relates to Joel's life design. Harry's involvement with Blake similarly shapes his
19 «n■'The Mh moment" refers to meta-post-modem research which concems itself with the
'spiritual' to reconnect to meaning. Denzin and Lincoln (1994) in their final chapter, "The Fiflh
Moment," comment on "the future of qualitative research" significantly.
But it is true that many, including scientists, are searching to find some spiritual
core in themselves, a way of reconnecting to meaning, purpose, and the sense of
wholeness and holiness that once, in another âge, permeated the everyday lives of
ordinary men and women (582).
Tochon (1994) suggests this duality or complementary quality when he says, "Constmction
and deconstruction are complementary processes." Again, without the one you can't have the
other.
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ideas and passion. Intense, seeing and passionate, Harry's talk reflects the inside of the outside,
the metaphysics of the physics. Hany talks about energy with energy. Harry embodies energy in
the flesh and the spirit. Harry is insightflil sees the life of iiterature, the literature of life. Joël sees
the poetry of fomis, the mner essence of life and designs buildings reflecting this perception. As
they speak I receive wonder and feel blessed. Now this is 'real conversation,' (as Harry said of
the'conversations') Words of life create life. In dialogue we truly lived. It should be noted here
that ail talk is active. And this activity of speech créâtes event and situation as well as it shapes
and reshapes memory.^' Speech also suggests its opposite. "Without Contraries is no
progression."^^ As such listening compléments speech as method and is also therapeutic or
healing.^
Summary of methods used (form and content)
1. Thinkmg about subject - idea - purpose; how to cormect experience and topic, to say
something relevant, to provoke thought, self-awareness, excitement, to suggest thesis
itself can be 'healing' as the reader relates to it.
2. Choosing teachers.
3. Form: theory and 'conversations' with my classes, creating questions and possible
triangulation. This occurs after the transcriptions.
4. Proposai for project.
5. Process. Travel to B.C. Taped interview - Joël. Travel to N.S. Taped interview - Harry.
In The Bible God says "let there be light and there was light". This pattem of cause and
effect determined by the active agent of the word or language as a transforming power seems to
be sublimally noticed by Stubbs (1983) who says Austen's most essential insight in his Harvard
lectures (1955) recognised that utterances are actions. Language only appears static. Language is
Sound triggered by the tongue.
William Blake, "The Marriage of Heaven and Hell" in Poetry and Prose of William Blake
éd., by Geoffrey Keynes (London: Nonesuch, 1961) p. 181.
^ Therapeutic listening is careful listening, essential to the healing implicit in dialogue. The
idéal listener is one who is conversant with his own inner life and not frightened by the contents.
In this context one has to really talk to oneself to really listen, Inner dialogue is spiritual. Talking
to oneself is primai method. In this sense, one can also listen to self.
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6. Transcriptions. June '96 - Raw data.
7. Feedback; letters, phone-calls.
8. Talking to colleagues, sharing work with others.
9. Data réduction: Reading transcripts with pencil, pen, highlighter. Underline key words,
thèmes, words.
10. Data réduction: Annotate transcripts (notes, corrections, highlighting).
11. Data réduction: editing, editing, editing, (5-6 x), chapters on Joel and Harry.
12. Rewriting.
13. Add biographical material.
14. Other material: letters, articles, working papers, fax, e-mail, téléphoné).
15. Tournais.
16. Photos, self - portraits of Joel, choosing.
17. Feedback, further contact, téléphoné, fax, e-mail.
18. Note-taking, diagrams, figures, tables (some or ail may not be used).
19. Visualizing and focussing (going inside), to ease the pain of writer's block, slow progress.
20. Computer, editing, composing simultaneously on more than one document at the same
time, eut and paste etc. (Ail this involves leaming how to use the computer, e-mail, etc.).
21. Putting it ail together. Fusing documents and files, editing and more editing.
22. Incorporate notes fi"om mémo cards containing supporting material.
23. Add footnotes, reading codes, appendixes, tables, figures.
24. Print.
Putting it all together
A vision is just a vision if it 's only in your head
if no one gets to hear ityou 're as good as dead
— Barbra Streisand
Presenting the data seems to be a great challenge. I decided to devote a chapter to each of
my participants. As such the data réduction becomes analysis (Huberman and Miles). It seemed
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important in the context of our talks to provide chapters (chapters 4 and 5) where both Joël and
Harry can be presented flilly. In this context the reader can see the dimension of the talks.
Chapter 6 ofFers more analysis, summary, comparison and conclusion. Appendixes seem
important here since the editing is more severe than I wanted. Thus in the appendixes l'm able to
provide some of the source material (raw data) for the reader's édification and pleasure.
•  Data collection in the field, Instrument: Tape recorder (primitive) summer 1995
•  memory as method
•  Transcription (indebted to wife, Franny Gorbet who types faster than I do)
Instruments: Dictaphone, tape recorder, computer (Fax and E-mail)
•  Data réduction, editing 4 or more times.
•  Left some slightly edited Verbatim speech so the reader can somehow hear as he/she
reads.
•  Coding: présentation of my teachers: portrait and commentary in chapters four and five
with slight analysis. Further analysis and summary in chapter six détails some coding and
tables of key words and thèmes relevant to making the semantic connection between my
vocabulary and Joël and Harry's. Reading code to préfacé Appendixes A and B.
Détails of analysis: main passages highlighted, handvmtten notes on the transcript itself,
isolate thèmes: Joël (16), Harry (35), isolate keywords: Joël (19), Harry (18). Merge key
words and thèmes.
•  Add Appendices, tables (reflecting analysis) and figures which draw particular attention to
comparing Joël and Harry
Methodology reviewed
Among the many questions that this thesis could provoke is one largely concemed with
method. As l'm writing up my findings (l'm really Avriting them down) l'm aware that this
writing, up and down as it is, is itself part of a methodology that is continuously moving ffom the
inside to the outside and then back again ffom the outside in. This cyclic structure suggests only
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apparent beginnings and apparent endings. But then the design here is not linear at all.^^ And
perhaps this attempt at delineating a methodology diminishes the ongoing conversation of 'life-
teach, teaching/healing, which is oflen so wonderfully expressed through non-linear, non
tangible, creativity and intuition.
24 Cf. Appendix D, "Concept Map," p. 178.
IV
INNER ESSENCE
A wood carver made a post to hang bells on. When the post wasfinished, ail the
people admired it as a miraculous work of art.
Also the Prince ofLu looked at it and asked the carver: "What isyour
secret? "
The carver answered : "I am a simple artisan and do not know of secrets.
There is only one thing to be considered. When I was about to make the post, I
was on my guard not to allow my energy to be diverted by any other idea. Ifasted
in order to bring my mind to balance. When I hadfastedfor three days, I did not
dore any longer think of reward and honour; afterfive days I no longer dared
think ofpraise or blâme; after seven days I had forgotten my body and my limbs.
At this time I did not even think ofHis Majesty 's court. In this way I identified
myself completely with my art, and ail temptations of the outer world had
vanished. After that I went into the for est and looked at the natural shape and
growth of the trees. When I happened to see the right one, the post for the bells
stood ready before my eyes, and I could go to work. Otherwise I would have
failed. And the people hold my work divine because my innermost nature
became merged with the nature of the material. "
- Chuang Tzu
The conversations with Joël occur in two différent places. Tape one (18 June 95) is
recorded on Suzi and JoeTs back porch, in Vancouver, where the wisteria lyrically intertwines
andwinds its way through and up the wooden lattice. In the background there is the noise from
traffic on 4"" St. and of children playing in a nearby park. Over a month later (24 July 97),
tapes two and three are recorded on Homby Island ( small and picturesque off the east side of
Vancouver Island) on the porch of a rented cottage. The day is sunny; the blackberries are lush
and tempting and alwqys the air isfull of the slight hum and buzz of bees and other insects. A
perfect moment for talking. Only the raucous Rooster interrupts ourflow. Based on the raw data
of the tapes themselves, the transcriptions ' of these talks offer a portrait ofthe teacher, Joël,
whose 'inner essence ' burns bright.
Keeping the little flame alive
Joël is a méditative, soft-spoken recently retired teacher of architecture who now writes
poetry as a way to organize his constant reflection. In his teaching and in his work he is
reflective and asks appropriate questions designed to evoke and /or cajole the inner essence out of
both student and work, much in the same way that the Inuit carver intuits and urges the form of
' As there are many transcribed passages in this chapter, the reader should become familiar
with the reading code, "Notes on Appendixes A & B" (p. 115).
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his stone to reveal itself (1, 14) As such he introduces into his teaching a kind of reverence, fui!
of spiritual dimension. He affirms the authentic, the real, seeking eut the poetry "within myself as
well as in teaching (2, 1) Joël cares for the physical world and would like to repair, renovate or
restore it,
which, I guess, could be understood as healing the world. And sometimes it's
caring for a site and restoring it, repairing it and sometimes it's caring for a
building which is, maybe an existing building, which is being renovated and
repairing it and bringing it back to life again (1,14).
Joël is no less caring, no less healing in his teaching style, in the way he thinks about teaching and
in his actual practice. Throughout the conversations we will see how Joel's close observational
approach to life's "inner essence" permeates both his living and his life.
Joël thinks in terms of poetry, of practicing the art of poetry, of writing thoughts, building
verbal constructs through acute sensitivity to metaphor to establish relevant verbal connections
between one thing and another. One example of this (and there are many) can be seen in a letter
(April, 15, 1995) he sent to Franny dnd Ray which comments on how the thèmes of the Passover,
the Jewish freedom/survival holiday, relate to his own spécial situation of retirement and
Parkinson's disease.
For me this is a mémorable Pesach, because it was only a few days ago that I
formally announced my parting from the University. I am not exactly moving ffom
bondage to freedom - in some ways it is the bondage of my illness that is
enslaving me as a victim of forced retirement - but nevertheless there is some
scary excitement of new release and change. Maybe freedom always comes with
a 'cost' - even the spiritual state of freedom comes only with the intensity of
attention and awareness to ail of one's conditioning.
It actually feels like I am moving from the struggle with one kind of bondage to
another form of bondage - and it is the struggle itself that has to be worthwhile.
You may remember one of my metaphors for my current struggle - I imagine
myself in a canoë, paddling against a tidal current, just barely matching my
movement forward with the current pushing me back. But I must pause regularly
to bail water from this canoë, since like my failing body, it keeps springing new
leaks. So I lose ground and begin to despair. However, if I focus on the joy of
Bracketed numerical references should be understood as follows! Tape = first number and
page = second number. Thus tape one, page one becomes (1, 1) .
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paddling my canoë and the beauty of the sounds and water sensations (which have
always been an ecstatic activity for me) then the struggle is worth it. If I resist my
bondage it is not worth living for — if I participate in the movement within my
bondage it is worth dying for.
In this letter and throughout the conversations Joël makes important metaphoric connections to
phenomena, the particular; his own situation, struggling for life against the quickening current of
Parkinson's which is analogous, generally speaking, to the life struggle in the océan of living that
besets ail of us. These words, so poignantly expressed, invite us to enter a world of metaphor, a
world of ideas and feeling. However, catastrophic the results, participation in the movement of life
afiBrms process. Close observation and articulation of one's own hfe struggle becomes in itself
soul-afiimiing and life-giving.
Philosophers of éducation from Plato to Solway have affirmed that teaching should serve
to improve the student and through this perennial purpose and its fuIfîUment contribute to the
overall enhancement of society. As such, teaching is transformative and aids personal and social
growth. No doubt Joël had some idea that teaching can be worthwhile and bénéficiai when he
became a teacher of architecture. Moreover, his sensitivity to his experience and exposure to the
corporate aspect of architecture accounts for his graduai growth, ff om uncritically accepting the
business of architecture to becoming a more critical, socially concemed teacher of architectural
design.' Becoming involved as a designer that helped transform "old industrial areas that were
quite decayed ... into residential quarters with community facilities and parks," Joël saw how he
could do his bit to repair, mend or heal a deteriorating society/environment. This changing
awareness is fiirther exemplified in the following rapid exchange.
Ray: Again transformation.
Joel: Green space. Yeah,
Ray: Darkness into light. [ Joel and Ray are almost speaking on top of one
another.]
' See Appendix A; Tape 1, p. 131 (p. 17 ofthe original transcription) for more detailed
discussion of this growth.
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Joël: It's a healing of the
Ray: (laughs) social organism or
Joël: Of the physical organism, physical organism of the city
Ray: Yeah, that's right.
Joël: And anything that tums industrial decay into places to live and raise children
is healing in itself I guess ... (1, 17).
Joel's 'tuming' reflects a natural growing into social awareness and fits the person he was
growing into. It was "a time of healing" for him. A time in which his own humanity was
expanding to include the humanity of others. True to Dewey's precept that teaching is essentially
social, Joël moved doser to the needs of people and thus teaching becomes the vehicle for Joel's
continuing growth and healing. As a teacher of design, Joël strives to see the connection between
form and content and he wants the student to see these same connections, how something works
or is made. Joël teaches the art of perception, of how to see the intrinsic and extrinsic
relationships between a form (building, structure, place) and human beings. In Joel's words the
secret to the 'eye-opening' process dépends on seeing the true essence of the thing, to pay
attention to détail which créâtes a 'résistance' ... " to keep some humanity alive."
... what I do in paying attention to détail and caring for making quality places in
this world, a world which is overcome by consumerism and exploitation and
technology which is geared towards efficiency, what l'm doing is creating some
'résistance' in the world, and it's not résistance for résistance sake but it's
résistance to keep some humanity alive. So I see it as a kind of little candie
which l've got to keep burning and which I pass on to the students,
whichever students pick it up. Some of the students in my studio presumably
are touched by what happens but they may be inundated by, by a world dominated
by images and superficial images and média and consumerism and so they may lose
it. But maybe it will, maybe a flicker stays alive in them which can emerge
later on. And there are a few students who have really responded very dearly
to the ideas and are really - feel the same urgency that I do to keep the candie
alive and the light alive. And this humanity in face of the large inhumanity in the
world, and I don't want it to sound too prétentions, but I think it might take
hundreds of years, if it happens at ail, for that little candie to grow into a
larger flame again, but somehow we have to strive to keep it alive.
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Joël: I see this dialogue that we are having right now doing the same thing.
Hopefully there are at least ten people sitting - having the same conversation in the
world. I don't expect that there are a lot. In these little pockets of résistance they
are keeping some humanity going.
Ray:... It's important to keep the fires buming.
Joel: To keep the little flame alive ... to keep the fire alive in myself (1, 21).
From humanity to self, from the outside to the inside. Keeping the fire alive in oneself is
no easy task. Teaching allows the relationship from self to other to occur, and teaching
architecture oflFers a multi-dimensional range of ideas, théories and pragmatic applications, from
the detailed study of materials to the larger yet just as detailed study of a place for a project.
Since effective teaching is largely a communicative art best conveyed through skillful use of
metaphor, analogy and story-telling (narrative), it is a natural shift for Joel to move fi'om the
poetic teaching of Architecture to the wnting of poetry. Joel recognizes this when he refers to an
ex-student's remark, "that it is interesting to see me writing poetry which he thought was what I
was always doing in architecture ..." (1,8). Poetry; the way one uses words, the way one
thinks about life or simply, "Poetry is something that expands the imagination in an unbounding
way." * In Joel's life and teaching, poetry is the force that continues the narrative, the teaching
story and continues 'to keep the little flame alive.' Joel's 'inner essence' is kept alive through his
way of seeing ( his poetry) and thus this 'poetic' inner essence informs his thinking.
The Poetry of Teaching
In Joel's world the aesthetics of place are important to teaching effectiveness.® What
starts ofif as locating oneself in habitat, environment and culture demands reflection on personal
* Téléphoné conversation with Joel ( Jan.22/96) when 1 asked him, "Joel, what do you mean by
the terms poetry and poetic?"
' Joel bas lived in Vancouver (Kitsilano) for some 13 years, close to the sea and parks. Many
educators (Krishnamurti, Tagore, Steiner, to name but a few) concur that setting is important to
effective leaming and teaching and that 'spiritual dimension' is more accessible in a natural and
'healing' environment.
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location, and this inter-connectedness quite naturally spills over into the workplace. Concemed
mainly with design in Architecture, he prefers to let the place speak to him; he sees the design that
is implicit in place. The same is true in the classroom where the unfolding drama of personality
and interaction - the dynamic that exists between teacher and student - détermines how the
teaching can be perceived, what needs to be taught and so on. Essential to his thinking about
design and communicating ideas to students is the desire to make connections. For example, what
starts off as a casual question on place on my part tums immediately into a reflection on how he
realizes how connected he is to Vancouver, through "a process of close observation and writing
about it."
Ray: How do you like living in Vancouver?
Joël: I have to stop and think about it. (Long pause) I realize how much this place
touches me, especially after writing ^ oeXry...{realization of connection to
Vancouver cornes from writingpoetry - my parenthesis) I think a lot of that
connection happened through a process of very close observation. Obviously,
I was very open to Vancouver and the landscape and the remarkable quahties that'
it ofFered. But after I got Parkinson's Disease . .. I made a practice each day of
doing a bit of close observation and writing about it. And looking back on that
right now, trying to tum those observations into poetic lines, I realize that I was
certainly in touch with it then but it got ingrained in me even more in the process
of looking closely (1, 1).
Here "close observation" and paying attention are focal. "Paying attention" is central to
leaming, it is no less central to teaching. In his speech Joël moves from responding to place with
the words "touches me" to the association with poetry, to seeing what gives birth to the
association between the two — namely, "close observation." Close observation is feeling ("in
touch with it," "ingrained in me") as well as seeing. In being touched, Joël's outer feeling
becomes inner fact. Joël works from the outside in. Place stimulâtes, as do things, people,
students, books etc ail of which stimulate the inner person, the creative mind, the feeling realm to
respond. Joël's outer demeanour is quiet, and pensive. His inner life is very vital, very sensitive
and creative.® Making both a pragmatic and an imaginative connection between the outside (the
social, cultural, political) and his and humanity's inside, becomes central to his teaching practice,
® For one reflective/ reflexive example see Joel's self-drawings in Appendix G, p. 174.
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where
the connection to détail is very much one of focus on finding poetry in the way
everythmg is made, in finding a kind of soulfulness in the quality of things, in the
quality of materials, in the quality of fabrication, in the quality of how materials go
together and the juxtaposition of them. Their implied connection to the human
condition ( 1, 1).
Important in Joel's speech is the word, "quality." Throughout these conversations Joël brings
almost a reverential quality to the words he uses and it is this same approach that characterises his
relationship with his students and to life in général, and which suggests an important dimension to
the poetic texture of his seeing.
In his studios Joël emphasizes "finding poetry in the way everything is made"
(my emphasis). We could add to this that Joël attempts to see the poetry of ail life and as an
architect he is forever conscious of how we are ail connected to things as well as we are
connected to one another. This awareness suggests a fusion between the pragmatic and the poetic
"... there's a whole range of ideas which are very pragmatic and very skilled based. But ail of
that is highly integrated with these other levels of poetry and insight" (2, 16). Perhaps, since the
word is so fi-equently used by Joël, some définition of the word "poetry" is in order here. In a
letter (Thursday, January 23, 1997) Joël wrote,
Dear Ray,
You asked about what I mean by theterm "poetry" that I tend to use in the
interviews so fi-eely and blithely...We [Duane ^ and Joël] weren't sure that "poetry"
was what the 'extra dimension' was called, but we intuitively decided it was better
if it emerged out of a reflective process of making 'something' (reflection-in-action
is how good designers work and how design is taught) * ...we thought that this
'something' shouldn't start with a functional need (like a bedroom table or desk
lamp) but rather more like the mirror box {reference to a gift Duane and Joël
^ Duane is Joel's ex-student, assistant and designer fnend
* This knowledge and articulation of it emerges independently of Donald A. Schôn's
reflections. Cf. Schôn's The reflectivepractitioner (1983), Educating the reflective practitioner:
How professionals think in action (1987) and The reflective turn: Case studies in and on
educational practice (1991).
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designed-my italics) started, which was about "reflection and an exploration of
the tangible 'presence' of the mysteiy of the act of reflection. Somehow we
decided that we should start with a comparable experience to "reflection" but this
time it would be about illumination." I think we were looking for something that
was open-ended in its experience, meaning and association (which by the way is
one way that I have defined (or undefined) "poetry," that is, poetry opens the
'imagination' to boundless dimensions.
Because it is architectural poetry we were looking for something that could
be both tangible and intangible' at the same time - something we could build
with care and love in its subtlety in its détails, that would open us in the 'making'
of it and others in the use ofit, to unbounded dimensions ofhuman experience —
i.e. every time one used it, one would discover more. We avoided pinning it
down with the word spiritual,' perhaps for the same reason that we weren't sure
about closure on it with any word. So we started with a vague but attractive
notion of "illumination', not knowing whether we were up to the task, but willing
to see where it would lead us. I describe ail this to help answer your question
about what is 'poetry' for me as a teacher in architecture." ...
Joël s sensitivity to détail, to things, to the design of how one thing connects to another is
reflected in his language. His définition of poetry emerges further in a letter ( Monday, January
27, 1997) where, in expressing some thoughts about the 'language of research' that he developed
in a talk to students doing a Masters of Architectural Research degree at UBC., he says,
So when I speak of poetry' in Architecture, I really mean making connections
between ail levels of experience and language of architecture and expanding into
the fUll potential of what it means to be human, from the material to the poetic
(and beyond). My design studio courses practised and required that flill range. It
was never easy, but we rose to the challenge.
Joel's use of the word, 'poetry' is synonymous with Moffett's 'spirituality' who describes it
inclusively, the intégration of the inner qualities of human life with the outer physical, social
world ... creating the sacred through close attention to the secular " (Jhe UniversalSchoolhouse,
p. 11). Good teaching is based on good focus - paying attention to the student, attentive to the
context both student and teacher are in, attentive to what's happening in the moment. Joel's
schooling and experience have shaped his seeing and his approach to teaching. Long pauses,
silences punctuate his speech as he méditâtes on the right word, the best way to say something.
Joël is careful, sometimes cautions, but not without confidence. In responding to how his students
receive him Joël says, I shake them (students) a little; I provoke them; I try to avoid imposing
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too much on them. My will cornes into play obviously to the degree that I push révélation as an
encouragement, as a challenge and I try to get them to do the same" (1,4). He goes on to say
... when I talk to students about architecture the most basic things that I talked
about connect some poetic inner essence in architecture to something that's inside
them. that's poetic. Sometimes it is a process of opening their eyes to the poetry
that exists in the world, very often in everyday things. Poetry can be quite
dramatic. It can be overly dramatic. It can be beyond themselves, beyond the
students, in the sense that it's monumental work. But l'm more interested in the
poetry that's quite - the deep poetry that happens in the everyday world in the
everyday experience in the simple act of making things with care, and similarly
Connecting that to the things that touch them the most in the everyday world and I
guess there is something humble about that attitude. And the humility that that
suggests is trying to open them to the fact that they can take care without
overplaying their architecture. And they are usually quite surprised when I show
them the poetry of an entrance, or a back porch, or a door, a doorway (1,2).
This poetic or poetry approach to teaching suggests deep feeling and spiritual caring for both
students and the things ofthis world. In seeing the connection between the sacred and the secular
Joël ofifers a way of seeing and feeling to his students. In pointing out the poetry of an entrance
Joël draws his student's attention to the extraordinariness of the ordinary, of that which is so
easily taken for granted, usually seen literally or one dimensionally. Here Joël awakens the
student to seeing his\her own world afresh. The quietness in Joel's profound poetic words is like
the quiet, humble yet poetic possibility of a taken for granted doorway. Joël doesn't have to be
overly garish and loud in his teaching nor do the students in their architectural work; they just
need to pay attention and to care, to open themselves up to the possibility of a dimension they
have not yet articulated, which could, quite possibly, open them up to themselves.
Joël managed to achieve this 'opening' when his associated sensibility linked his grief on
his father's death and the place his father died in (the hospital) to a poem-lecture on place,
prepared on the plane taking him back to Vancouver. This is expressed most poetically, revealing
a cogent, sensitive description of where he is in relation to what things are and who he is talking
to. Its intégration of perception and being, of place and humanity is as sensitive as it is edifying.
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It's for this reason that I présent the poem-lecture in its entirety.'
Oct.30.84 Lecture 6: Eléments of Architecture
'THE POETRY OF EVERYDAY SETTINGS'
I went to Toronto to sever ties.
I was called there because my father required
emergency surgery — open heart surgery.
I was on the plane when he was in surgery.
For the longest 4 days in my life I waited for him
to come to, watching him die and beyond death,
to make the décision to shut oflf the machines that
supported him at the edge of life.
My mother died 2 years ago. I am now an old man,
who has closed the door on a former génération and
on my childhood, collapsing a lifetime in 10 days
to get back to Vancouver.
I tell you this to explain my absence but also as
introduction to the "placelessness" that I have just
experienced with traumatized awareness.
For those 4 days in the hospital:
I needed a doorwav to stand in, watching down the
hall for the doctor to come. A portai that could offer
a place big enough to inhabit — a place in-between
the confines of the waiting room and the business of
the corridor.
I needed a niche in the corridor, to have a fleeting but
essential life and death conversation with a doctor in
passing — but remembered for a lifetime.
I needed a place to pace — to hear my feet marking the
progression of hourly time — and places along the pacing
hallway to look out over the city to think of the past
and what the future might bring.
® Originally I had thought of putting "Settings" in an Appendix with the other supporting
material. And perhaps it's indulgent of me to bring it forward like this; however, I can't avoid its
Personal appeal, which I imagine will reach out to the reader just as it did to Joel's original class.
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I needed places to taJk more intimately than I ever have
before with aunts and cousins — a nook in a wall or
comforting corners.
I needed places to be alone — but close at hand.
More than anything else I needed a window place to
stand in that could take ail of me, with a window
frame that could support my outstretched arms and
take the burden of my weight — with a window sill
of permanence, that could absorb the tear stains of
many before me — that would let me know I was
not the first or last to experience tragedy — a
window that did not mock me with architectural folly,
but did still play with sunlight — the life-giving sunlight.
I also needed a place to walk outside — a small quiet
garden in the centre of the busy city — that marked the
changing seasons, an outdoor "room," to talk to the
earth and sky, to commune with the spirits, God and self.
It is too difïicult for me to talk about the most eventful
place — a place to die.
The hospital offered me a laboratory environment,
windowless and sunless and shadowless, with a maze
of corridors and nicheless rooms, with 4 inch thick walls,
and flexible ceilings of fluorescing light — everywhere
changeable.
I have been presenting what I believe to be the
fimdamental basis of a SENSE OF PLACE — i.e.
larger places made up of a set of smaller places
each small place, supportive of intimate human acts and human relationships
supportive of human dimensions of one person and a few — small enough,
not larger than it needs to be.
If members increase, make more small places — decentralized.
The design of each place should be informed by the poetrv and drama of
everyday life. The meaning of places need not be esoteric, but instead subtlety
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reflective of everyday rituals and daily experience.
—  Each place should be inhabitable: to inhabit is to actively dwell in a place
— appropriate it for a while, make it your place of comfort or support, for
yourown purposes.
So I do not say door but 'doorway.'
I do not say window but 'window bay.'
And so on with 'inches' in hallways'
and corners of rooms.
Each inhabitable place should be adaptable and
resDonsive to what différent people and différent
occasions will apply to it. Not so specialized or
exclusive in its design (not a 'tight fit') and not
empty of eues (not an empty stage) but rather a
'loose fit.'
... continues with more technical environmental design theory.
The poetry, the way the thought is expressed, and the poetry of architecture (form and content)
are well flised here. That this poem/lecture would have a profound effect on both students and
teacher is fiirther articulated by Joël when he responds to my questioning.
Ray: Where are you most conscious of something happening in a classroom?
When you were teaching were you ever conscious of something happening that's
transformative, or is that rétroactive? I mean, can you get a sense of students'
AHA! right there on the spot? ... or do you ever get a collective AHA? You know
like I remember you telling me when you prepared that poem lecture, "Poetry of
Everyday Settings."
Joël: Oh yeah, that had a powerfiil affect and it's hard to cultivate that everyday
(laughs) The reality of it - it has something to do with the reality of the perception
the students had. But it was such a powerfiil experience for me and I was able to
communicate the power of that experience, that ail of them felt their own fathers
and the mortality of their own fathers in that moment as well as the experience that
I was portraying of my own father's dying.
Ray: Good teaching has to connect the student to what's going on deeply in
their own lives or what's going on to where they can connect to their own
lives (2, 8).
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In this context of fiising feeling and place, perception and grief, a portrait of Joe! as
teacher/human being in action emerges and gives even more credibility to the conversation that
follows which furthers Joël's définition of poetry;
Ray: When you say poetry are you talking about poetry in terms of form or feeling
or making connections? The poetry of a back door, for example.
Joël: I talk about it in intangible essences, the quality of how a doorway brings
two worlds together, an outer world and an inner world. And how the inner world
is one of protected sheltered, introverted experience and the outer world is
reaching out and experimenting and adventurous and going beyond yourself and
your family and ail the poetic ramifications of those two worlds coming together
in that one place of the doorway and the inside of the doorway and the porch
outside the doorway that begin to extend that doorway. So one goes deep into
those inner essences, at least I try to suggest that one can go deep into those inner
essences and then find ways to give form to them without undermining that
essence but instead to provoke it or evoke it, without overplaying it, finding the
appropriateness for the context, to do it in ways which are simple but suggestive,
rich in association and experience and connects something that's very intangible,
these mner essences, which both connect something deep within your own psyché
and beyond that to other intangibles in human experience, spiritual experience and
connect those inner qualities to some outer form in a way that the tangible outer
form speaks of the intangible. And I use an old quote ffom an architect named
Louis Kahn, "the primary purpose of architecture is to make the intangible
tangible so as to evoke the intangible" (1,2).
In the rhythms and energy of Joel's speech the subject bas been successfiilly articulated.
The inner quality of a doorway is no less the inner quality of the observer identifying with the
observed. In these few lines Joël suggests an approach to holistic intégration of his world. Herein
too is the essence of Joel's teaching theory, "to evoke the intangible" with tangibles.'" It would
seem that Joël simply projects his own being on what he sees and on who he teaches. Going deep
into oneself parallels conveying depth to others. Getting at the inner essence is like going for the
metaphysical jugular. Connecting to something deep within one's own psyché and "beyond to
other intangibles in human experience" is indeed a creative challenge. Sometimes the onus rests
on the tangible. How does one see it? In this case the outside stimulâtes the inside. On the other
This reminds me of Keat's line in "Ode on a Grecian Um" that "heard mélodies are sweet
but those unheard are sweeter stiU" ... "the spirit ditties of no tone."
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hand the vague idea or an unconscious feeling can only be realized if it is embedded in some form.
This movement ffom outside to inside and from inside to outside is just the other side of an
aesthetic, one that characterises Joefs perception, both in poetry (the poem) and in architecture.
(See Appendbc D. Fig. 1, p. 178.)
What form best expresses an idea or a feeling or something deep inside that can't be
accessed except through something, some form, some word outside oneself? And what is the
perceiver's energy as he créâtes a form? And what response is elicited ffom the student as the
words (themselves forms) are pattemed to create response, to create as Joël says, "opening
seeing." "Well, naturally some [students] are confused and feel like ... there is a kind of delicious
mystery to it, and for others the spark catches and flares up like kindling" (1,3).
Joël: You were asking about what, how students feel about these ideas
when they are presented with them. I often présent them initially in poetic terms.
I talk in poetry and use words which are not necessarily part of architectural langu&ge.
Ray: Where do you get this language ffom?
Joël: Well sometimes it is the language of some of my favorite architects like
Louis Kahn or Aldo Van Eyck who talk in poetic terms as well. But it is language
that I have developed myself from just looldng carefully at architecture and trying
to understand what it is in terms of its most essential phenomena. And so it's
come from years of study and years of carefùl thinking about architecture and
architectural éducation. So I might use words like "multi-valent éléments" which
suggests that a design form, a piece of stoop or a threshold is made in a way which
connects to another set of forms. And each form connects to another in a way
which makes new combinations, and these new combinations are open-ended in
terms of their association as well as their formai complexity. And there are terms
like "reciprocity" which suggest that where two différent realms over-lap and make
a third, that's a totally différent character, like places between inside and outside,
or how some element can speak of both one and many, the individual and the
collective (1, 3).
Like most word-loving, word-conscious poets, Joël knows that "poetry is language
charged with meaning" (Ezra Pound) And like W.C. Williams who said "there is no idea except in
things," Joël recognizes that the object of the word is to point to the thing itself (as referent) and
just as one thing leads to another and has an essential connection so then one word connects to
another. The language of architectural design, no less than poetry or music, must, after ail, have
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implicit design. Communicating ideas demands visual aids, through drawings or through
metaphor," in order to make essential connections, to establish meaning in the experience of the
observer/listener. Word building créâtes images just as buildings create images. These images are
forms. The creative challenge that besets most teachers and most poets simply is finding the right
Word.
Joël: The most prévalent key word (in my teaching) is "inner
essence." And I "struggle" with students. It is interesting that I
said, "1 struggle with students," because I tell the students that
we're in this as a "patient search" together. And that there are
many unknowns, many ideas to "unfold" and "together we will
discover" some new things. Of course I lay out, some of my current
discoveries, that tell them that they're poets as well and their poetic
insight, "insight" is another word I use a lot, is necessary to
uncover or reveal, "revear is another word I use a lot, these "inner
essences" that take "poetic insight" to oerceive and to reveal and to
articulate (1, 4).
Like most creative people Joël constantly seeks out new ways to express what he sees,
knows, feels and expériences. Joel's practice concurs with the way he sees his world and is
definitely a projection of who he is, even in his own estimation;
Ray: Would you say that 'insight' and 'reveal' and 'discovery' and
'articulation' and 'inner essence' and 'patient search together', this
type of phrasing, suggest something about your own personality in
the classroom, who you are and what your energy is ail about, how
you manifest energy ?
Joël: Yeah definitely, if I have a teaching style it would be one
which is definitely centered in a kind of quiet reflective
thoughtfui state in which one doesn't impose will, but discovers
some kind of inner essence and allows it to be revealed. That's
me, that's my attitude to architecture and rny.attitude to teaching. I
assume that I am not going to impose things on the students I am
there to evoke and offer some guidance to their process of
revealing themselves. And I work hard to encourage them to trust
their own convictions and their own insights and their own personal
discoveries in the process in which we work together (1,4).
" As Robert Frost bas said, "metaphor is simply seeing one thing in terms of another.'
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Defining his rôle with some self-assurance, Joël sees himself as a creative catalyst. He
spurs his students on and they in tum inspire him. Joel's job as an architect involves mockups -
making models of what a project could look like. Joël himself provides some idéal modeling to
his students. The student mirrors the teacher. As the teacher has conviction and insight which
leads to personal discovery, so then students leam to trust themselves in a shared process of
mutual leaming. The répétition here of "their own," (repeated 3x) indicates how strongly Joël
feels about giving authority over to his students, to empower them to make them strong in their
subject as well as in their character. This approach is obviously ffeeing, emancipating and
démocratie. In this aspect of Joël we see a guide and a facilitator, two other aspects of the
teacher that lessen authority - that old colonizing, positivist, pre-modem, lecturing approach.
Yet Joël says he isn't just a catalyst, that he can get polemical to the point of shaking his students
up;
That is, I shake them a little, I provoke them, but I try to avoid
imposing too much on them. My will cornes into play obviously to
the degree that I push this poetic révélation as an encouragement as
a challenge and I try to get them to do the same (1,4).
Being an "evoker-provoker" Joël has enough empathy to identify with the leaming
process, to not treat others any differently than he would want to be treated himself. Joel's
studios are often collaborative and group leaming oriented. The class size (15 to 16 students in a
studio), the extended length of time that Joël and his student's shared together in studio and on
field trips created a deeper sense of community and brought them into a more profound personal
relationship than what is ordinarily experienced in University and Collège classrooms." The
foUowing lines explains this context flirther.
I mean in architecture l'm fortunate because when I was teaching a
studio it was fifleen students for three aftemoons a week, six hours
for each of those aftemoons, so there's a lot of hours in fact where I
Cf. Giroux, Freire et al...
Class size contributes to the kind of community experience that can be created. This term
(Winter, 1998) I taught three classes totalling 115 students. Smaller classes are potentially
enriching.
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have a powerful affect on them and I set up that whole studio
environment which they're in for a whole term. And that's their
major educational commitment for the terms so that l've got them
more captured than just a one hour lecture course or a two hour
lecture course. But a lot of the leaming or a lot of the spécial
connection between whatever healing power that I have towards
the kids that l'm working with goes beyond even those teaching
hours (2, 6).
In the context of saying his students, usually between the âges of 24 to 44, "come with
intense passion for architecture" and that "they are willing to work extremely hard" he also says
"and I demand that they work really hard" which results in real transformations, real leaming.
Joël; ... They tmly experiment with ways which they have never
tried before and each term we try new ways so that the experiments
are experiments for me as well as for them. So they get to explore
pragmatic detailed issues in Architecture at the same time as we
talk about complex and even esoteric poetic ideas (1,6).
Joël s high standards go beyond being a mere taskmaster for always he encourages and
gives positive feedback to his students;
Joël: By high standard I mean a lot of things though,
both that they're willing to move their skills and abilities much
further than they ever imagined, also plumb the depths of their own
experience more than they've ever imagined, make connections
between their experience and design problems in ways they haven't
made before and discover depths of meaning in architecture that
they've never discovered before and ail that takes a huee amount of
work because it's such a huge agenda. And at the beginning of the
term I tell them, "you're going to do it." "You're going to do it
more than you've ever been capable of doing before. That Tll
demand it of you and you'll rise to the occasion.'^ (My emphasis)
(laughs) I mean I say it as positively and encouragingly as I can but
demandingly at the same time.
Ray: And sure enough they do respond, rise to the occasion?
Joël: Yeah, partly because they're at it together at the studio. The
peer pressure works as well as my own expectations that I lay on
them. ( 2, 9)
One literal and figurative instance where a blocked student gets the point can be seen in
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the following Unes, indicating the metaphoric interplay between the thing/ sculpture and the
human being (student):
...And because I have eighteen hours a week with them, I see a lot
of things. At least by half way through the term I can see that
certain things are blocking their leaming, or blocking their
perceptions or hindering their own open psychic openness. And I
begin to address those things. Sometimes l'il take them aside
informally, just sort of catch them when they're walking down the
hall going to the studio or away from the studio or ofFto a cofFee
and make some comments that open up something for them. Or
sometimes 111 see them as part of a site visit which I do at building
sites because we're ail leaming and have a few moments together.
111 throw in little comments which both are encouraging you know,
like tell them they did really well in something in which theyVe been
struggling with as well as reminding them that there's - well we
went on a site visit to West Washington University which is in
Bellingham in the United States, as part of the last studio and the
campus is filled with modem sculpture which is set out in the
outdoor areas of the campus. And I just hooked on to an idea
where I identified individual pièces of sculpture with individual
students letting them see that there is a kind of metaphorical
blockage that they had represented - the blockage they had was
metaphorically represented in the sculpture. Like one student was
being very uptight and very highly organized and there was this
sculpture which was a gridded steel frame hanging with spikes on it
and I asked the student to stand under it and said, " look up and
what do you see?" He looked up and he saw this gridded steel
frame. And I said, "Does that remind you of your work in some
way?" And here he was under this sculpture which looked like a
torture machine. (They both laugh) And I said, "do you think
you're torturing yourself ? " (laughs)
Ray: Then he got the point.
Joël: He got the point (laughs)
Ray: Was there any change?
Joël: There was a dramatic change. (They both laugh.) (2, 12)
Joël places both himself and his students in an exploratory situation, essentially
'expérimental," combining ideas and feeling with the pragmatic skills that would anchor both
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building and student. Suggested too by experiment is risk-taking. Taking risks is important in
efifective teaching as is lighting the motivational fîtes. To my question, "How do you light the
fîre?" Joël takes me a step further saying the motivational fîre bas been lit but "the insight fîre
hasn't necessarily been lit" (1,6). Joel's attempt to 'Ught the fîre' is enhanced by a language
intent on opening hearts and soûls which brings him doser to fînding out "who they are."
Joël: I want to fînd out who they are ... because I am curious and I
get very involved with them and involved in their o^vn personal
insights and convictions and so it becomes part of my adventure as
well, but the real, the central intention is for them to see, to fînd
their own strengths both in skills as well as in their own poetic
convictions, artistic adventures that they want to entertain.
Sometimes that has to do with where they are at that time in life. I
mean if they're in a space where their world is quite chaotic maybe
they need to fînd a lot of order. If their world is too heavily
organized maybe they need to fînd some inner ffeedom. I often try
not to assume that I know what's right for them. I try to get them
to be as open as they can be to themselves and to the work and to
things that they naturally are attracted to (1, 6-7).
Joel's Socratic manner is provocative and gets his students ready to look past the superfîcial by
asking challenging questions. " Is that what you really like? Is that really satisfying to you? Is
that really fulfîlling to you? This type of questioning urges the student to see more, get more of
that inner essence. One aspect of Joel's teaching is his obvious awareness of how the teacher
is involved in a constant unfolding of cause and effect. Joel's own consciousness, his sense of
self, échos through both his words and his pauses/silence. Joël listens well and gives his students
a chance to respond; he doesn't supply the answer for them, nor does he talk over them. Instead
he uses silences skilfully like a Zen poet who gives value to the space between words, who
knows that silence is itself creative and provokes thought, who has the patience to wait for the
student's fermenting thought to begin fomenting, to flow into response.
Ray: Is silence part of your teaching method do you think?
Joël: I think I may have said something about this before, l'm not
sure, but l'il say it again anyway. Often by asking a question in a
way, which, I guess, relates to getting outside of something and
getting another view of it, we're asking a question in a way which
isn't normally stated by asking it in terms of deep experience or
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poetic metaphor. And then leaving it hanging for a moment with
silence is a challenge to students' awareness and consciousness, if
they haven't heard that question - they may not bave heard a
question like that before. They may not have been challenged to
think that way before. And sometimes l'il pick up on it, I mean I
like to pick up on what's happening in the moment. So a student
will say, will make a comment about their work or about someone
else's work in a seminar review and l'Il extract out of that those
comments, what I think is a deeper essence and ffame it as a
question and let it hang in the air for a moment, for a long moment.
(Very long pause here)
Ray; Pregnant thoughts.
Joël: (laughs) I may not answer it. I may ask it expecting an
answer and they may not answer it and I may not answer it. And
m say, 'Well let's see if we can get to it through another means.'
Or ru answer just partially and l'U say, "1 think it's going to expand
more yet. I m not always anxious to close the door on everything.
Ray: This is, I think, when you have open ended questions a lot of
open ended answers, you have what's called exploration, what can
be caUed exploration when you're doing it together.
Joël: The students remember those questions that hang in the air.
Because they say - maybe the next session we have together like
that, they'U say, "I think I know what you're getting at" or "1
thought of it in another way."
Ray: Yeah, you're stimulating their thought which is what leaming
is ail about.
Joël: Or on a site visit they'U say, "1 see it now." And then or
course there's those handful of students that come back to you five
years later and say, "l'm just beginning to really see it." (laughs)
Ray: "Or I wish you were teaching the same subject now as I
would be able to understand it better" (2, 13) .
Teaching is itself an art, an unfolding and a discovery. It is also inspirational, positive and
fuU of good faith. Though cynicism can often become part of one's teaching personality, Joel's
teaching is characterised by a certain willingness to suspend his ovm disbelief and to encourage bis
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students to suspend their disbelief, "And believe that, bave faith that something will be cultivated
over time, will grow over time and the little seed you're planting, you can wait with some
pregnant pause." (Tape 2, 15) Teaching is just the other side of leaming and is a continuons
conversation with self, with colleagues, friends, one's mate. As such the 'dialoguing', the
conversation, doesn't end. Thus, even though Joël is now retired he is still "dialoguing" with
friends, other teachers, ex-students who come and visit and "want to find ont what new thoughts
are emerging."
Joël: They want to keep on dialoguing and they don't want to lose
touch with that early stimulus. So there is teaching going on in that
sense. ^ ^ Teaching has always been an exploration for me too.
So that part is still happening as I concentrate on writing poetry and
explore ideas for poetry and take ideas that are half started and try
and push them fiirther (1,8).
What's emerging?: Creativity, intuition, awakening
Insofar as Joël is poetic in his teaching it was a natural évolution for him to move from the
teaching of architecture to the writing of poetry. Now retired from formai teaching Joël can give
fuU expression to some creative endeavour." In a significant and perhaps ironically poignant
few Unes Joël aligns his life to creativity:
Ray: Creativity is important to you.
Joël: Yeah, I breath it. (Long Pause) I guess, my puise works
in a creative way somehow, I don't know.
Ray: Hmhmn.
Joël: My heart beats in a creative way.
Ray: Iwasasked
Joël: My band moves in a creative way "(1,8).
What are the shaping forces on Joel's teaching/ creativity? When asked, he cited his
" This also refers to Joel's hand tremors.
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prime architectural influences: The Dutch architect, Aldo Van Eyke and the American, Louis
Kahn. But the most important influence on Joël, over the past 7 years or so has been Parkinson's
Disease itself which has "opened me to seeing in ways that I didn't see before."
Ray: Would you like to elaborate on that?
Joël: Well it has put me in touch with a sense of mortality and
what matters most in life. It put me in touch with what I think are
essential things in architecture, looking for essential experience
and Connecting that with essentials in poetic human experience.
And I guess I always had that sensibility, it's just that it has pushed
me that much further and that much deeper in awareness and it's
given me the discipline and the time l've actually taken to look
more critically, more precisely, more attentively, and with that
consciousness of attention. I brought that attentiveness into my
teaching, as part of what I teach students (1,9).
Joël: It has aiso brought a sense of compassion and caring, increased
compassion and caring about students, who they are, as vulnérable individuals.
Ray: mmhm.
Joël: And students recognize that l'm in some kind
of vulnérable state.
Ray: mmhm.
Joël: And they sense my human vulnerability and they recognize
how that's connected me to a more spiritual metaphysical kind of
reality. I think that opens them to that dimension as well. (1,9).
Suffering créâtes awareness and PD, in this sense of debilitating affliction, has enhanced
Joel's natural tendency to become more aware, more conscious and as a resuit, more resourcefiil
and creative. Yet, ever thoughtful and not willing to deal with this idea of suffering simplistically,
Joël chooses his words carefully and makes the distinction between the merits of being conscious
and that of being unaware, "maybe consciousness of suffering helps creativity, but even when you
are not conscious of it you might be able to draw on it. The suffering that's within you may seek
expression through creative means" (1, 11), thus linking creativity and intuition, "... there's
something that's very powerflil in creativity and certainly one that I encourage very strongly in the
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design studio and that's intuition" (1, 14).
Joël: And there is an energy that's released, I think a very powerful
energy that's released through intuition. And intuition in design is
often letting go of artificially constructed thought, of letting go
of conditioned patteras, which might be current thoughts in
architecture or current styles in architecture and current ways of
thinking in architecture ... If you can suspend those and just allow
your intuitive inner knowing to get through to the perception of
the architectural problem at hand, and use that - allow that intuition
to flow in a very open way both in ternis of seeing the dimensions
of the problem in the architectural assignment in the studio, as well
as seeing what you can bring to it of yourself. I think there is a
tremendous energy that's unreleased. And that's not consciousness,
at first level, that's not necessarily consciousness that's at a level of
highly précisé articulation because it may be just trusting your heart
or trusting a kind of inner knowing that you have. It may be
accompanied by my questions in the design studio such as how do
you know that? How do you really know that? Or, if you just
open yourself to it, can you feel something quite powerful that you
cant quite articulate?
Ray: So questions themselves create the energy that is pressing the
button or evoking the, or is the catalyst on something that is going
to happen potentiaUy happen in the student.
Joël: Yeah. And the questions might need to be asked poetically
and evocatively in order to get at that, but I suggest that this
process of getting themselves into this intuitive state - doing
something through this intuitive state both in terms of perception
and acting on a design intuitively, and then having done that,
stepping back, getting some, a little bit of distance ffom it, so that
they're not emotionally attached to what they have done. Reflect
on it - so it's intuition and then reflection and through reflection,
struggle to articulate in words and in images and in dialogue what it
is they have discovered. What it is they have actually done. And
sometimes I ask them to let the design of their building tell them
what it wants to be which is a metaphor for allowing the inner
essence of things to reveal themselves and something within the
students to reveal itself. And I have mentioned before (in previous
conversations) this little parable of the Inuit carver who takes a
piece of soapstone and tums it over in his hand and stares at it for
awhile and reflects on it for awhile and then asks the stone, 'who's
in there?'. And starts to carve slowly and hums to himself
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thoughtfully and asks the stone again, 'what's emerging?' and
finally something starts to take form and he says, 'Aha!' Something
in the stone, something in his caring for the stone, something that
needed his poetic insight of course and some active design process
in the insight that he brings to it is revealed in the stone. Something
is revealed in the stone because he cares for that stone but it was
always in the stone. And each stone is a différent stone and through
his careful probing and intuitive exploration, the stone tells him
what it wants to be. And I suggest that kind of intuitive process is
powerful for every student to experience. And it starts from, in
the way that I talk ahout architecture in the studio, it starts
from the direct experience of making things, the simple hasic
phenomena of making things. And that making things is a
process of caring for things and caring for materials and
selecting appropriate materials for very speciric situations.
And through that process of stroking and caressing and caring,
things tell you what they want to be (1, 15).
Becoming excited as he explores intuition, Joël encourages each student to let go of the
known and to trust his/her feelings to let the totally new emerge. Poetic questions introduce new
possibilities and challenge the old conditioning. And when this happens there is a burst of energy
which one can feel even as Joël describes it. This burst of energy, based on the making of things
and the seeing of the creative process is indeed spiritual in its perceptive reverence.
Ray: Sounds like your introducing a form of reverence and almost
a metaphysical spirituality.
Joël: Yeah,itis. It's a -1 guess sometimes I allude to the caring
for the physical world in that spirituality that you mentioned as a
way of repairing the world which I guess could be understood as
healing the world. And sometimes it's caring for a site and restoring
it, repairing it and sometimes it's caring for a building which is
maybe an existing building which is being renovated and repairing it
and bringing it back to life again.
Ray: Architecture provides a lot of metaphors for the language of
construction, the grammar of everyday settings or the restoration.
" Joël refers to a concept we've discussed throughout our conversations which is also inherent
in Judaism - that of Tikkun (te- kun)... to heal, repair and transform the world. The same
concept gave rise to the magazine, Tikkun, "a bimonthly Jewish critique of politics, culture &
Society," dedicated to 'Jewish Renewal.'
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the rénovation, the
Joël: Transformation
Ray: Transformation, the repairing, the mending
Joel: And the healing.
Ray: And the healing - right. You mentioned too that intuition is
related to mner discovery or inner discovery expressed in such a
way as AHA! and so therefore you're suggesting too that part of a
manifestation of intuition is the realization that intuition indeed has
taken place which becomes an awakening of sorts.
Joel: Yeah, it's an awakening which has this kind of revitalization
of energy as well which is the Aha. I mean students sometimes
don't say Aha; they say 'Oh WOW!
Ray: Yeah, what else do they say?
Joel: I CAN'T BELIEVEIT.' (laughter)
Joel: Oh yeah, they often get very excited. Both excited at their
ability to go through the process, that is, to apply their skills in
ways which articulate possibilities that they never imagined before.
Or to apply their skills to see more deeply than they ever saw
before, or to build in their imaginations, to build places that they -
that didn't exist in their imagination before. You know it is as if
when you give them tools, both perceptual tools and reflective
tools, it opens up possibilities that didn't exist before, So it actually
opens the imagination. It's as if when you've got a very limited set
of tools you can only speak to a certain level in architecture, and as
a resuit you can only think to a certain level in architecture and
when I give them tools of greater depth of perception and
reflection it expands their world of imagination. They can
actually think in ways, conceive in ways and imagine in ways
they couldn't bave imagined before (1, 15) .
Joel, in his manner and his ideas, epitomizes the kind of teacher that Freire, Giroux
Company would endorse, for his teaching method and substance is essentially ffeeing. As a
designer, Joel's ffeeing consists of what Donald Schon (1983) calls "Design as a reflective
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conversation with the situation" where the situation "talks back." Joël and Ray had these
conversations fuUy aware that what they were talking about were in themselves conversations —
conversations with and about situations which established an immédiate transformation not only in
idea but in their relationship. As bel! hooks bas said, "dialogue is a powerflil gesture of love" and
language can convey a sense of the sacred. In many ways what we talked about was in fact
being enacted as we talked. Out of talk ideas were explored; out of talk connections were made;
inner essence was revealed, and that urgency, that attempt to 'get close to the bone' was both
perceived and achieved.
Schôn says the designer "shapes the situation, in accordance with his initial appréciation of
it, the situation 'talks back', and he responds to the situation's back talk" (p.79).
" Sisters ofthe Yam. "Living to Love" Toronto: Between the Lines, 1993.
ÎENERGY! THAT'S WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT!
Energy is action and movement. AU action is movemcnt and ail action is energy.
AU desire is energy. Allfeeling is energy. AU thought is energy. AU living is
energy. AU life is energy. If that energy is allowed to flow withotit cary
contradiction, without anyfriction, without cary conflict, then that energy is
boundless, endless. When there is no friction there are no frontiers to energy. It
isfriction which gives energy limitations. So, having once seen this, why is it that
the human being ahvays brings friction in this movement which we call life? Is
pure energy, energy without limitation, just car idea to him? Does it have no
reality?
- Krishnamurti
It ail dépends on how you see ...
The Perspiring I/eye or perspicacious perspiration
The interviews/conversations took place on île Madcane, Cape Breton, where Harry and
Pearl Whittier and their daughter, Sara, live during the summer. Their héritage home on Cap la
Ronde is situated on a hill overlooking the Atlantic. While we talk about teaching, the sun shines
and the distant white caps ofthe rolling waves surf towca-ds the shore. It 's in this setting that we
talk in Harry 's 'study ' about the relationship between life and teaching, how the two are
connected.
Harry: It took me a number of years to leam this, Ray, but I discovered,... the
relationship between teaching and life isn't a relationship; it is an identity; they are
the same thing. That may sound strange but what I mean is essential teaching,
not "repeat the alphabet, dear" as a form of teaching, but that is not what I am
talking about. What I am talking about is that living is primarily energy and
teaching is energy and therefore, on that ieve! you put them together and you
have an identity rather than a relationship (1, 1).
Talking to Harry is a teaching/leaming in itself. Harry's teaching, like his facial expression
and his use of words, is energetic, full of life and always connected to literature. Any définition of
energy as life force,' as enthusiastic, passionate and engaged applies to Harry. One is struck.
' There are many définitions of energy. Energy also relates to healing. Energy is the 'force'
that is active and transforming. Luise Light, "How Energy Heals", The New Age Journal,
Jan./Feb. 1998 traces the idea of energy in the context of the spiritual/ the breath of life. "Ancient
cultures thought of it as 'vital energy,' the life force. Through the âges it has gone by many
names. Early Egyptians called it ankh, the GxQQks,pneuma. Indian Vedic texts fi-om four
thousand years ago call it prana. In China, it is qi, or chi (pronounced "chee"). Tibetan medicine
texts call it lung (pronounced "loong"); ancient Hebrew texts, ruach. To the Japanese it is ki
(pronounced "key"). But by any name, this bioenergy is universally recognised as the core of life
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upon talking with him, that his words and who he is are one and the same thing. In his terms
teaching is "energy" as is "life" and therefore, Harry is most energetically alive. Perhaps as Gibran
says about love and work, that "work is love made manifest" so with Hany, reading and speaking,
teaching and living is energy made manifest. Harry's life/teaching is his identity. But his teaching
is related to who he is in the sense that he is so identifîed with what he reads.^ Reading is a primai
source of life/energy for Harry.
At this stage in his life Harry is retired ffom teaching and has refocused his energies into
writing about William Blake's poem, "Milton". Reading Blake is central to Harry's total world
view, for Blake is arguably the poet of perception and creativity, perhaps more so than any other
writer. Influenced by his reading of Blake and many other writers, most notably, the Bible,
Homer, Dante, Byron and Conrad (to name but a few), Harry exhibits an independence of spirit
and mind, a free-spirited, perceptive, integrity that very few teachers, cowed and shaped by
traditional academia, can display. Harry's teaching is ail about how to read, how to interpret what
you read, for maximum enjoyment and édification. "The word is immortal in a mortal world"
(Letter, 17 December 1982). Harry speaks of the energy of the writer — what a writer is truly
saying - as being important, for his own energy/life and for the life (energy) of the student.
But energy comes ffom these writers, (Shakespeare, Dante, Joyce Cary) if you
can read carefully and hear what they are saying (as well as listen to what
they are saying), and that energy has got to find a destination somehow; you can't
keep it in yourself. It is not something that belongs to me, kind of thing, it is
something that belongs to everv living being and the way you try and bring this
about, as if it weren't true like it is, but you're in a position, which you feel it might
not be, is to try and convev some of this energy to the people that are listening to
you so they can feel their own energies coming to life, coming to life in a broader
sense. We ail know we are alive in some way or other, some by dropping
stones on their feet, other people by getting degrees. We ail know we are
alive but we ail want to exnand that sense of life so that we live more fully
every instant of the day, night, whatever (1,1)
Here energy can be understood doubly as the life of the text and the life of the teacher/reader.
and the driving force in healing" (79).
Blake s and Knshnamurti s, 'the observer is the observed' applies to Harry own perceptual
awareness of how literature and life inter-relate.
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When one is full of energy the figurative cup literally runs over. Harry secs himself as a conduit
for this energy that is created by great writers,^ that is absorbed by him, and which, in tum, must
be given over to the students, "so they can feel their own energies coming to life". As he talks I
notice bis face crinkling expressively and his hands gesticulate authoritatively, working the
thought out, developing a statement that feels etemally true.
Ray; (to Franny) What do you think of Harry's expression, his body language, the
way he talks about things, what do you think about that? I mean I have an
observation to make which would - which is part of my study because I really
believe that it's part of the conversation; when I start writing this up l'm going to
start trying to describe who Tm talking to. (Harry laughs) You know, without
being an artist and supplying photos, maybe we should have photos of our
characters, you know, in the book (2, 12)
His deep, resounding, gruff, smoker's voice brings me back to my student days when I attended
his classes. I had seen people sweat doing laborious jobs; I had seen people sweating in sports
activities, but never, in ail my school years, had I seen a teacher sweat in the line of duty. The
conversations lead into the physicality of teaching, how the body also speaks.
Ray; I notice, as you are talking, this great energy that comes from you in terms
of your hands gesticulating and the intensity of your brow...
Harry; Laughter
Ray; There is a lot of body expression in you. You're very expressive in your
body. Now were you always so expressive in your body?
Harry; Yeah. I think maybe some of it is a reaction ffom some of my military
time when your body is not expressive and if it is, you're knocked on the knuckles
for it, so some of it is a reaction from being
Ray; Held in a straight jacket.
Harry; Kind of a straight jacket that is called military discipline or regimentation.
' It's interesting to note the authors Harry so easily refers to throughout our conversations.
To continue the list; Blake, Conrad, Fitzgerald, Twain, Plato, Molière, Homer, the Bible... AU
ofiFer an interpretive substance and dimension to the reader. Harry's vast knowledge is as
entertaining as it is illuminating.
* First instance of the idea for supplying photos. See Appendix G. Photos, p. 175.
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the worse names for it, but those are the ones we use now. (laughter)
Ray: Se you know that's part of the communication.
Harry: Oh yeah, very definitely.
Ray: The body is. I remember when I was a young student in your class I used
to watch you sweat and l'd think is this part of teaching? I actually had this idea
then that you need to sweat when you teach.
Harry: (laughter) The sweating which became a joke finally; many people pointed
it out, but what it came from as far as I remember it and feel it is that you get into
[it] when you are talking about a piece of literature, as I was saying earlier, you
are trying to convey this sense of energy so that people who are listening will
feel that energy themselves and the sweating is simply a physical
manifestation of the intensity with which you are trying to get that idea
across. It's not an idea; I shouldn't use that term. To get that energy in
motion so that everybody in the classroom is ideally, IVe had this happen on
occasion, not as oflen as l'd like, but everybody in the classroom
Ray: Is there.
Harry: Is there in the sense of being, they get up and say WOW! and that's
what it's about (1, 2).
"That's what it's about." refers to energy, "the total realization of life flilly lived" (Ray: 1, 2) and
Harry élaborâtes, "Yeah, that's right, the sense of being, is another way of saying the same thing
yeah, but that's what the whole teaching is about. This is why it doesn't make any différence
what you're teaching" (1,2). At this point in our exchange Harry gives a marvelous example of
how energy works in the classroom by providing as analogy, the stoiy of 'Mad Jack Hammond.
I had a math teacher at the navel academy when I was there. The nick name for
him was Mad Jack Hammond. He was very enthusiastic and energetic about
Mathematics. You can be energetic about anything really; this is a classroom
situation. He would talk a mile a minute and he'd be writing on the board with
chalk and the piece of chalk in his hand would be wearing out and he would reach
into his back pocket and put a new piece of chalk in his hand and continue and
everybody was laughing.
Ray: (laughing)
Harry: That's what I mean by it can be anything, but literature lends itself to this
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obviously, because literature is about human attitudes. What you are looking at is
a whole sériés of millions of human attitudes towards living and life and the rest of
it, ail of it a manifestation of the basic energy that we're talking about like a good
author and there are many of them. I don't like the term good because authors are
authors, like God is God, but authors that you go back to and read again, are those
that are able to convey this energy in the same sense that I was talking about in the
classroom and ail the teacher then becomes is an agent that is coming in to sell
Dostoevski today - you see (1, 3).
I refer to this passage at length to draw my reader's attention to Harry's energy as he recounts the
story. My response, laughter, is analogous to what happened in the classroom. Here we can see
one essential feature of story-telling (narrative) as it re-creates that moment of life -energy.
Harry's second paragraph about "it can be anything" refers to the fact of 'Mad Jack's eccentric
and energetic behaviour and Harry links this story and his remembered perception of it to
literature, for " literature is about human attitudes ... ail of it a manifestation of the basic energy ...
we're talking about." Literature, the reading of it, the teaching of it, the talking about it, is
Harry's passion ( much the same way that teaching architectural design was Joel's.) The teacher
of literature is an "agent," an extension of the wnter's energy (creativity); he is a reader—
interpréter totally involved in communicating (as teacher, writer or critic) perceptual energy.
Reading: 'ail alive oh'
In his retirement Hany has made the shift from teaching to writing. But always there's the
reading. First the reading, then the thinking about it, then the talking or teaching about it, and
finally, the writing about it.
Harry: I did what l'm talking about or tried to in the classroom and the classroom
sequence came to an end or I retired. So what do I do with ail these wonderfiil
things l'm talking about. I sit down and say well can I still articulate what I feel
about William Blake, in this case, and the answer is yes, of course you can. So
you sit down and start writing. The writing situation is difiFerent because you
shifted from living human beings sitting in a room, regardless of how regimented
the whole thing might be. But you are talking with living human beings whose
faces you can see, whose eyes you can look into, whose émotions you can feel to
some extent. When you are looking into a Wordperfect 5.1 monitor screen, it is
not the same thing, so what do I do? Okay, the energy that's présent in William
Blake's writing, which you have to, you have to pay attention to what he's saying,
very definitely, because he makes great demands on any reader. But if you are
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willing to discipline yourself to pay attention to what he is saying then that sense of
energy comes from reading him, translated in the reader's mind into interprétation -
what does this mean? Why does he say this? What is the structure? Whyisit
built this way? Ail this can emerge in a piece of written work and that's what I am
doing. In other words, wnting is sort of surrogate teaching because you hope that
if your book is published and read by people who are interested in the subject that
they will feel some of the energy I was talking about earlier that transpires in a
classroom (1,3).'
What charges Harry with energy, with his own spécial voltage of electricity is the work itself: the
poem, play, novel etc. And wired as he is to the work Harry can't help but transmit its current -
even in his explanations which are effervescently luminous.
My second situation (referring to his 'retired' state) l'm writing about Blake, but
in either case, the tough lesson to leam is that the same energy is there. What you
have to do is free yourself ffom a feeling of context. That this context is
energized but this one isn't. It doesn't work that way. The energy is not a
possession you can't put it in your pocket or whatever. You can transfer it, but
you are going to feel the transference to the point at which you can put it d'own in
words, in your wnting, in the same way as you put it down in words in a
classroom, only you're talking instead of writing (1,4).
Here Harry makes an important point that teaching in the classroom demands one kind of energy
and wnting demands another but always if you're reading and thinking, always the energy is the
same, providing one is "ffee of context." Energy, in this sense, is independent of its form or its
context; it emerges out of the person as a response to life, to reading, to thinking and so on.
Thus, in this context of'pure energy' it would seem that the form ofHarry's speech compléments
the content of what he is saying. Harry's talk in the conversations is highly energized as is his
response. This can be readily seen by my readers, if they look at the raw data in Appendix B and
observe Harry's whole-hearted, energetic "yeahs." Two good examples ofHarry's passionate
involvement which créâtes stichomythic, energetic bursts of speech can be seen in the following
passages.
Ray: In a sense you are trying to get close to this life, which is a total perception
of energy, a manifestation, another
Harry: Manifestation
Cf p. 24, Tape 2
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Ray: Ofenergy
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: And that energy as Krishnamurti said, I have it here [in my notes] is action
in movement
Harry: Yeah!
Ray: And that would explain your own action, your own movement your own
vitality
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: Which you want to convey through a literature which is ail about that
[movement in life]
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: To students who are supposed to be alive.
Harry: Yeah yeah. They are, but some of them don't know it.
Ray: (laughter) Yeah, the idea that you are bringing themselves to them is going
to be their realization.
Harry: (laughter) Yeah.
Ray: Aha! Here I am. Tm alive too.'
Harry: Yeah, Monsieur Jourdain in one of Molière's plays. Le Bourgeois
Gentilhomme, he is a business man and he makes a lot of money so he hires a
teacher to come in. And after the first couple of sessions, he comes to his wife
after talking to his teacher, and says, "My God I found out something marvelous
today; I have been speaking prose ail of my life." (heart-felt ah ha laughter) And it
is that kind of discovery. You know it's like
Ray: Discovering who you are through somebody else's eyes.
Harry: Yeah yeah. That's right. In other words the transfer of energy has taken
place and BOOM you feel the energy and off you go. It is like, I usually tell my
students, if your history courses deal with the âge of discovery and the rest of it -
and I say, when Columbus and his three ships left Cadiz, or whatever it was, San
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Salvador wasn't there?
Ray; (laughter) (1, 6)
[and]
Ray: But what l'd like to ask you. Go back to things working out in the
classroom when they worked out in your teaching practice when you are there and
you're sweating and you're getting really involved and so on. What do you think is
happening when you're on? I know I do it too where you are actually reading with
your students and ail of a sudden you make a discovery
Harry: Yeah, yeah.
Ray: Foryourself
Harry: Oh yeah, yeah.
Ray: Which you hadn't seen before.
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: Seethis.
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: Look at this.
Harry: Yeah, yeah
Ray: Because you found it,
Harry: Yeah
Ray: And you want to share it.
Harry: Yeah, yeah (1, 11-12).
Harry's total responsiveness indicates a vitality that he communicates to me and to his students.
Here too in the two above sélections Harry and Ray are doing what they are in fact talking about
- coming alive to idea and text, coming alive, responding to one another. This mutual verbal
orgasm suggests real progression, a progression of discovery, of shared involvement, a
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communion of minds. Insofar as life itself is a total manifestation of energy, teaching as a way of
energy can be transferred and shared. This mutual understanding or sharing could be termed an
awakening, an aha! expérience which is as spiritual as it is healing.
Ultimately, energy to Harry is enjoyment, "It's the enjoyment, it's the récognition of the
energy and the joy that comes ffom energy- good energy." This enjoyment is indicated by the
constant affirming "yeahs" that punctuate his speech. As well these reiterative "yeahs" revea the
real excitement and empathy that Harry registers in listening. Harry is an active listener, an active
reader (his books have copions notations in the margins), the most physical of readers, the most
physical of teachers, very viscéral, totally attentive. What is critical to the unleashing of energy in
the classroom is discovery. "Discovery is finding ont what's already there but you haven't opened
your eyes to it. That's very much like teaching; that's what you are trying to do" (1, 6) . Harry's
generalized statements ring true, for students need to discover their own slumbering selves, that
which is really there but which they don't see. The same thing is true of reading. The object: to
find ont what s really there. In this context William Blake, the poet who writes most about
what's really there, becomes focal to his study. Harry chose Blake for his life-study because "he
is the only one who writes with no context and no reference to anything outside of the poem
itself. That's the beauty ofit." I chose Blake because he is pure. He is pure energy" (1, 7).
Harry loves to talk about literature, for what's going on in the poem more oflen than not is going
on in our lives. It's the reading, the interprétation ofit that matters. In this activity of reading
discovery and interprétation are synonymous, dépendent on how the reader's energy/perception is
translated.
When I asked Harry, "What's important to you at this point in your life?" his answer,
"what I am doing right now... l'm living that's ail." suggests that he is immédiate and présent,
somewhat existential in this moment of talking to me. This same quality of'presence'
characterises his teaching. Harry is the consummate teacher; he can't help but teach. This is the
creativity which he breathes. His total involvement permeates our talking. Much of our
discussion was focused on literature and throughout it I again became Harry's student and again I
leamt so much. What is it then that Harry offers his students? His presence? Total involvement?
His fresh discovery? The reffeshing down to earth way in which he communicates? His
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analogies and story-telling? His powerfiil way of iliuminating the work? His interpretive
perspicuity?
Ali of this is demonstrated in the conversations when, attempting to illustrate how his
teaching elicits response, he cites his teaching oîThe Phaedo, the last dialogue of Plato.
Harry: One of the best examples of it, l'm still been trying to think of an example,
is The Phaedo. the last dialogue of Plato. It's Socrates last 24 hours. He'stalking
with Simmias and Cebes in the cell in Athens, but he is not in Athens cause Phlius
is another city and Phaedo is gone from Athens to Phlius and is telling Echecrates
about it, so it's a beautifully structured thing that is one of the greatest possible
ways of articulating what we're talking about. And Socrates, about half way
through the dialogue, fînally brings Simmias and Cebes, two of the principle people
that he's talking with, although there are others there. He brings them to the point
in which he proves the immortality of the soul, okay (laughs). Now nobody,
Socrates and nobody else on earth can prove the immortality of the soul. You
can't. Socrates knows this. But Simmias and Cebes wish that it could be proven
because it would make them feel better because they are just about to lose
Socrates, you see. Socrates tums the whole thing upside down which he does
again and again and again and brings them to the point which he proves this, and
then, I remember teaching it, I taught it many times, you bring - you're referring
to, okay - right, that proves Socrates says, 'Then the soul's immortal.' And they
say, 'Yes Socrates the soul's immortal.' Then I stop in the thing and say, 'Do you
believe that?' (laughs) to the class, you know. 'Has he really proved anything?'
And the students who are awake and alive to it say, 'No no he didn't prove a damn
thing, what is this?' I say, Tt's a joke - get it?' And by the end of the dialogue
what's happening is Simmias and Cebes are weeping and bawling. At the end of it
Socrates takes a sip of Hemlock and he's just waiting for - it's like a nerve poison
and it's going to kill him. So he's taken a sip of it and he lies down. And Simmias,
Cebes, and Phaedo are weeping and moaning and the rest of it and Socrates says,
'Come, come (laughs) who are you mouming? Why are you mouming?' And
that's another example of the key point. Because you can prove immortality but he
dies anyway. And so the dialogue ends with his death being the proof of
immortality, you see.
Ray: The death being the proof of immortality.
Harry: Yeah, yeah and it is, you see, because here we are listening to Socrates
talking just before he died, blah, blah, blah. So Plato does a marvelous job. Right
at the beginning; there's a nice joke involved in this...
Ray: So immortality in this sense is art?
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Harry: Oh yeah, sure, yeah, it's the form that the thing is in. Immortality is a
perception.
Ray: Is a perception
Harry: That death, if you want the idea, immortality, in other words a différent
state from the one we're in, if you want to establish immortality, you've got to die.
Thaf s the price tag on it. You want to live forever - DIE.
My own response to Harry attempts to understand this example through text l'm more familiar
with.
Ray: And that's why the Bible is fiill of mortality.
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: Because generationally you have the proof of the existence of God and
God's world as a continuum.
Harry: Yeah, yeah, that's right, yeah. A continuum ofdead
Harry & Ray: (in unison) Dead people.
Harry: Yeah, yeah, fantastic. This is still answering your question, that I recall
that, it just came to mind as I was talking about the other thing, but I recall that
because it was an example of WOW!
Ray: You mean the students
Harry: The students were with it, you know. The class came to an end and I
closed my book and started for the door and the rest of it. And they were just still
staying there.
Ray: What a marvelous
Harry: And they said, 'hey'. (laughs) It was a nice, you know who needs anything
if you have that. You know I use the phrase, "that's what it's about", but that was a
moment of living that is longer than
Ray: That's what it's about.
Harry: Yeah, that's what
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Ray: This moment of living.
Harry: Yeah, that's right that's the energy. That's the point where the energy
struck them se
Ray: So when you talk about enerçy, you're aiso talking about the spirit,
which is net necessarily a material, it could be a material manifestation.
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: But it's what's happening on the inside.
Harry: Yeah, yeah that's right the part you can't see.
Ray: The part you can't see
Harry: As readily as you can the outside, that's ail. But the road to the inside is
the outside.
Ray: That's right.
Harry: That's the door. ... That was an example. I felt it was important,
responding to your question to get a spécifie thing to say (1, 13-14).
At this point in our discussion my own response became charged. My own energy, my aha!
quickened and our dialogue again became a supercharged exchange of stichomythic yeahs.
Energy is spiritual is an inside phenomenon and is stimulated by interpreting/discovering text. The
suprême challenge then for Harry the teacher is to show how he reads text through ofFering a
reading of text. Students are supposed to pick up the method of reading interpretively through
attending Harry's reading, through listening and then trying it out themselves. Needless to say
not ail students want to really listen. Thus, in answer to my question, "What's the greatest
fhistration that you experience when you're teaching?" Harry says,
The greatest fi^ stration I think is to run into what is most conveniently called a
sort of blank wall in which the student is apparently unwilling to listen to or to
read the material that he or she is being asked to read. And to take it a step fiarther
dénigrâtes that material or tries to by saying it doesn't exist and is unreceptive to a
point of view toward that attitude that might hopefully rescue him or her ffom it.
In other words, the greatest fhistration is somebody who can see but is unwilling
to look, is unwilling to see, because of fear I think is the bottom line. I don't want
to look at this because it's going to mean that l'm afi-aid. (laughs) And so the fear
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is the tuming away from one's own perception because if you tum away ffom your
own perception you're tuming away from your life. In other words, you as a single
unit, a living human being; you're engaging in what Sigmund Fraud calls a death
wish. In other words, you're putting yourself out of existence. If you don't use
your eyes, you're putting yourself out of existence, because your eyes are your
life(l, 17).
What Harry does himself, namely reading text closely - seeing it literally and figuratively in as
much dimension as possible - is what he would want his students to do. Becoming a reader
demands a certain receptivity and confidence. There is no room for fear. "Fear interfères with
life" (Ray: 1,17). Harry sees life fully lived in perceptual terms. One is fully alive, fully
energetic when the seeing is complété and this seeing is metaphysical as well as physical, shilling
paradoxically from the one to the other depending on where you are when you see. "You can't
open something that isn't closed" (1, 20).
Perceptual energy - seeing the inside of the outside
In his teaching, the process of'opening' the student dépends on textual analysis, on close
observation, on the way language works in its given context. Call it verbal analysis, close reading
à la 'New Criticism,' or merely working the metaphor, waking the student up begins with text,
reading it together and asking questions on the text's language. I ask questions on Harry's
classroom approach and he gives a good example of his analjdical reading method when he talk.s
about Huckleberry Finn.
Ray: Okay, for example one of my questions here is what happens when you
teach that generates vitality, enthusiasm, creativity and curiosity? I mean,
what happens -1 could say what do you ^  to create energy or enthusiasm, to
convey it, to share it? I mean the question is, if reading is what you're teaching,
then how do you bring them along?
Harry: Yeah, yeah, I see what you mean. If once again I can give you a fairly
short answer and that is you bring to the point by giving them, by example.
Ray: Storytelling
Harry: To start with, yeah that's right, by example give them an understanding
what happens in a sentence or a situation or a relationship within a story and the
restofit. And that's the beginning ofit. Or taking a word like, the beginning of
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HuckFim^ Huck says, he's talking about Mark Twain. You remember he says 'He
was the one who wrote Tom Sawyer and he told some stretchers'. Do you
remember that? There's a copy of Huck F/ww just on the other side of that first
volume. Yeah, that green one is HuckFim isn't it. It'll be easier to find. This is
the opening of the novel; you'll remember it, l'm sure.
(Ray: Just for my purposes we have to see that ail of Harry's books are well
annotated, pages are falling apart. (Hany laughs) It looks hke he's eaten them and
digested the remains. (Ray laughs at his own humour and Harry joins in.)
Hany: This is what I was telling you about. (Harry begins to read here)
'You don't know about me, says Huck' and this is the opening, 'without you read a
book by the name of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer but that ain't no matter. That
book was made by Mr. Mark Twain and he told the truth mainly. (Harry laughs)
There were things which he stretched, but mainly he told the truth. That's nothing,
I never seen anybody but lied one time or another, without it was Aunt Polly or the
widow or maybe Mary. Aunt Polly, Tom's Aunt Polly she is, and Mary and the
widow Douglas is ail told about in that book which is mostly a true book with
some stretchers as I said before.' (They both laugh.)
Then you say, 'Okay why does Mark Twain use the word stretcher, stretch?'
Okay and some student, you know A+ ffom Q E H (Queen Elizabeth High School
in Halifax) raises his hand and says, He means lie, stretching the truth.' You say,
'yeah that's right, does the term stretch come from, you heard stretch anywhere
else or stretcher or anything like that. Aren't there any paramedics in the room?'
And ail of a sudden you've got a stretcher alright then you've got, you're right into
the heal situation do you see and that's what he's doing by telling a story, that's
what it's about, you see. And that's the shortest answer I can give you to the
question you asked. That's how you get it started. You say what does that mean?
And then think of three other meanings of the term stretcher and put it back in the
context that he uses and what do you get, do you see?
Ray: Well the one thing, one way of getting the involvement which is important is
asking the question.
Hariy: Yeah, that's right, the whole thing is a question. What you're trying to do
is to get to the point at which the questions you ask will be answered in the
student's mind. He doesn't have to say it. That means that he is beginning to see.
As soon as he sees he gets a kick. It's like an electric shock. WOW! You know,
that's what it's about and you're off and running. And what you're trying to do
with the whole of Huck Finn which is what Mark Twain is trying to say.
Ray: Go back to the stretcher. You're saying the stretcher is holding the body.
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Harry: Yeah, yeah the stretcher's carrying the body, yeah, but the stretcher's a lie.
It's a beautifui pun, you see, the lie is the injury. (laughs) It is very strange you
follow a metaphor literally which is what you got to do until you reach the point
where you just throw up your hands in the air and say this is ridiculous. I can't do
this any longer.
Ray: But in order to understand you have to follow the metaphor literally.
Harry: But with a writer like Mark Twain, he's, God save him, he has the ability
to choose a word like stretcher and put it in the context in which he does and have
this incredibly beautifui meaning, if you have to use the term, come out of it so that
you can see what he's talking about.
Ray: Mark Twain.
Harry: Yeah Mark Twain and his name wasn't Mark Twain anyway. Whoare
you talking about? "Mark Twain" is what they sung, from the bow of a Mississippi
steamboat when the water was getting shallow. You're talking about Samuel
Clemens.
Ray: Twain is two, right.
Harry: Yeah, yeah Twain is two. Mark Twain, yeah.
Ray: That's why there's so many jokes in Huck Finn because you're talking about
the lies, déceptions and double meanings ail the way through. Yeah, marvelous
and beautifui.
Harry: Yeah but that's the answer to your question, I think. You were saying
How do you do it? What happens?' And that's what happens. It's just saying you
know, what are you doing when you're reading something, you know? You're
looking at a word. Well when you see a word do you know what that word
means? I mean this is the dictionary meaning, yes, okay. Do you know the
connotations, you know what are the suggestions that the word reaches like the
différence between house and home? You know, a house is just a structure but a
home is, wow, ail kind of connotations, a warm hearth, mommy, apple pie,
arguments, rébellion and death. But you know, you see that kind of thing and
that's really where it is. Because you bring the student to the point which he or she
can see. That's why somebody like Mark Twain, we will just use that because it's a
good example, I think, what a writer does when he chooses a word that has
multiple
Ray: Meanings
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Harry: Meanings and possibilities and puts them in context with other words like
lie. Calling a lie a stretcher is a beautiflil, and probably might bave been everyday
Missouri slang in Mark Twain's time. You don't bave to blâme bim for it. But tbe
way be uses it - did be ever know wbat be was saying you see and be can't say
wbat be wants to say except like tbat and understanding Mark Twain tbat comes
from recognizing wbat be's saying by reading tbe words tbat be cbose. Tbat's not
wbat be means you see; be means sometbing else, because bow do you put a lie
and a stretcber togetber.
Ray: Well you always mean sometbing else wben you write a fiction.
Harry: Yeab, tbat's rigbt, it's always metapbor.
Ray: It s always metapbor, cause your wnting fiction to say sometbing else.
Harry: And you bring somebody to tbe point wbicb tbey can see tbis so wbenever
tbey read a fiction tbey are going to enjoy it because on tbe one band tbey're
reading it as if it were bterally true and on tbe otber band tbey're reading it as if it's
a fiction and tbey can do tbat at tbe same time. Tbey're ambidextrous in tbe best
sense of tbat term. And tbat's wben you've arrived ( 2, 11-12). ®
Reading a literature demands analysis and interprétation. Reading metapbor is important
as is leanung to ask tbe rigbt questions of tbe text. Tbe teacber's job is to teacb reading skills, not
just tbrougb tbe actual skills list; you do tbis and tben you do tbis etc., but tbrougb a reading of
tbe literature. poem, play, story, novel, essay itself. Wbat you read dictâtes bow you read. Just as
eacb person needs to be read differently, witb ffesh eyes: "if somebody reads wbat we've written
carefully enougb tbey will see sometbing of us"... "so tbe poem, tbe text directs you in terms of
wbat you are going to talk about" (Ray), and Harry: "Tbat's rigbt. It gives you a subject" (1,
28). In Harry's teacbing teacber and student read togetber. Referring to Homer,
l'mteacbingatextoflet'ssayHomer. l'm just picking one out of tbe air. Wbat
am I doing wben l'm teacbing? Okay, I used to tbink of it tbis way. Tbe students
are sitting tbere tbey've read tbe material. l'm standing tbere l've read tbe material
what l'm doing in a sense is putting the bock, the poem np before them and
we're both sitting there togetber reading it and saying 'Why did he say tbat
or wby does be turn tbe poem over to tbe Muse (1, 27) ?
Tbis "putting tbe [text] up before tbem" is a primary and simple step. Harry concentrâtes on
^ Wacbtel (1993) interviews tbe Irisb writer, Bernard MacLaverty, and be says, "fiction is
made-up trutb" (219).
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primary sources solely as he knows the life of the work and the life of the student as he/she
connects to the work needs no intermediary. Simple questions on what literally goes on in the
text are presented,
but in the best sense ... it's sharing a text, now the text gives you something
specifîc to talk about. If you tum around and try to talk about Hf^ everybody is
going to go to sleep in about 5 minutes. You know, because we're ail alive and
you're boring them because you're not really talking about anything. But you tum
to Homer, and l'm just using Homer as a - the same thing applies to Scott
Fitzgerald - it doesn't make any différence. But what you are doing is you're
takmg advantage of Homer's ability to specify in a narrative, human experience.
So you have something spécifie to talk about. Now if somebody comes along and
says "that's a lot of shit; that's a poem, you know. Don't be silly it's a fiction'. And
I say 'Yeah, that's right, yeah it is, it's a fiction'. But the interesting thing about it is
that it's a world in itself, like the world that we live in. And the différence between
the world we live in and the world of Homer is that whoever Homer was is that he
has articulated it. He has given it the integrity that our world has as well but we
can't see it (1, 27).
Harry's major purpose in his teaching is to bring the text to the student, to make it live so the
student will be able to make his/her own discoveries, his/her own reading. I asked Harry about
his motivation in this context.
Ray: So what's motivating you? Are you motivated by integrity, tmth?
Harry: Yeah, what's motivating me is the desire to point out the kind of thing l'm
just saying. l'm not proving anything.
Ray: No you just want to point it out.
Harry: I just want to point it out.
Ray: You want them to see it.
Harry: Yeah, I want the student to see that the energy that Homer gives us is his
too to live and enjoy.
Ray: So the student sees the energy that Homer's talking about, the tmth that
Homer's talking about, how people interact, the reality, their authenticity, their lies
and their déceptions and their tmths and ail that. He sees the total ffame or picture
or experience. He says 'Hey, that's me therefore there's - what your saying is that
through the text the student discovers or can explore the whole panoramic realm
of human experience.
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Harry: Yeah, that's right, you know, that's what I meant earlier this moming
where we're talking about, you know
Ray: Total energy field of existence.
Harry: Yeah, yeah, a larger field you know, there's more to life than you think
there is, or I think there is, or you think there is or Fran thinks there is or anybody.
And if you can point it out and say - use a text which is the beauty of the written
Word, produced by people who have also experienced this feeling, regardless of
whether they have articulated it the same way or not. They have also experienced
it. So you can stand back and say "Look what he is experiencing now. Are you
experiencing it? You know, can you experience it,' to the students? And the best
students will respond and say, 'Yes I am, I see what you mean', you know is the
conventional way of responding to that. So what motivâtes me? It's a good
question. l'm trying to answer it. What motivâtes me really is the excitement I feel
when I recognize something and I realize that this is transférable, that it is
communicable to students. And I think that the way I feel about living is
something that I hope everybody feels at sometime or other. I want to share this
and the irony of it is that they're sharing it anyway even if they don't know they
are.
Ray: Are you sharing your own perception, or are you sharing your own energy?
Harry: It's the energy, yeah.
Ray: Your own life.
Harry: It's a perception, yeah. I mean they can't - students year aller year said I
find what you are saying very interesting but I can't do that. And I said who the
hell said you were supposed to, you know. l'm simply reflecting, speaking, telling
you what I am seeing. What you see is not going to be the same. You are not me,
kind ofthing. It's not identical except for the energy that's involved. I want you to
release yourself from blocks and binds and ail this kind of stuffthat you may have
run into psychologically or whatever other way and release yourself from it and
start living - man. I mean that's the kind of thing really what l'm saying (1, 28-29)
Energy: It's love - do you see?
Sharing text with others, as these conversations testify,' gives Harry the "greatest sense of
' To get the full range of this sharing the reader is advised to tum to the complété transcription
of tape one. See Appendix B, pp. 140 - 173.
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relationship"
Ray. Why do you teach, why do you bother? Why don't you sell cars or sell
women s hosiery like Willie Loman? (They both laugh) Yeah, why do you teach?
Hany: There is something I can give you very quickly I think and that is -1 was
talking earlier about pointing something out. You know, sharing a text with other
people, simply that I get the greatest sense of relationship with other people
through teaching than I do -1 get a greater sense of relationship with other people
through what we re officially calling teaching than I do in any other way. And
that's very simply what it is. That's my motive. In other words, what l'm really
looking for is a sense of relationship with other human beings, a sense of sharing
expériences and life and ail the rest with other people. And how do you do this,
you see? Well you do it by, 'are you seeing this? What do you see? You know. ' Is
it possible for you to see this? Don't you see the energy here? You know. You're
part of this, even though you don't feel you are at the moment, that kind of thing.
So it s a way of creating— I don't like this word because it's been over used ~ but
it's a manifestation of love. You know
Ray: Hallelujah!
Harry: That's why you teach.
Ray: And love is the ultimate healer
Harry: Yeah, oh yes, yes, sure, I don't like to use it because you know it's been -
it is evol spelled backwards you know what games, through the word
Ray: A much used word
Harry: Misspelled by the way but you know I haven't used that word up till now
in our (conversations)
Ray: That's a breakthrough, isn't it?
Harry: Yeah, yeah we're really getting somewhere, but that's what it is and
Ray: It's one way to love the Universe (1, 32-33).
Love of course suggests an ultimate energy and by définition is implicitly and explicitly
experienced, expressed, demonstrated in relationship, connection, ffiendship, community, caring.
So much of loving in teaching is radiated through cultural conditioning. It is beyond the scope of
this work to go into the détails of love but perhaps it is sufficient to say, as the Spanish
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philosopher, Ortega has said, "yo hablo en amor lo canore^' (I speak about love net levers), that
love here is unselfish, giving and generous, that love is best manifest in the giving of self expecting
nothing m retum. It's at this point that Harry the reader/teacher becomes a reader/teacher/lover.
Universal love is manifest through reading/seeing text. Here perception itself is energy.
Perception is both love and loving. Any attempt "to lift the fog" is loving. And always we're
talking here about "a transformation of energy" (Ray: 2, 1) .
Harry: Yeah, well love... this is why I resist using the word, earlier. And I was
saying I haven t used it because it has so many connotations and denotations and
everything. You have to be very careflil what you say about it because you're
going to be misunderstood cause everybody's idea of love is probably différent.
But what l'm trying to say about it is simply that the love is ultimately the
development in the student and in the teacher as well - at this level there's no
différence between them - of love of oneself and one's own energies. I don't mean
selfishness and aU this kind of nonsense. It's not selfish, has nothing to do with
selfishness at ail. It's selflessness really, but that's the élimination of self, so that
youc^haveasenseofbeing. Self is différent ffom being. Being is God and Self
is the image of God, you know as the man said Eve was a side effect. It's a
diffèrent thing. But the love, to answer your question, what I mean by love, in the
context of what we were saying a minute ago, is that if the energy is transforâied
or is transferred or is translated into the student so that he begins to realize he or
she begins to realize their own potential for enjoyment and fulfilling an expanding
vision of what it is to be alive. Then what it's based upon is a sense of relationship,
not relationship with the teacher, but relationship with themselves. There's a
différence between their intellectual concept of themselves and who they really are.
It s two différent things. It's like the différence between the identity card in your
pocket and the young woman who's walking around. There's no connection
between them. You need the identity card in order to get into the library or
something but that's not you. It's just a useflil way, a tool to get you from A to B
if you want to go ffom A to B.
So back to your original question about love. It's simply the establishment
of a relationship not with a teacher but with one's self. It's like, I quoted him not
this moming but the other day when we were talking, Thoreau saying, 'l'm beside
myself in a sane sense. Well that's the same, that put's it as clearly, more clearly
than I can, because you're two people. I can be talking at the same time I can be
saying, 'Who said that?,' or 'Why did I say that?' Well what is asking the
question, you know 'Why did I say that?' You see well l'm over here too. l'm two
people, you see, always. It never changes. That's what I meant by the observer
business we were talking about earlier too. That's a feeling of relationship with
oneself and you can say, 'alright, well, that's love of oneself, and the trouble with
saying it that way is that love of oneself immediately becomes selfish and ail the
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négative — and I don t mean that aspect of it at ail. I simply mean a sense of
relationship that s ail. And that's the love that cornes out of this. I mean, namely, a
student might hate me because I destroyed their illusions about their relationship
with their parents or something like this, but if the relationship with the parents
wasn't real to begin with, then they are better offthan they were before, because
now they're getting into some kind of reality with it. Do you see? And'in that
sense that's love. Do you see? It's a sense of relationship with themselves
ultimately, and of course that expands in relationship with other people. Because
if you are — if Ray — if we are ail in relationship with ourselves, although we have a
sense of being, then we can share that sense of being although your being is
différent from my being and Ray's is différent from yours and mine and so on and
so forth. But you share, the sharing of the thing is a third stage really. The fîrst
one is recognizing that you are two people. The second one is seeing this as being
a step in a relationship and the third one is how it works in connection with other
people. So you know, you're right back in the classroom again, with the teacher
talking to the students. The artificial authoritanan view and, you know, you're the
professor and l'm the student. And, you know, l'm the king and you're the slave,
kind of thing. This goes right out the window.
Ray: If love is strong enough then the barriers fall away (2, 5-6).
Franny, who is présent for much of this conversation, naturally takes part and raises the
question of how the position of the teacher, his/her authority colours this love. No less concemed
with how literature makes a comment on life she cites John Fowles, The Collector (Harry: "it's a
Savage novel ") as an example of how the love of the master (read teacher) can be questioned
when the loved one (read student) is captive'. In essence, how does a 'captive audience respond
to this love? Especially when we consider the plight of most students — that they haven't chosen
the course, or they don't like to read, or simply, they are résistant to being talked at (at least this
is the way they perceive it). Power, the use and abuse of it, distorts love. What then are the
terms of love? Is this love acceptable to both sides? How does the authority of the teacher distort
the force of love? This brings up the question of need. The double-edged sword of the teacher
needing the student - the student needing the teacher, some what like 'The Pyramid of Need' in
Burroughs, Naked Lunch, where the drug addict needs the pusher for his fix and the pusher needs
the drug addict to need him. So the pusher is as addicted to the addict as the addict is to the
drug. Harry addresses the apparent symbiotic relationship of teacher and student in the following.
Harry: You know in what sense does the teacher need the students in order to be
a teacher and therefore he's not a teacher he's something else. This particular
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aspect of teaching l've always regarded as being, this may sound somewhat
strange, but I don't think it is. One way of looking at teaching is that it's a
conspiracy in which the teacher's going to eliminate himself from the scene. In
other words it's exactly like your statement earlier that you tried to tum the
students into teachers that will realize they are, so that they can read Homer or
whatever it is and feel the ener^ and the rest of it that cornes from having
somebodyelsedoitandsaythisiswhatyou'recapableofdoing. Doit. You
know, that kind of thing. So in a sense, really, teaching is based upon the
élimination of the teacher. I mean that's the officiai authority who says B- and so
on and so forth and ail the nonsense, in other words carried to another extreme and
make it somewhat facetious is that teaching is suicidai, because you're trying to get
rid of yourself (2, 3).
That is in trying to show the student "what I believe to be a genuine reading of a complex text"
(2, 6) Hany, self-reliant American from self-reliant New England stock would want to free his
students, to also be self-reliant, to leam to read, to offer their own reading of a text with
confidence. Of course this is idéal and doesn t work or only works in part and this is why teachers
still have jobs. And one realization that both Franny and I had while we were talking to Harry is
that it s so much easier to leam in a face to face, one on one situation. The class numbers, the
generalized, even depersonalized aspect of the class quite possible mitigates against effective
teaching as it is ideally envisioned. What's important is to educate in the tme sense of the word,
"educare", to lead or draw out. In Harry's terms, "to lead them (students) out of what, you see?
Well lead them out of what they think they are. ... yeah get rid of what you think you know and
you're home free " ( 2, 8).
Harry; Yeah, get rid of what you think you know and you're home free. What
you think you know is what's opposite of what it is supposed to be doing, instead
of enhancing your sense of life it restricts it and limits it because if you say 'I know
that this is tme.' then you're talking about absolûtes and fixed positions, and you're
in a box.
Ray: Would you say that 'The Mind Forged Manacles' is what's wrong with
éducation?
Harry: That's right éducation is the manacles fall off and you walk away free.
Ray: Ideally
Harry: Ideally speaking yeah, yeah, yeah, what's teaching about? That's what it's
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about. (freeing the person) (2, 8).
Ultimate love îs ultimate perception is ultimate being is ultinuUe energy is ultinuUe
liberty. Harry arrives at the life of the student through textual focus. He looks at the student
(human being) and sees the text. He looks at the text and sees the student. Which is what it's ail
about. In one word Harry afl5rms the energy exchange in our conversation, "Yeah."
VI
LOOKEVG GLOSER
"For nothing can he sole or whole/That has not be rent"
- W.B. Yeats, "Crazy Jane Talkswith the Bishop"
The Inside of the Outside
It s important to the argument of this work that indeed we realize there is something
magical, spiritual in the vitality, knowledge and perceptual/communicative and creative energy of
the effective teacher that is conducive to positive réception and transformations in the minds,
hearts and work of the students they touch. Throughout this exploration, this energy, this process
has been referred to as healing . And though Joël and Harry rarely use the word, 'healing' in
their thinking about what they do, they begin to resonate with the word 'healing' as they respond
to my metaphoric use of the word. Both teachers, in two différent fields of endeavour, have their
own vocabulary for their work.^ Yet their words, if not denotatively the same, connote like-
minded attitudes and approaches to their respective subjects. So Joel's 'restoring a place'
becomes analogous to 'healing' the place. Harry's 'lifting the student out of the fog', bringing
the student to the place where s/he can truly see what's going on in text or in life, is analogous to
restoring the person to his/her full potential. Both teachers seek to mend, restore, draw out. In
the vocabulary of both teachers associated words or what could be called a synonym syndrome
emerges revealing how their expressive speech is eut from the same cognate cloth.
The following table of key words and repeated concems shows how similar attitudes
towards life and teaching are shared by Joël and Harry. In this comparison table highlighted text
will draw attention to similarities and shared experience.
' Magical in the sense of the wonder that good teaching inspires.
^ Cf. Harry's "energy" and "That's what it's ail about" and Joel's "inner essence"
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Key Words Table
Joël: key words, concems Harry: key words, concems
1 Importance of place, project, object,
lmp<»:ta&ce of diaiosn^e
Importance of the Iheraiy worfc/text, real
reading, real conversatios
2 Clôâe obs^mlton, détail real reading, paymg attention
3 Opening eyes, awakening, îaner e&sence essentiïdtdaGÉtng
4 Student delight: wow! ahal wow! aJial Sedi^ Hl
5 Reveàl, discovery, explorer perceptuôlener®'
6 use of metaphor 'keeping the little flame
alive', analogy, atoiy-telling
fiilly alive: through analogy, llftlllig
7 spçid ^ d Personal transformations,
creatîvity
creatisîfy, metâgjhor, narratives language
analysis (Huck Finn)
8 carii^ opemiîg, unfolding, reflection-in-
action
love-perception, enjoyment
9 dialc^e, social consciousness, social,
physical, spiritual, and metaphysical
free/ real convmation
10 making connections/reflect sense of being
11 tangible evoking the intangible, inaideoftheoutside
spulfulness, mystery, poe^«dbie poetry mon^ of living
ofteaciilitg
12 poetry of teaching, poetic yeah, see it
heatisg, poetry
Jere selected analysis ^  of the content is based on a réduction of the raw data, first to thèmes and
' Other forms of analysis are possible and were considered for this study. A few of the
possibilities (not including Marxist, Freudian, Deconstructionist, et al.) pertaining to how speech
Works is as follows:
1. Reflexive verbal analysis: based on the premise that you know more about Paul when he
talks about Jésus than you know about Jésus. This kind of analysis involves taking note of
the speaker's words and way of speaking, how what the speaker says reflects who the
speaker is. As an example of this can be seen in Harry's constant affirmatives where his in
context "yeahs" indicate both his presence and total attention.
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then further to the key words which are embedded in these thèmes. (Cf. Chapter three for
élaboration). Through his language, Joël, soft-spoken and reflective, speaks meditatively and
carefuUy about his living-teaching. Central to his conversation, to his 'dialoguing', is his 'inner
essence , his poetic seeing. Central to Harry is his 'energy,' his physical energy (voice,
mannerisms, facial expressions) and his perceptual energy — the vitality of seeing, how his
perception (reading) of a text is viscerally profound. Common to both is creativity, perceptual
awareness and a love of life-teaching.
Remarkable teachers
In the conversations Joël and Harry articulate their passion for life. Perception and close
observation enhances the enjoyment and the information/ the seeing they would want to
communicate. For them, teaching is merely another way to live passionately and creatively. When
he taught Architecture Joel s poetic sensibility was defined through the way he perceived
relationships between places, buildings and people. Now this way of perceiving translates into
poetry. In his retirement Joel quite naturally tumed to poetry, for poetry, especialiy the way Joel
makes the connection, is common to both language and forms.' In literature the connections
between content and form must be seen. Words ofFer constructions, communications, themselves
ways of seeing and defining the human condition. Poems are verbal constructs that reflect
environments, structures, perceptions. In this sense it's poetry — the seeing and the doing — that
both men share profoundly. And it s through poetry, through the ability to see how one thing
2. Cf. Greofïrey Beattie, Talk: an analysis of speech and non-verbal behaviour in
conversation (1983). Beattie makes the distinction between how psychologists see
conversation ( identifying rôle of spécifie non-verbal behaviour~eye gaze, posture,
gesture) and how ethno-methodologists see 'natural' conversation as an "exchangè of
tums of talk" (3) and how linguists identify syntactic units of language which, like the
clause, may bind together to form larger units of more relevance.
3. Discourse analysis. The functional use of language: detailed breakdown of sounds,
répétitions of syllables etc. Cf. Malcolm Courtland (1977).
* Some inkling of Harry's acute expressivity can be glimpsed in the photos (Appendix C) .
' Note the student who says, "1 thought that this is what you were always doing."
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relates to another (this ability to enter and explore metaphor) that their energies are channeled.
Due to retirement, because of ill-health for the one, because of âge for the other, the opportunity
to teach in an University bas been removed. Yet both see their teaching continuing in dialogue, in
'conversations' with self and others,® transforming at times into writing and both speak
passionately of how living/reading/observing is their creativity, what they truly breathe. That both
have something profound to say about existence, their own relationship to it and how what they
see/say in poetry/teaching connects them to humanity (students) should be immediately clear to
my readers.
The 'key words' comparison suggests that whatever is explicitly said in the one is implicit
in the other. For example, quoting Louis Kahn, Joël says the primary purpose of architecture is to
make "the intangible tangible so as to evoke the intangible" (1,2). Here Joël takes the idea, the
inside, the unseen and transforms it to the outside, that which can be apprehended by the senses.
This transformation, this new form should evoke or suggest the 'intangible' - the inside of the
outside."' The new created form indicates that Joel's seeing is stimulated by the object outside
himself — the place, project, thing. Joël too would want the 'place' to speak to him, to reveal
itself just as the true form emerges and reveals itself to the Inuit soapstone carver. The inside is
embedded in the outside.* A close reading helps. Close detailed observation.' Patient and
reflective. Joel's inside can find its expression on the outside - in a new ffesh, creative, insightfiil
perception that may become the poem. Similarly, the inside of the outside is how Harry sees life
emerging. If the outside is the text, interprétation of the text is the inside. It's through talking and
teaching (simultaneous activities) that Harry's inside becomes uttered/ outered. His inside, his
inner dimension, his spirit becomes manifest. Here Harry would expect the student to see the
® Not least of which is this thesis which shares the conversation with others.
' This idea is first introduced in my work in chapter two when I refer to The Horse 's Mouth as
a prime foundational work.
* So too the spirit of the student needs to find its expression, its form.
' The poetry of place is analogous to the poetry of teaching. Seeing leads to insight. Paying
attention. "Finding poetry in the way everything is made" (Joël) connects to how Harry reads,
seeing what's there (physically and metaphysically).
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inside (real energy/meaning ) of the text (outside). In reading for himself Hany brings the
unsuspecting student to the text. The teaching that always needs to be transmitted is simply
teaching students to read with their own eyes. Harry gets at the 'inner essence' of text and then
says, "Do you see?"  Seeing then, that energy of seeing is what it's ail about. The text is to
Harry what the form is to Joël.
Harry s seeing is Joel s close observation. The reader only has to note the similarities in
concept that the speech of each conveys. What's essential thematically to Joel's conversations is
the concept of inner essence." This repeats itself throughout Joel's conversation in many
synonymous ways. Similarly, the 'key' to Harry's speech can be seen in his repeated reference to
energy, enthusiastic variations on what teaching/life is ail about'. We could consider here how
energy relates to inner essence. Both are 'intangibles' and both are evoked through the 'tangible'.
Joel looks at the thing, the place, the person and sees the 'inner essence' which is then
transformed into a poem or a design. Simply the resuit of detailed, close observation. Harry, on
the other hand, looks at the word (literature) and becomes a reader, an interpréter of text. The
act of reading itself is Harry's 'inner essence,' his energy. In Harry's terms, the process of seeing
what's there or paying attention is energy.
That one teacher can be seen in terms of the other is not purely coincidental. Both of
them have me in common. They come together through my perception, through my
consciousness and sensibility. Both have appealed to me and shaped my growth and influenced
my teaching. Both see profoundly; both indicate energies; passion for life, ideas, poetry that I
hold dear myself. Harry and Joel are spiritually informed. Being spiritually engaged, at once
involved and evolved, both men display in thought and deed what I refer to at the beginning of
Reading with one's own eyes is truly phenomenological and has a great precedent in Job
through perceptual metaphor. Cf, Job 42: "Before I heard of thee (God) by report, but now I see
thee with my own eyes."
" Harry's répétitive question betrays a self-conscious insecurity that it's possible that the
student won't see. The question also suggests Harry's own awareness of the built in irony, much
like Prospero's dramatic questioning of Miranda as he tells his story (Cf. Shakespeare's The
Tempest). In order to be released ffom our cells, ffom our own captivity, we need the
listener/student to hear, to attend, be attentive, to see/understand.
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this work as a healing process where the qualities of'teach-life' are ever présent.
From these conversations not only do we get a fine portrait of two teachers but we also
receive a way of looking at life and the manner in which they teach. From the conversations, we
can see that anecdote and story-telling are time-proven methods of getting the message across.
Harry's story of Mad Jack Hammond or the death of the hydro worker, or Joel's stories of the
Granville island project, or simply the narratives of their own lives; stories of the classroom,
stories of a lecture/poem, (for example, "Poetry of everyday settings"), stories of who they are
and what they do - ail of these stories contribute to their teaching efiFectiveness. The stories
create humanity; they create an experiential context that is so necessary in good communication."
Harry s stories are amplified and cross - referenced to literature. Literature becomes the example,
the story within the story. Harry's taie of The Phaedo proves the humour of a dying Socrates
who can only prove immortality if he dies, and Joel's story of his Bellingham trip with his students
makes the point of how metaphor and experiential exposure to a sculpture can help a student get
the point (literally and figuratively). Acting out voices, speaking in another's voice, is Harry's
particular dramatic talent. His conversations are fiavoured expressively with voice, his own and
others. Joël' silences, méditative as they are, bespeak thoughts and evoke thoughts. Can there be
voice in silence? As weU there is Joel's speech. One story leads to another. The conversations
can be seen as continuons narrative, in itself another route to effective teaching."
" Read Appendix B for the complété story.
" Cf. David Solway, Lyingwith the Wolf, Montréal: McGill-Queens, 1996. In this superb
book of erudite essays Solway stresses the importance of narrative in effective teaching.
" Cf. Solway, Clandinin and Connelly, et al. who strongly support narrative, a major feature of
ail conversation.
VII
CONTINUEVG THE DISCUSSION
With the drawing qfthis Love and the voice ofthis Calling
We shall net cease from exploration
And the end of ail our exploring
Will he to arrive where we started
Andknow the place for the first time,
- T.S. Eliot
Attributes of the effective 'healing' teacher
Aware of the confirmation and dimension that could be possibly gained by some stratégie
triangulation (Huberman and Miles, 1994) I asked one of my classes a leading question: What
are the attributes of an excellent teacher or what's a good class? And then I restated the
same idea by asking them to list some teaching attributes of their best teachers. High on their lists
were these same traits that l've been talking about: good communication through anecdote,
analogy and story-telling, concem for the student, sensitivity, humamty, strong knowledge of
subject, creative (not boring) and so on. Five student responses synthesized and reproduced in
point form here support one another and repeat much of what l'm saying.' An excellent teacher ^
or a good class should have the following attributes.
1. Patience, understanding, empathy, compassion.
2. Wisdom, knowledge, skill inspires respect.
3. Effective communication, draw out the best in a person.
4. Inspiring (teacher's approach and communication).
5. Lively and encouraging tone (voice, manner) Personality: lively
6. Laughter/spirituality.
7. Accessible, devoted to his/her work, helpflil.
' Insofar as these responses were spontaneously given as a 'ffee-write' it should be noted that
the profile of the teacher described bears some similarity to myself or to my influence. Moreover,
since there is much similarity in intent and in results common to the three teachers ofthis study,
these student responses apply in varying degrees to each of Joël, Harry and Ray.
^ Some responses are to the class and not to the teacher.
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8. Human vs. bureaucratie and officious.
9. Someone who makes me feel energetic, happy (inspired).
10. Passion for one's subject, awaken student's interest.
11. Authentic, forces one to take a good look at self.
12. More than a course in literature, a course on life, about life.
13. Connects subject to life.
14. Challenging, pushes students to give their best.
15. Takes risks (talks about those things people don't generally talk about).^
16. Encourages students to ask questions.
17. Openness, sincerity.
18. A good class makes me feel 'ffee'.
19. Creative and original.
20. Clarity.
No doubt this study would bave more dimension if Harry's and Joel's students had
responded to the same question(s). Suffice to say that Harry bas at least two supporters in this
study — former students Ray and Franny. And Joël won a best teacber of tbe year award in
UBC s faculty of Arcbitecture. Certainly, tbis small student response indicates sometbing tbat
many 'best' teacbers know intuitively; namely, tbat teacbing is an avocation as well as a vocation
and tbat commitment to subject and students comes out of a love for teacbing.^
Spiritual energy needs to become manifest in order to be known or understood. A student
definitely benefits from a smile and ffom tbe ligbt of compassion in a teacber's eyes. It's not my
purpose to go about measuring tbe ligbt or tbe quality of tbe smile. Suffice to say wbat's needed
is tbe Personal, tbe reacbing out, tbe caring wbicb in ail likelibood is always présent and implicit in
^ Tbis reminds me of David Suzuki's wisdom, "cbanging tbe rules belp reconnect us to tbe
sources of life." beard on C.B.C. "Tbe Nature of Tbings" 27/10/93.
* Cf. Patricia Kalivoda, "Exemplary Senior Faculty at Researcb Universities: Tbeir Guiding
Principles for Balancing Teacbing and Researcb." Innovative Higher Education, 20:2 (Winter
1995), 95-116. Referred to in The Teaching Professer, Reading, Pennsylvania: Marcb, 1996.
Kabvoda interviewed 10 exemplary teacbers and identified "ten guiding principles" tbat influenced
tbeir bebaviour, cbief of wbicb is commitment to students and love of teacbing.
#
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good teaching. As Janesick says in "The Dance of Qualitative Research Design", "Now it is time
to retum to a discourse on the personal, on what it means to be alive (217)." ' This retum to the
Personal is the content and method of this work. In it I have reafïirmed spirituality - a reminder
to see and think with energy/spirit/passion - to keep healing, to keep opening to ail of the
possibilities implicit in positive interaction, in meaningful experience.
Continuing personal experience
Throughout this Avork l've threaded idea and voice into the fabric of what may be a larger
tapestry. My own experience continues to grow. Through this study I have become sensitized to
how conversation' and ail that's embedded in it - narratives, expressivity, ideas - bas contributed
to my Personal growth/ healing both in my teaching and in my personal life. In my teaching life I
have enjoyed some victories related to actual healing; saving students ffom their worst self-
destructions, from dropping out of school, taking the wrong courses, to the more dramatic, saving
them from taking their own lives. I ve also healed people in my courses, quite literally through
'therapeutic touch', from headaches, menstrual cramps to skin éruptions and a host of other minor
but physical-psychic related ailments. I say this to indicate to my readers that teaching, insofar as
it can involve one in complaint or dis-ease gives some very real opportunities to heal - even on a
physical plane. But what l'm referring to here in this study is how effective teaching can offer the
communicative contact that leads to an implicit healing. The process of teaching can always create
opportunities for the process of healing. One example of a dramatic healing that takes place in a
teaching/leaming context can be seen in the story I tell Harry at the end of tape two.
Ray: And then there was one girl who sat at the back of the room with her head
down; she wears her hair in bangs and she's got her head down like this; (Ray
mimes her downcast face) she won't look up. One of the objectives of the class or
one of the things they had to do in the class was to give an oral présentation.
Remember this is English as a second language, you want to teach conversation, so
you put them in a situation where they have to speak. It's natural. But she didn't
want to do it. And I, in ail of my insensitivity, said, "you have to do it. It's part of
the course to do it." But no answer. I said, "you better do it." So she attempts to
run out of the classroom. So I stand at the door and she is banging my chest with
In Denzin and Lincoln, "Stratégies of Inquiry," Handbook, 1994.
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her hands and crying to get out, and I don't let her out, and then I let her out as she
is so totally caught up in her émotions. What am I going to do? To bave her stay
this way is not going to serve me or the rest of the students. I let her out. And I
tell her as she is leaving, "Write me some letters about this." And she starts to
wnte me letters and within two weeks she's holding her head up high and coming
to my office and talking to me and writing me letters.
Harry: You really fi-eed her.
Ray: Freed her, but she starts writing me letters about how she knows that her
stepmother, who she's living with in Montréal, killed her mother back in Vietnam
... (2, 29-30)
(At this dramatic point tape two ends.)
The letters were delivered by her and she would stay to talk. Thus her progress was aided by the
letters, by the conversation and by my interest in her plight. The therapy of writing, plus the
therapeutic aspect of talk contributed to an actual or concrète healing. As Harry says, "You really
fi-eed her."
My Personal experience in teaching/ healing is also rooted in experiential leaming® where
writing and speaking come out of the life experience of the student and where students are taken
out of the conventional classroom into a larger, less claustrophobie, more natural environment.
And since the outset of this study, wanting to give shape to my thinking, I have taught many
courses in Performa ' As well a new B block course came out of my thinking on teaching as
healing; Healing/Spirit in literature.' This course's essential focus is experiential, emphasizing
the connection between reading and living.. Originally, teaching in Performa wasn't one of my
objectives. But involvement and creativity create appropriate manifestations. In this sense.
* Taking English literature out into the field in the context of a creative writing course,
"Wildemess Writing: Wild Mind, Wild Writing."
' PERFORMA is a professional development program created by the University of
Sherbrooke's faculty of Education to aid self-improvement, leaming of sldlls so faculty and staff
of varions CEGEPS can raise their scholarity and/or follow their interests, quite possibly leading
to a higher diploma or degree. As an adjunct facilitator/professor in this program I have created
and taught the following courses: 'Awaken yourself so you can awaken your students,' 'Towards
our awakening,' 'The art of teaching,' 'Poetiy^ across the curriculum', 'Telling Taies but of
School' and 'Conversation as a teaching strategy'.
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writing is its own reward - therapeutic. Thus, reflecting on my 'awakening' course, (August 12,
1993) I said,
ail literature concems itself with awakening, becoming, sanity (vs insanity)
identity, concemed because it's defined by language, with being totally conscious,
totally aware of what we are ail about, where we corne from, and where we are
going. And why bave we been given life? What is the meaning and value of
moments and events, of particular occurrences as they appear in our various
worlds (defined as perceptive realities) .*
On Healing '
Healing is not a resuit; it is a process, a transforming process. What daim to healing do
these conversations have? Aside from the fact that the conversations themselves are healing -
healing for me and healing for my participants. The connections in theme and words suggest two
teachers who are passionately alive, who have a sincere desire to communicate and who subject
life and learmng to close scrutiny. The way they teach, who they are when they're teaching
indicates their positive and transformative power. Call it healing energies or call it simply
effective teaching. I invite my readers to see the word, 'healing' as working metaphorically and
implicitly in the conversations, through the language of my participants. They use words like
'inner essence' energy, ... perhaps just a question of semantics, but there is, so it seems, a healing
syndrome reflected through synonymous words. Suffice to say that healing is the active force or
process that is implicit in the energy of the teacher as he/she communicates the subject to the
student, as the teacher sees the student. Transformative teaching, teaching to liberate are features
of healing. Being honest, radiating integrity, seeing what is needed, is healing. Writing this work
Awakening Journal, p. 1.
' The thesis as healing: Seen as creatKdty many positive changes have taken place in my
thinking about teaching and in my creativity: new courses, stratégies etc. I agree with Joël who
wrote a brief e-mail note to me when he gave me some feedback conceming the interviews, "The
interview comments that echo in my head right now are about 'how few teachers' and 'how few
students do make the effort or are open enough. The other thought that occurred to me was that
even though I had some awareness of what I was seeking in my early years of teaching, I was not
that effective, not until I had been teaching for 12 or more years — effective at reaching students
with the kind of exploration that I describe in the interviews" (E-mail, 12 Feb 97).
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is a healing exercise for me, presenting the speech of Harry and Joël is no less healing than reading
a good book. Their words point to the energy of living, to helping the student discover the
essence of the work, whether it be in architecture or literature.
In doing this work I reconnected with old ffiends and through this work I introduced them
to each other. Though they have yet to meet, their enthusiastic "feedback"'" letters suggest a
'kindred spirit' outlook and an appréciation for one another. I présent their responses here so the
reader can readily see how two apparently dissimilar men, with obviously dissimilar backgrounds,
living at opposite ends of Canada, can make similar connections between teaching, life and
healing.
From Harry Whittier, 3 April 96
Dear Ray, Franny et al.
At long last an attempt at "feed back" on the tapes. Thanks for your call and the
letters - hearing about what you're doing - thinking - is the next best thing to our
talking as we did last summer when you were here (a visit to be repeated, I hope).
And somewhere between the letters and the talks lie the tapes. As "feedback" l'd
like to wnte to you about my view of Joël and then a général re-view of tapes and
thoughts on your thesis in général - the tapes carry the "détails" very effectively, it
seems to me. And so ...
Joël is clearly a fine teacher in the flillest sense of that word - that is, a fine
human being. His gently powerful insights emerge ffom a perception that is
beautifuUy ffee fi"om and unburdened by theory, by conceptualization. He bas
achieved ffeedom fi-om limits through or by means of the limits imposed by the
materiality of the architectural "trade"; he has discovered and so reveals that
central insight which gives us architecture is poetry - alll am saying in summary is
that he is a great teacher and clearly his life is his poetry - teaching - his central
view as a manifestation of his being has been recorded in Blake's "Auguries of
Itmocence";
"To see the World in a grain of Sand
And Heaven in a wild flower
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
And Etemity in an hour."
I asked my two teachers to give me feedback on the tapes and on the transcripts. Each of
them responded generously, ftiUy appréciative of some sense of being honoured through this
work. What is important about this feedback is how they see themselves Connecting through their
words. Both letters are supplied in ftiU here as further examples of ongoing conversation, how
talk leads to words and ideas and fijrther talk in new visits and so on.
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Yes Ray, a great man is Joël - your tape of your conversation is a rare gift
- ofinsightandharmonyfreeofconceptualization- living!
As far as my part of the tapes is concemed, I feel that Joël and I are alchemists in
amazing harmony. Joel's feeling that architecture is a metaphor matches my
central assertion that creating reading/wnting is metaphor. Our views meet and
join in form — that is, to see form as an outer image/expression of an inner reality
which can only be SEEN as a shadowing forth (in form itself) of the essential
identity or integrity ofwhat we as observers, perforce call "outer" or "inner".
Perhaps healing is, after ail, a necessary concept since conceptualization is a
"disease" - and this is the essence of teaching: bringing students to the point at
which they, in themselves, do SEE that his/her "outside is on the inside" after ail.
The tapes are efiective Ray, as the listener is able to hear in the alchemy
that, to cite Joel's view again transforms "every day life" into "poetry". Thanks
for giving me a part in your thesis (tapes) and for our continuing communal
musings on life-teach.
My love to you and Franny, H.
PS. I hope the feedback will not be too général to be of use. Write when you
find time ~ 111 wnte again soon to you my thoughts in answer to your question
"WhyBlake?"
Love H
[and]
From Joël Shack, Feb.5, 1996
In regards to the interview tapes;
When I compare Harry Whittier's tapes to mine, there is obviously an ease
ofunderstanding between you and Harry about how the subject of English
Literature works as a vehicle to 'teacher as healer', compared to Architecture,
which seems vague still because you haven't experienced it first hand. I don't
know how important this is to the dialogue but l'il try adding some explanation
and then you can tell me if it seems to help. The "Working Papers" describe some
of this teaching experience but I think there needs to be a more général
introduction.
The studio courses' of Architecture (which are the core of architectural
éducation) are taught through a process of "reflection in action" which means: that
you leam it by doing it (project oriented original work, rather than just analytical,
or interprétative); the teacher and student are in a one-to-one dialogue; they
"reflect" together in dialogue with pencil in hand on the implications of each design
'move'; in which there is no right answer, just opportunities and value judgements
made on each alternative move; the dialogue works best when teacher and student
are open about their intentions and in as much as possible in a peer relationship
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(where the students intentions are honoured); and the design process honours
"intuition" as a trusted primary step towards revealing design; in a process that is
"re-iterative", such as initial research, followed by intuition (i.e., trying out a
design move that one senses is appropriate to respond to the complexities of the
project, known to date), followed by reflection on the design action made so far,
followed by more research, more intuition, more reflection, and so on and so on,
repeating the cycle. When it works well both student and teacher are very
vulnérable, assuming their intuitions and reflections and values are exchanged in
open dialogue.
Compared with the study of literature, the act of designing Architecture
might be doser to the creative writing and production of a theatrical work, in that
it incorporâtes the narrative of live action in a physical place, as well as existing in
a mythic, symbolic or metaphorical realm - of course Architecture is more
permanent and habitable so it also gains an accumulated meaning through its
inhabitants over time. Teaching and leaming Architecture involves getting as
close as possible to the experience of a place: if you compared it to teaching the
wnting of a novel, it would mean visiting the sites of the emerging novel to get
famihar with its topography subtleties of climate, history, people, its cultural
héritage, its nuances in language, its contemporary problems and life issues, the
everyday body language, the rituals and vemacular artefacts that speak implicitly,
and so on, and so on - just so you can breath life and soul into the creative work.
In Architecture, it is necessary to breath life into the work that has a physical,
material presence, as well as design the building and outdoor areas so that they
sustaln life in a real and meamngilil way. If you continue the analogy with teaching
wnting, there would be another aspect of teaching that takes place back in the
studio, which we could call leaming the craft of weaving a story, a story which
speaks to both the narrative and felt experience. One of the ' working papers' that
I sent you is about creating an authentic and poetic "place story" in the création of
site and building. Of course Architecture is not always successfiil at being
authentic or poetic, perhaps because it is intended to just make money, be a
commodity. And probably at best, most architects are just "good bakers" - they
make a wholesome bread with a good cmst. But, you can imagine how such and
educational process has the potency for opening the student to life experience and
their own inner experience, and challenging their conventional values.
There is an obvious différence between the tapes of Harry and me in the
tone and life of the voice - Harry is immédiate and energized, transmitting
excitement. At best I sound more like a potent vacuum, almost a void, a fading
voice, with long pauses, that waits for the next ripple (as opposed to a wave) of
energy to move the whisper out of my lungs straining towards the mike. Our
styles are différent, our présences are différent. Harry bums bright; I create deep
shadows . But I know it is not that simple - when I teach I create more sparking
energy, forcing my lungs to project against the Parkinson withering of chest
muscles and atrophy of the diaphragm.
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Both Harry and I are interested in expanded meaning, rather than closed or
narrowly focused analytical approaches to meaning. That's why I call what I do in
teaching a "patient search" to "reveal" the "poetry" of architecture. I say poetry
because poetry "opens the unbounded imagination". I encourage students to
design architecture that has many layers of experience - material, social,
psychological, philosophical, spiritual - so that future inhabitants of the building,
those that would play, live and work in it, would potentially be opened to its many
layers. My bias (phenomenological) is to use the term "experience" rather than
"meaning" when talking about interpreting the meaning of a creative work, with
the assumption that "experience" does not suggest a distant observer point of view
to the act of interprétation - rather the student-interpreter is asked to slowly
immerse herself in the work of architecture, as if she were designing it (getting
inside the envisioning head and tactile body of the architect), building it (inside the
crafting hands of the artisans), and inhabiting it (inside the perceptions and ritual
gestures of its occupants). Love, Joël
And on my 'awakening' course Joël wrote (sometime in 1993),
Of course the bigger steps in awakening occur through life crises - our best
opportunities for growth — death, séparation, illness, loneliness, severe losses —
paradoxically the expériences we fear the most. I have a hunch that it's hard to
awaken a student unless they have consciousness of death or 'loss'.
And then Joël reflects on the irony built into teaching, that we may say more than we are."
I feel that I awaken consciousness in Architectural students because I work
with them in a one-to-one situation - reaching them slowly as I build trust in
letting them know I care for them. Another situation that works for a group
"awakening" is a 'site visit' - visiting a work of architecture of great quality - I
become very quiet, encouraging them to feel the spirit of the place, the sacredness
with which it was made and patiently, quietly, we start to search for words for
what is deeply felt. A form of 'focusing', perhaps the same way you might do in
the forest. It is intended as an opportunity to say things that are felt as true, but
would be otherwise too embarrassing to say in school - being away ffom school
helps.
When I have shared my own 'losses' and suffering with students, they have
approached me with their personal losses and openness for mutual support. In this
environment for caring for one another, I can challenge the student without being
threatening. Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn't. ... Probably at times I have
found it easier to awaken students than to awaken myself.
" This is talked about at length in Harry's conversation (Tape 2) where Franny asks that
troubling, potentially existential question, why we can't close the gap between what we profess
and what we actually do, why we can't live (at home) what we see/profess in the classroom.
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The final connection
The éléments of a good éducation are like children; résilient, fuU of life, growing, loving
and changing. In this work l've attempted to show how conversation about teaching reveals the
qualities oftwo 'remarkable' teachers and how through them good teaching can be perceived.
In the method and substance of their teaching, both teachers reveal how they address the
problems of leaming, how the student is 'awakened' or brought to the point of seeing the
connection between the work (architecture or literature), themselves and the world they live in.
Joel and Harry well understand the importance of metaphor, how through its use significant
cotmections or links can be realized. Healing and energy, inner essence and the 'poetic' can only
be realized through some manifestation, in the same way that evidence of the creator can be seen
through the création. Metaphor, in this work and throughout the teaching of Joel and Harry,
invites the reader/student to see the implicit, or the intangible, that spirit itself is the link between
one perception and another, between one articulation of a perception and another. And that the
ability to see just how this works, to realize the link between what you read and who you are can
be fundamentally healing.
The vital conversations that compelled and shaped this thesis suggest ffesh insights about
the art of living and the art of teaching. For me, the entire process of interweaving words,
wisdom and wonder has been personally engaging and most illuminating. Northrop Frye (1992)
says a "change in consciousness is necessary to save the world" (p.6). He relates healing to
creativity. And both, I have shown, are connected to teaching. Teaching is what l've been
writing/talking about; it's also what l'm doing in this work. As such it's my hope that the
creativity suggested by the form and content of this thesis can contribute to seeing teaching with
new eyes, and that, on more than one level of perception, we will know that 'best' teachers can
open or free their students to see their lives, their literature, their society more poetically,
stimulating growth, as a didactic healing,*^ allowing them and us to keep that 'little flame alive.'
Healing relates to human consciousness, to the active play or dance of the mind as it seeks
connection with the total energy fîeld of existence.
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APPENDIXES
NOTES ON APPENDIXES A & B
Rationale:
It is difScult to edit conversation and still retain sense of the flow, the vitality and sense of
what the conversation is ail about. Chapters four and five attempt to string together most of the
sense of the talks, but in doing so much of the dynamic of interchange is lost. Consequently, to
share the exciting and meaningful richness of this interaction as scintillating conversation unfolds
into an ongoing, présent moment, I have included the complété transcripts of the first tapes of
Harry and Joël'
Reading guide to the transcriptions:
To hear voice as accurately as possible, to restore some of the original sound to the
transcription, the reader should note the following guidelines to the reading of speech and silence,
emphasis: underline
additions to help the text makes sense: [square brackets]
clarifying or extra information, independent of text threading: (curved brackets)
something lefl out, breaks for lunch or a smoke or ?: ellipsis ...
very strong emphasis: bold
short silence: ^
longer silence: ^  ^
texts and dates: itaîics
notes to Ray from Franny (transcriber) or to self (from Ray): CAPITALS
end of tape or section: space plus long underline
quotations, direct from any text: "quotation marks"
indirect quotation: from speech or cliché or inflection: 'single quotations'
' Length restrictions which define and confine the MA thesis mitigate against including the
entire 114 pages of single-spaced transcribed talk.
APPENDIX A
CONVERSATIONS
Joël Shack & Ray Shankman
Transcription of Tape 1
June 18, 1995
Setting: We are sitting on the back porch ofJoël and Suzi Shack 's house in Vancouver, in
Kitsilano. It 's a bright sunny day and the background noise of traffic and children in the park is
faintly audible.
Ray: How do you like living in Vancouver?
Joel: I have to stop and think about it. I realize how much this place touches me, especially after
writing poetry. It has only been very recently that I realize how much I am connected to this
place, and perhaps a lot of that connection happened through a process of very close observation.
Obviously, I was very open to Vancouver and the landscape and the remarkable qualities that it
offered. But-ah, after I got Parkinson's Disease I realized that, during the year on the Gerson
Therapy, I made a practice each day of doing a bit of close observation and writing about it. And
looking back on that right now, I was trying to tum those observations into poetic lines, I realize
that I was certainly in touch with it then, but it got ingrained in me even more in the process of
looking closely.
Ray: Hmhm.
Joel: Paying attention, it was a slow process of paying attention.
Ray: Would you say that observation and paying attention are very much part of your teaching
practice?
Joel; The Design Studio, that's the core of my teaching, is one in which detailed design is made
an issue, and the connection to détail is very much one of focus, on finding poetry in the way
everything is made, in finding a kind of soulfiilness in the quality of things, in the quality of
materials, in the quality of fabrication, in the quality of how materials go together and their
juxtaposition of them. Their implied connection to the human condition.
Ray: What are you looking for? Like you talk about connections and soulfiilness in poetry and
you're an architect. You know we're having these discussions because I want to collect data for
my thesis which is on healing. And perhaps I am suggesting to myself, when I create a topic, that
healing energy is very much part of a teacher's practice, part of what the teacher, when he is
operating effectively, in any case, what a teacher really holds or contains, like the teacher is a
storage vat for energy and ah when he or she is teaching this energy is moved around and
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connections are made and varions things. You talk about essence and poetry and you're an
architect and youVe been a teacher and now you're retiring or retired. Can you say something
about this, about your own work, perhaps in this context? I don't want you to think I am pushing
you to speak of your own work in my terms, if you know what I mean.
Joel; Hmhm. Well when I think of architecture, certainly when I talk to students about
architecture, the most basic things that I talked about are Connecting the poetic inner essences in
architecture to something that's inside them that's poetic. Sometimes it's a process of opening
their eyes to the poetry that exists in the world, very often in everyday things. Poetry can be quite
dramatic. It can be overly dramatic. It can be beyond themselves, beyond the students in the
sense that it s monumental work. But I am more interested in the deep poetry that happens in the
eveiyday world, in the everyday experience in the simple act of making things with care, and
similarly Connecting that to the things that touch them the most in the everyday world. And, I
guess there is something humble about that attitude. And the humility that that suggests is trying
to open them to the fact that they can take care without over playing their architecture. They
are usually quite surprised when I show them the poetry of an entrance, of a back porch, or a
door, a doorway. (Cf. "Poetry of Everyday Settings," pp. 59-61.)
Ray; When you say poetry are you talking about poetry in terms of form or feeling or making
connections? The poetry of a back door, for example?
Joel: I talk about it in intangible essences, the quality of how a doorway brings two worlds
together, an outer world and an inner world. And how the iimer world is one of protected,
sheltered, introverted experience and the outer world is reaching out and experimenting and
adventurous and going beyond yourself and your family and ail the poetic ramifications of those
two worlds coming together in that one place of the doorway and the inside of the doorway and
the porch outside the doorway that begin to extend that doorway. So one goes deep into those
inner essences, at least I try to suggest that one can go deep into those iimer essences and then
find ways to give form to them without undermining that essence but instead to provoke it or
evoke it, without overplaying it, finding the appropriateness for the context, to do it in ways
which are simple but suggestive, rich in association and experience and connects something that's
very intangible, these inner essences, which both connect something deep within your own psyché
and beyond that to other intangibles in human experience, spiritual experience and connect those
inner qualities to some outer form in a way that the tangible outer form speaks of the intangible.
And I use an old quote ffom an architect named Louis Kahn, "the primary purpose of architecture
is to make the intangible tangible so as to evoke the intangible."
Ray: Do you want to say it again?
Joel: To make the intangible tangible so as to evoke the intangible.
Ray: Right, right. What kind of response do the students have? Like I said, those that don't
understand at ail then they flunk out. Or what kind of response do they have to this new way of
seeing? Can I call it that? A new way of seeing or perhaps a
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Joël: I would think of it more as 'opening, seeing.'
Ray: Okay, opening-seeing.
Joël: Well, naturally some are confused and feel like that there is a kind of delicious mystery to it,
and for others the spark catches and flares up like kindiing .
BREAK
Ray: Iwanttoum
Joël: You were asking about what, how students feel about these ideas when they are presented
with them. I often présent them initially in poetic terms. I talk in poetry and use words which are
not necessarily part of architectural language. Uhh
Ray: Where do you get this language ffom?
Joël: Well sometimes it is the language of some of my favorite architects like Louis Kahn or Aldo
Van Eyck who talk in poetic terms as well. But it's language that I have developed myself ffom
just looking careflilly at architecture and trying to understand what it is in terms of its most
essential phenomena. And so it comes ffom years of study and years of careflil thinking about
architecture and architectural éducation. So 1 might use words like "multi-valent elements" which
suggests that a design form, a piece of, a stoop or a threshold is made in a way which connects to
another set of forms. And each form connects to another in a way which makes new
combinations, and these new combinations are open-ended in terms of their association as well as
their formai complexity. And there are terms like "reciprocity" which suggest that, where two
différent realms over-lap and make a third, that's a totally différent character, like places between
inside and outside, or how some element can speak of both one and many, the individual and the
collective.
Ray: I want to understand more, maybe, maybe this is one possible way of helping me
understand some of the things you are doing and to make it easier for me to collect data ffom the
tape. What kind of vocabulary comes to mind, let's say some key words come to mind in your
everyday speech in the classroom when you talk about architecture? What are some key words
that somehow go through your lectures?
Joël: The most prévalent key word is "inner essence." And I "struggle" with students. It is
interesting that I said, "1 struggle with students", because I tell the students that we're in this as a
"patient search" together. And that there are many unknowns, many ideas to "unfold" and
"together we will discover" some new things. Of course I lay out, some of my current
discoveries, that tell them that they're poets as well and their poetic insight, "insight" is another
word I use a lot, is necessary to uncover or reveal, "reveal" is another word I use a lot, these
"inner essences" that take "poetic insight" to perceive and to reveal and to articulate. And I
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Ray; Would you say that insight and reveal and discovery and articulation and inner essence and
patience search together, this type of phrasing, suggest something about your own personality in
the classrooin, who you are and what your energy is ail about, how you manifest energy?
Joël. Yeah definitely, if I bave a teaching style it would be one which is definitely centered in a
kind of quiet reflective thoughtfui state in which one doesn't impose will, but discovers
some kind of inner essence and allows it to be revealed. That's me, that's my attitude to
architecture and my attitude to teaching. I assume that I am not going to impose things on the
students. I am there to evoke and oflfer some guidance to their process of revealing themselves.
And I work hard to encourage them to trust their own convictions and their own insights and their
own Personal discoveries in the process in which we work together.
Ray. So you see yourself more as a catalyst in that your function is evocative and a you're not
there to dogmatically and polemically... .
Joel: Polemically to the degree that I am an "evoker - provoker."
Ray: Evoker provoker, right.
Joel: That is, I shake them a little; I provoke them, but I try to avoid imposing too much on
them. My will comes into play obviously to the degree that I push this poetic révélation as an
encouragement, as a challenge and I try to get them to do the same. I
Ray: Aren't you assuming a certain degree of literacy on their part, or literacy with art, or literacy
with words?
Joel: Yes, and some of them are better at it than others, but in terms of literacv in architecture.
which is partly what it is about, I start my studios with two things: one, some evocative
mysterious words, and then comes four working papers, where l've written about the essential
phenomena of architecture that IVe discovered, which again are written quite poetically and
challengingly in an explorative way. And I ask them to take that material and to see how it affects
them and what they can pick up on, from those ideas and make their own, reinterpret in their own
way. And then we start the studio with the first assignment. And the first assignment is looking
at significant works of architecture of high quality which great architects have done, in which
we're going to look at together to discover some of these inner essences. And ah, some of these
essences have been already suggested in the working papers.
Ray: Is this a first year studio or a second year studio? And what is the course called? What is
Joel: The studios in The School of Architecture at UBC are ail vertically integrated which means
that the students from first second and third year are working together. It's a graduate program.
Ray: Okay
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Joei: So they're somewhat articulate mature students in any case. There are usually fifteen,
sixteen students in a studio. So it is a small group. I work one-to-one with them a lot and we do
both one to one work at their tables in the studios as well as weekly seminar discussions as they
présent their work. Ahm, what what was the point you were trying to say?
Ray. Ah, it was actually, you were talking about what you do in your, going aU the way back to
your teaching style, how you don't impose any ideas on the students. And ah, on that point I
thought, well maybe I don't know too much about what you actually do. You know you could be
talking about curriculum. You could be ah, ^  how old are your students?
Joel: The students are 24 to 44.
Ray: Okayandum,
Joel. Most of them are in their late 20's and they come with intense passion for architecture
because they are mature students and ah
Ray: So you don't have to
Joel: They are willing to work extremely hard and I demand that they work really hard.
Ray. So they are very motivated.
J®®'- Extremely motivated and my studio is known in the school as the one which you have to
bust your ass the most. You have to give the most, but you get the most.
That s very good. That's incredible. So there is a sense of real, real transformation going
on, real leaming going on.
Joel: Yeah, it is a studio which not only deals with poetry but it deals with détails of construction
and highly sophisticated skills of making models and making drawings in ways which are very
expérimental and uh we make very large models in which they can get very close to the
experience of the physical reality, the presence of the building. They truly experiment with ways
which they have never tried before and each term we try new ways so that the experiments are
experiments for me as well as for them. So they get to explore pragmatic detailed issues in
Architecture at the same time as we talk about complex and even esoteric poetic ideas.
Ray: What occurs to me while you are talking is you have the best teaching situation because,
you know, if you talk to CEGEP teachers, oflen you hear comments like they can't read or write
or they're too young and so the problem becomes one of motivation. How do you light the fire?
And you're suggesting that the fire has already been lit in the people that enter. So then the next
question that cornes to mind
Joel: Well the motivation fire has been lit.
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Ray; The motivation fire has been lit.
Joël: The insight fire hasn't necessarily been lit.
Ray: Okay, so then we're talking about the quality of the fire, the degrees of how hot that flame
can be and so on. So I guess what cornes to mind is what's important to you when you are
teaching and you have this keen group of people, what becomes important to you in terms of
subject, okay, in terms of them, in terms of yourself? How do you make the connection? I am
asking again about ^  - let me ask you directly then. Do you see yourself as - as a healer in the
classroom? Would that word be entertained as being part of the energy that is you?
Joel: I haven't used the word 'healer' Avith my students but I have used the word - opening their
hearts and opening their soûls and
Ray: This is important to you.
Joel: Finding out who they are.
Ray: And why do you want to find out who they are?
Joel: I don't want to find out who they are I want them to find out who they are.
Ray: (laughing) Okay, why do you want them to find out who they are?
Joel: I guess I want to find out who they are too, because I am curious and ahh I get very
involved Avith them and involved in their own personal insights and convictions, and so it
becomes part of my adventure as well. But the real, the central intention is for them to see, to
find their own strengths, both in skills as well as in their own poetic convictions, artistic
adventures that they want to entertain. Sometimes that has to do with where they are at that time
in life. I mean if they're in a space where their world is quite chaotic maybe they need to find a lot
of order. If their world is too heavily organized, maybe they need to find some inner ffeedom. I
often try not to assume that I know what's right for them. I try to get them to be as open as they
can be to themselves and to the work and to things that they naturally are attracted to.
Ray: Hmhm.
Joel: Basically, if they are attracted to something, I try to get them to pay attention to it.
Ray: Okay, within the field of architecture you can find out what - they'll let you know what they
are attracted to.
Joel: Yeah, although sometimes what they are attracted to is superficial and I encourage them to
look past the superficial level of interest.
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Ray: Soagain
Joel: Provoke them a little bit, enough to say, is that what you really like? Is that really satisfying
for you?
Ray: Hmhm. So what you are doing is
Joel: Asking, "Is that really fulfilling for you?"
Ray: You're pushing them or your trying to get them to see more, get more of that inner essence
of that quality that you were talking about before.
Joel: Right.
Ray: Do they um, do they go through any personal transformation, do you think? I mean there is
that transformation that comes with leaming - "oh look, l've leamt a new thing today. I didn't
know this before."
Joel: I have an assistant teacher working with me every term that's an architect in practice. And I
try and pull into the studio, bright, young architects that are challenging to me, as well as maybe
challenging to the students. And one recent assistant teacher told me that it took him about six or
seven years to understand the mysteries (quiet laughter) of what I was trying to get at in the
studio. But every year they kept unfolding more and the dimensions kept increasing and the
complexity opened to even greater complexity; each complexity opened to greater complexities.
So there is a kind of, I mean that's at its best, that kind of constant unfolding, from haunting
words that I laid as a foundation for the individual student and
Ray: Life is a constant unfolding. Now that you have made a conscious décision to retire and
leave teaching behind, would you like to say a few words about your new life and this unfolding.
Joel: WeU it is still happening.
Ray: Mmmhem.
Joel: It's just the first part of the unfolding that has happened so far.
Ray: Is teaching still happening too, in a sense?
Joel: I don't know. I guess in terms of a dialogue with other professors that are friends, with
students that - ex-students that come and visit me and want to find out what new thoughts are
emerging.
Ray: They want a dialogue about dialogue.
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Joel. They want to keep on dialoguing and they don't want to lose touch with that early stimulus.
So there is teaching going on in that sense. ^ ^ Teaching bas always been an exploration for
me too. So that part is still happening as I concentrate on writing poetry and explore ideas for
poetry and take ideas that are half started and try and push them further. ^ Somebody commented
recently, an ex-student of mine, that it is interesting to see me writing poetry which he thought
was what I was always doing in architecture in any case, and now I am doing it in a more pure
way, perhaps, or at least, in a literal way.
Ray: Mmmhem. You remind me of something I heard about the famous James brothers - that
Henry James wrote novels like a psychologist and William James, his brother, the psychologist,
wrote psychology like a novelist.
Joel: (Gentle laughter) Yeah.
Ray: So it is important that if you are going to be poetic in your teaching, that it is a natural
évolution to move from the teaching of architecture to poetry to the living of poetry, perhaps in
your own architecture, your own community, and your own house.
Joel: Yeah, at this point I feel like I am letting architecture go to a certain degree and dealing
with some of the essential poetry itself Maybe, because I am continuing part of the act of letting
go in itself. Letting go of the attachment to teaching and the attachment to Architecture. And I
don't know where that will lead. So it might just be a way of releasing the bond that I have to
release to the University and the University setting, and yet still carry on with some creative
endeavour.
Ray: Creativity is important to you.
Joel: Yeah, I breath it. (Long Pause) I guess, my puise works in a creative way somehow, I
don't know.
Ray: Hmhmn.
Joel: My heart beats in a creative way.
Ray: I was asked
Joel: My hand moves in a creative way.
Ray: l'm going to ask you a question because I was asked it, remember I was asked it at the
poetry reading [Ray 's reading at the Vancouver Public Library, 13 June 95] "who was your
peatest most single influence" and I blurted out "my mother" which I never would have answered
if I had thought about it because I was - obviously the man asked the question thinking about
what poets have I read or what poets have influenced me. What was your most single greatest
influence or who were some of the great influences on you, on your life, on your teaching, if we
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can make a distinction between life and teaching?
Joël: I mentioned two architects, Louis Kahn and Aldo Van Eyck. Both are very influential.
Ray: Aldo Vaneti?
Joël: Aldo Vanike
Ray: Oh, Aldo Vanike. How do you spell that?
Joël: Eyck
Ray: Eyck, okay.
Joël: He's a Dutch Architect and Louis Kahn is an American Architect.
Ray: Okay
Joël: They both inspired me because their buildings are very poetic; they write very poetically
and they both have expressed themselves poetically.
Ray: Mhmm
Joël: So they have a whole way of operating that has been a great model. But probably the most
powerflil current teacher in the past five years has been Parkinson's Disease itself. It has opened
me to seeing in ways that I didn't see before.
Ray: Would you hke to elaborate on that?
Joël: Well it has put me in touch with a sense of mortality and what matters most in life. It put
me in touch with what I think are essential things in architecture, looking for essential experience
and Connecting that with essentials in poetic human experience. And I guess I always had that
sensibility. It s just that it has pushed me that much further and that much deeper in awareness
and it's given me the discipline and the time l've actually taken, to look more critically, more
precisely, more attentively, and with that consciousness of attention. I brought that attentiveness
into my teaching, as part of what I teach students.
Ray: Is it attentive?
Joël: It has also brought a sense of compassion and caring, increased compassion and caring
about students, who they are, as vulnérable individuals.
Ray: Mmhm.
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Joel: And students recognize that l'm in some kind of vulnérable state.
Ray: Mmhm.
Joel: And they sense my human vulnerability and they recognize how that's connected me to a
more spiritual metaphysical kind of reality. I think that opens them to that dimension as well.
Ray. Mmhm. It's ail here then — like can you compare yourself in any way between who you are
now and who you were in the last few years teaching, knowing you had Parkinson's, and the Joel
you were, before you had Parkinson s. I mean, as you said, you had a poetic sensibility anyway,
but is there — is it a matter of degree and edge, that is, did you always have an awareness of
mortality, or is it more real now than it was before?
Joel: It's more urgent.
Ray: Urgent?
Joel: Before I could -1 didn't have to pay attention as much. (gentle laughter) Now I am
pushed to pay attention and to value those things that really matter and not be diverted so much
by those things which are more like silly laughter or indulgence. I mean architecture in the world,
in our cities and everywhere in the world is filled with indulgence. Indulgence of the egos of
architects indulgence of dumb jokes which is - has very little quality or very little depth,
Ray: Mmhm.
Joel: And students are always anxious to indulge themselves and, to whatever degree that I
indulge myself, I think I don't allow so much anymore. Sometimes some people criticize me,
people that are closest to me sometimes criticize me for being a little too solemn or melancholy or
serious, but this has become part of who I am.
Ray: Your summary of yourself is intriguing, because your function as an architect brings you
into making connections between art and the human condition, between form and the human
condition. Paying attention to détail and ail these varions things that you mentioned - some of the
things you say remind me of discussions we've had before or perhaps readings we've read
together, Krishnamurti and varions other things. I am just wondering, we don't have to discuss it
now, but I m actually curions about how you see this dialogue in terms of your own energy. And
what is the - if you can create dialogue with conversation with colleagues and friends and if you
created it with your students, then what is your assessment? How do you see it? I guess I am
trying to put my finger on how alive or how awake we are when we pay attention, because most
of what you're saying -1 mean you wouldn't recommend, let's say, everyone have Parkinson's in
Teacher's Collège Training Programs where you know they need to be zapped. Yet, what you are
saying is real for you and I am thinking without trying to be glib, l'm thinking that what people
need is some disease, or something to make them pay attention to what is important. And yet, it
could be that there are many people that you know in the Parkinson's group who still don't have
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that sense of urgency. (laughter)
Joel; That'sright.
Ray: I can imagine.
Joel: That'sright.
Ray: So it's something to do with who you are,
Joel. Yeah.
Ray: Independent ofParkinson's also.
Joel: I used to say that it was difBcult to teach students unless they have experienced death.
Ray: Right, right, right.
Joel: Because they operated in too shallow a world. They didn't have the depth of experience.
So, I guess both in terms of teachers and students they have to find some way to touch something
that's deeper in their consciousness without
Ray: Hmhmm.
Joel: These kind of, whatever these inner essences might be in one's experience or in the physical
world. I don't know how, I mean somehow it is difficult to reach that in students because they, or
in teachers for that matter, too, because they're much more interested in facts, or trends, or
current styles. Current stylism is very much a topical thing in architecture.
(End of side one)
Joel: Last night [at a social gathering] there was some discussion about whether suffering is
necessary for creativity. [gentle laughter] That's an interesting issue. And I think one of the
things I said was that ahh, that maybe consciousness of suffering helps creativity, but even when
you are not conscious of it you might be able to draw on it. The suffering that's within you may
seek expression through creative means.
Ray: Umhmm.
Joel: Or can seek expression through creative means. And certainly a student in architecture can
be in touch with that in a somewhat intuitive way or unconscious way. What I would try and do,
as they work, is bring it to a level of consciousness. But it may be painfiil to bring it to too great
a level of consciousness and I have to deal with it indirectly. When I see somebody is touching on
something that is deep within them or deep within the world in terms of-1 probably wouldn't call
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it sufifering in the studio because I don't want, I may net want the student to be overly self-
conscious about it. However, sometimes that may be easy to do.
Ray; Hmhmm.
Joël: It may happen though. 1 mean I think a lot of wnters, artists, painters, poets, architects,
they may be using their work as an escape. On the other hand, some students may be using
architecture as a way to probe something — a deeper understanding of themselves and life and that
may be less consciously but more intuitively emerging as ahh something that is bubbling up inside
them that they have to get out so that it doesn't fester too much.
Ray: Hmmmm.
Joël. I try and make them conscious as much as seems possible as much as they're open to ahh. I
try to bring things into a level of awareness both in terms of the potential dimensions of the depth
of architecture and their depth of poetry and in designing architecture and the depth of their own
experience.
Ray. Would you say that consciousness then is an ultimate umm energy construction or energy
pattem or resuit of teaching energy? That is, the consciousness is something that créâtes its own
energy too. You know we are talking about last night's discussion and suffering in relation to
creativity. I remember saying that thinking about this statement that l'd always thought was true,
that Unamuno had said that suffering is - brings man to greater awareness. And then 1 wondered
if this thought is valid for people who suflfered in génocides. And then we started talking about
génocides, but really the core of the discussion is how much suffering can any one person handle
and ahhh. I mean in Job the suffering is so acute and yet he only gets an audience with God when
he is méditative, when he is silent. So there has to be a shifl in bis direction. He has to shifl ffom
his ôiends and his social world to something deep inside himself where he stops arguing and he
loses his ego. And he moves from the outside to the inside, if you like, and I am just wondering if
that's a possibility in terms of creating consciousness. When we think about death, whether
mortality is almost like a specter that hangs over us because we know we're going to die. So we
want, I don t think, I think that a lot of us think that we are working at meaning but we're terribly
superficial.
Joel: Your talking - you're covering a lot of ground.
Ray: I know, I know it just seems my mind is racing here.
Joel: There is one thing you touched on in terms of consciousness that I can connect to at this
point and its ahh something about how you get at consciousness.
Ray: That's right.
Joel: And you talked about an energy that might resuit from that consciousness. There's
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something that s very powerful in creativity and certainly one that I encourage very strongly in the
design studio and that's intuition.
Ray; Okay.
Joel. And there is an energy that's released, I think a very powerful energy that's released through
intuition. And ahh - intuition in design is often letting go of artificially constructed thought, of
letting go of conditioned pattems, which mi^t be current thoughts in architecture or current
styles in architecture and current ways of thinking in architecture and which can act like a smoke
screen or a veil which doesn't allow you to penetrate deeper into the issues that are more critical
m architecture - generally, and certainly those that are critical for you. But if you suspend that -
it is almost like suspending disbelief, because your beliefs are often, as a student, are so attached
to current ideology, and current ways of operating, whether they be conditioning that's happened
in terms of your upbringing as a middle class suburban Vancouverite or whether they're
conditioned by current architectural theory. If you can suspend those and just allow your intuitive
inner knowing to get through to the perception of the architectural problem at hand, and use that
- allow that intuition to flow in a very open way, both in terms of seeing the dimensions of the
problem in the architectural assignment in the studio, as well as seeing what you can bring to it of
yourself. I think there is a tremendous energy that's unreleased. And that's not consciousness, at t
first level, that's not necessarily consciousness that's at a level of highly précisé articulation
because it may be just trusting your heart or trusting a kind of inner knowing that you have. It
may be accompanied by my questions in the design studio such as how do you know that? How
do you really know that? Or, if you just open yourself to it, can you feel something quite
powerful that you can't quite articulate? And
Ray: So questions themselves create the energy that is pressing the button or evoking the, or is
the catalyst on something that is going to happen potentially happen in the student.
Joel: Yeah. And the questions might need to be asked poetically and evocatively in order to get
at that, but I suggest that this process of getting themselves into this intuitive state — doing
something through this intuitive state both in terms of perception and acting on a design
mtuitively, and then having done that, stepping back, getting some, a little bit of distance fi-om it,
so that they're not emotionally attached to what they have done. Reflect on it - so it's intuition '
and then reflection and through reflection, struggle to articulate in words and in images and in
dialogue what it is they have discovered. What it is they have actually done. And sometimes I
ask them to let the design of their building tell them what it wants to be, which is a metaphor for
allowing the inner essence of things to reveal themselves and something within the students to
reveal itself. And I have mentioned before (in previous conversations) this little parable of the
Inuit carver who takes a piece of soapstone and tums it over in his hand and stares at it for awhile
and reflects on it for awhile and then asks the stone, "who's in there?" And starts to carve slowly
and hums to himself thoughtfully and asks the stone again, "what's emerging?" and finally
something starts to take form and he says, "Aha!" Something in the stone, something in his caring
for the stone, something that needed his poetic insight, of course, and some active design process
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in the insight that he brings to it is revealed in the stone. Something is revealed in the stone
because he cares for that stone but it was always in the stone. And each stone is a différent stone
and through his carefùl probing and intuitive exploration, the stone tells him what it wants to be.
And I suggest that kind of intuitive process is powerful for every student to experience, And it
starts from, in the way that I talk about architecture in the studio, it starts ffom the direct
experience of making things, the simple basic phenomena of making things. And that making
things is a process of caring for things and caring for materials and selecting appropriate materials
for very spécifie situations. And through that process of stroking and caressing and caring, things
tell you what they want to be.
Ray: Sounds like your introducing a form of reverence, almost a metaphysical spirituality.
Joël: Yeah, it is. It's a -1 guess sometimes I allude to the caring for the physical world in that
spirituality that you mentioned as a way of repairing the world which I guess could be understood
as healing the world. [Af this point in the tape the sound of children playing is very dominant,
almost as if they 're contributing their laughter to a healing ofthe world. ] And sometimes it's'
caring for a site and restoring it, repairing it, and sometimes it's caring for a building which is,
maybe an existing building which is being renovated and repairing it and bringing it back to life
again.
Ray. Architecture provides a lot of metaphor for the language of construction, the grammar of
everyday settings or the restoration, the rénovation, the
Joël: Transformation
Ray: Transformation, the repairing, the mending
Joël: And the healing.
Ray: And the healing - right. You mentioned too that intuition is related to inner discovery or
inner discovery expressed in such a way as AHA! and so, therefore, you're suggesting too that
part of a manifestation of intuition is the realization that intuition indeed has taken place which
becomes an awakening of sorts.
Joël: Yeah, it's an awakening which has this kind of revitalization of energy as well which is the
Aha. I mean students sometimes don't say, "Aha!", they say, "Oh WOW!"
Ray: Yeah, what else do they say?
Joël; I CAN'T BELIEVE IT. ' (laughter)
Ray: Tell me other manifestations of student discovery or ^ Oh wow, I don't believe it. It's
like they are working on something and they say 'WOW, HERE IT IS, WOW!' They get really
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excited.
Joël: Oh yeah, they often get very excited. Both, excited at their ability to go through the
process, that is, to apply their skills in ways which articulate possibilities that they never imagined
before, or to apply their skills to see more deeply than they ever saw before, or to build in their
imaginations, to build places that they — that didn't exist in their imagination before. You know it
is as if when you give them tools, both perceptual tools and reflective tools, it opens up
possibilities that didnt exist before. So it actually opens the imagination. It's as if when you've
got a very limited set of tools you can only speak to a certain level in architecture, and as a resuit
you can only think to a certain level in architecture and when I give them tools of greater depth of
perception and reflection it expands their world of imagination. They can actually think in ways,
conceive in ways and imagine in ways they couldn't have imagined before.
Ray: Hmhm.
Joël: So that's part of that sense of wonder of Aha and Wow and far out. (laughter) They dont
say, "far out" any more. They say,"Harsh." (laughter)
Ray: (laughter) Do they - do you think they see you as a good teacher, as an effective teacher?
Joël. Well, according to the course évaluations they do of me at the end of the term, they see me
as an effective teacher.
Ray: What's your évaluation?
Joël. But also in that uncomfortable popularity contest that happens every term (gentle laughter)
where students elect to choose certain studios, my studio was a very popular one.
Ray: They are banging down the door to get in.
Joël: Well, I think most students see that it is important to take my studio as a significant part of
their éducation. They may choose others, obviously. They will choose others obviously, to round
out their éducation, selecting ffom the six or seven oflferings that are made each term at our small
school. So mine is seen as urgent and essential for many reasons, both, for the pragmatic lessons
that are leamt as well as the more mystical and spiritual ones.
Ray: Mhmmhm. Is your studio seen as life-giving do you think? That's part ofits urgency and
its essential quality.
Joël: I don't know. I don't think students come to it with that expectation because I think it's not
until you have actually, until they have actually soaked it up. That is, when the students are
totally engrossed in it. I don't think they understand the depths that the studio offers and even
once they're totally engrossed in it. I think it's just starting to open up the possibilities, as I
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described this teacher assistant, that it kept unfolding for many years for him and it took greater
maturity and experience for him to really fathom the range of what I was saying.
there any concrète instances where some of the concepts and ideas that you have been
talking about inside of classroom spill over into the student's life and changes their life?
Joel. I guess I don t — I only know of a small number of individuals, of those past students that I
have kept contact with.
Ray: Mhm
Joël. And ahh — there are students who often approach me because they are going through
difScuIt times and they 11 seek me out at times to share the difficulties. Both, sometimes helping
me with my difficulties as well as my helping them with their diflSculties.
Ray: l'm going to ask you a question. Why do you teach? Why did you teach aside ffom making
a living?
Joel: I started to teach because I was dissatisfied with the exploitive projects that I was working
on. By exploitive, I mean that they were large corporative Govemment Projects that were doing
things which were based on greed and power and institutional bureaucracy. I mean obviously
they had some sense to them, but a lot of it was pointless or senseless and I wanted something
that was deeper and more meaningful in my life. So I stopped the kind of corporate practice that
I was in and needed time for reflection. So teaching for me was a time for reflection, a time to see
where I was going and what I was doing and
Ray: Mhm.
Joel. I guess in that sense it was a time of healing for me. I didn't have any long term goals.
When I started, I imagined teaching for a few years to regain my bearings and to try to get a sense
of what I was professionally interested in. But I started practicing architecture in a différent form
once I started teaching, practicing with a stronger social conscience and doing projects that were
non profit projects and consulting in terms of design for children and design for disabled people.
Ray: Can you comment on some of the projects you have worked on so we can get somehow a
profile of your sensibility through your projects? Like, you know, you worked on project for
what teaching, creating disabled environments or environments that would help the disabled or
Joel: Well the kind of project I was working on previously like the Eaton's Center which
epitomizes corporate practices.
Ray: Right.
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Joël: Which is a monumental huge mail within the downtown area although it was created in a
way which had lots of- tried to do it in a way which had lots of joy, and improvement of the area
that it was set in. Still, it was too exploitive and more exploit!ve than what it gave. It took more
than what it gave.
Ray: This was in Toronto.
Joel: In Toronto.
Ray: Yeah, right.
Joel: Whereas, after I started teaching I did a lot of consulting work for the City of Toronto
housing department which was in a very progressive stage at that time, and was developing non-
profit housing projects for low income people.
Ray: Okay.
Joel: Tuming areas in the city which were in decay, such as old industrial areas that were quite
decayed, close to the center of the city, into residential quarters with community facilities and
parks and
Ray: Again transformation.
Joel: Green space. Yeah,
Ray: Darkness into light. [Here Joel and Ray are almost speaking on top of one another.]
Joel: It's a healing of the
Ray: (Ray laughs) Social organism or
Joel: Of the physical organism, physical organism of the city.
Ray: Yeah, that's right.
Joel: And anything that tums industrial decay into places to live and raise children is healing in
itself I guess.
Ray: A place to live. Yeah, right. And then there was this, you worked on a hospital, right -
McMaster teaching hospital.
Joel: That was earlier.
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Ray. That was earlier. There was another thing that you mentioned in a previous conversation
that you worked on.
Joël; I did a number of studies for the CHMC (Canadian Housing and Mortgage Corporation),
who were responsible for the quality of housing in Canada and I developed designs for children.
Ray: That'sright.
Joel: Guidelines for housing for children.
Ray: And then there was Ontario Place, the playground.
Joel. Right.
Ray: Do you talk about playgrounds in relation to healing in terms of Architectural design or
Joel. Well, I think that the Ontario Place playground was too much of an amusement (laughter)
park even though it was very adventuress and inventive and creative perhaps it was too much of
an amusement park, whereas, the things I did later were much more concemed with reinforcing
opportunities for the quality of play in residentia! areas.
Ray: Mhm.
Joel. Sometimes not through design but under-design such as leaving natural wildemess areas as
little belts of green space that would run through residential communities.
Ray: Well your drama is to be quieter rather than to be over expressed right. You're a
minimalist.
Joel: Mer being heroic in the architectural stance of the earliest part of my professional career.
Heroic in the sense that
Ray: Monuments.
Joel: I was making grand monuments that were monuments to the power of the govemment and
the greed of corporations (laughs) and to the
Ray: Wealth of the architect
Joel: Science of hospitals. I swung the pendulum the other way and would try to do things
which were supportive of coopérative housing groups and under-designing to let people find their
- make their own spaces and find their own opportunities.
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Ray: Do you see rébellion, going against the grain as being part of your growth?
Joël: I think l'il answer that indirectly maybe. One of the ways that I présent the work that I do
to the students and other teachers in the school is an idea which I call -1 guess I borrowed it ffom
other architects and philosophera — but it's an idea that what I do in paying attention to détail and
caring for making quality places in this world, a world which is overcome by consumerism and
exploitation and technology which is geared towards efficiency, what l'ni doing is creating some
résistance in the world, and it's not résistance for résistance sake but it's résistance to keep some
humanity alive. So I see it as a kind of little candie which l've got to keep buming and which I
pass on to the students, whichever students pick it up. Some of the students in my studio
presumably are touched by what happens but they may be inundated by, by a world dominated by
images and superficial images and média and consumerism and so they may lose it. But maybe it
will, maybe a flicker stays alive in them which can emerge later on. And there are a few students
who have really responded very dearly to the ideas and are really - feel the same urgency that I do
to keep the candie alive and the light alive. And this humanity in face of the large inhumanity in
the world, and I don't want it to sound too prétentions, but I think it might take hundreds of
years, if it happens at ail, for that little candie to grow into a larger flame again, but somehow we
have to strive to keep it alive.
Ray: So the holy temple can't be rebuilt unless each one brings a brick. So the - your mandate, I
mean you see yourself as part of a force or some — some aspect of positive energy that helps
Joel: Yeah
Ray: Create more energy.
Joel: I see this dialogue that we are having right now doing the same thing. Hopefully there are
at least ten people sitting - having the same conversation in the world. I don't expect that there
are a lot. In these little pockets of résistance they are keeping some humanity going and maybe
that's the purpose of your thesis, I don't know, is to keep some
Ray: No actually the purpose of my thesis
Joel: Is to keep some little candie alive. (laughs)
Ray: Defînitely. But, at a very selfish level, I think the purpose of my thesis, is to also keep
myself alive.
Joel: Yeah, except you're sharing it \vith me. l'Il share it with someone else. They'll share it with
others too.
Ray: It's like the healer poem [one ofRay 's poems, called "healer" dedicated to Joel] you know
like I need to be relevant and I read bell hooks and varions other writers and I see how they're
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talking about their political situation. How this black feminist lady, bel! hooks is saying that she
was se happy in school when she was in black schools and she didn't get unhappy until she went
to a white collège.
Joel: Mmhm.
Ray; And she really loved learning and how then it became a political problem for her and now
she sees herself as a teacher teaching people to transgress to say no to the most flagrant abuses of
power that exist in Systems and whether you're a woman or whether you're black. And it -
actually she is teaching people a différent way of seeing their reality because I think we accept. I
mean a black woman, for example, says, well this is the way white people teach you to talk and in
fact one of her chapters is on the vemacular in black English and she is sajdng you know ail our
lives we have been taught that you can't communicate unless you speak white.
Joel: Right.
Ray: And this - and so it again it was a real discovery for her to actually say it is okay to speak
black. And you're not going to lose marks.
Joel: Right.
Ray: And this was maybe allowing people to be who they really are, encouraging them to be who
they really are which is teaching them to transgress. Her title of the book is Teaching to
Transgress: Education as a Practice in Freedom, something to that effect. But I mean, this is ah,
struck me as I m talking to you that perhaps you have a mandate or you had a mandate and even
now as a human being you have a mandate. I mean, in a way it is so important to me to be here
with you having this dialogue, this conversation. It's focused. ^  ^ It's important to keep the fires
buming.
Joel: To keep the little flame alive
Ray: The little flame alive - right. I often talk about fire and you talk about little flame. Ifs still
the same - part of the same thing.
Joel: Maybe I - maybe my expectations aren't as high in the sense that I try to keep the fire alive
in myself.
Ray: Which brings us to your ovm humanity, I mean Parkinson's bas been your teacher, you're
consciously caring. You've um some of your projects -1 am going to stop myself in mid-
sentence, but one of your projects was creating or teaching. Was it teaching how to create
environments that would benefit the disabled?
Joel: Emhum, it was part of the teaching.
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Ray; Part of the teaching. It was done I think in conjunction with the sociology department.
Joel: With a number of departments actually.
Ray: Okay, it was team teaching, in a way.
Joel: Yeah, a lot of my teaching is team teaching.
Ray: Oh, that's interesting. Could you comment on that, on team teaching.
Joel: Well, I guess in the case of that course on design for the disabled which happened a number
of years ago. It was an attempt to — you got that typical label of interdisciplinary —
but really it was an attempt to tie a lot of différent attitudes and approaches towards the disabled
together. I discovered that the biggest, the most, not the biggest but the most effective source of
interdisciplinary activity was with the people that were disabled themselves.
Ray: MyGosh
Joel: I had people that were disabled come into the classroom and discuss issues that were
critical for them in design. But also even more importantly had disabled people work in
conjunction with the students on a design proJect so for instance I had someone who was a blind
student at the University work with a small group of students on the design of a University
résidence, student résidence, and where the students were to design rooms that would be effective
for people that were visually impaired. And the way that the visually impaired person worked
with the students was we eut out strips of cardboard which could be a kind of relief architectural
plan and the pièces of cardboard were tacked down on a base sheet and the students would try an
arrangement for the corridor and the student résidence and the room in the student résidence and
the person that was visually impaired would feel the plan and say "You know when I walk down
the corridor if you make the door recessed I can hear the recess." And the students became
tuned to the responses of the person who was visually impaired through the dialogue that was
carried on in the design process.
Ray: They can actually hear the space, in other words.
Joel: Yeah, they have a very acute acoustical sense of space. And of course they may not have
thought to describe some of these things if they were just speaking because they are not architects
but as they work with - as the visually impaired person works with the architect - the
architectural students, things come up which expand the range of possibilities for both the person
who is visually impaired as well as for the students. One of the things I remember (laughs), just as
an aside, at one point one of the visually impaired persons said to the group of students, "You
know it is important to put a mirror next to the door, so that when I have guests they feel at
home." And who would have thought (laughs) to pay attention to something like that
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Ray: For a blind person
Joël: For a blind person
Ray: Yeah.
Joël. So there are subtleties like that, as well as a wide window sill and a sunny window where
they can feel the warmth of the sun on the window sill. Anyway that was just an example of
getting other people to be involved in team teaching isn't always professional teachers. (laughs)
right, right but you see — in a way you see yourself as a catalyst as an evoker as a —
someone who
Joël: Let me just add something about team teaching.
Ray: Yeah.
Joël. In the design studio — I bring in people to help me in the studio on a part time basis which
gives me a basis for increasing dialogue as a teacher.
Ray: Emhm.
Joël: I mean obviously there are things I need to talk to other people about that I can't talk to the
students about, especially when it concems the development of that student. Some things I can
talk to the student about a particular problem but for other things I have to pull aside and be able
to talk about that student in ways which would be very uncomfortable for that student to hear.
But there are also issues about what you have to do with discoveries that l'm making that I need
to test out on somebody else before I try them out in the classroom. And ail those aspects of
dialogue which have to do with teaching ideas and perceptual ideas of my own and new insights
and student difficulties. It's important to have an ongoing dialogue with other teachers.
Ray: Because dialogue créâtes insight and discovery and oflfers you new topics for exploration.
Joël: Well, it holds up a mirror to myself and gets me out of myself and gets me beyond the
fixations and closed perceptions that I have. It facilitâtes ail that. Team teaching is a catalyst for
dialogue and the sharing of ideas and the fiirthering of ideas. It is also an opportunity for me to
pass on my experience in teaching, especially since I like to bring in young architects that have
potential for being insightful teachers themselves.
Ray: Emhem
Joël: It's a way to teach them to expand other people. They're students of a kind too that are
very devoted students.
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Ray; Do you think that's part of the teachers energy, that the teacher also wants to leam? ^
Perhaps, the most effective teachers have a sense of AAH, isn't this interesting or Tm curious
about this, or l'd like to see how this works. I know my own students (fellow teachers) say to me,
as if it's quite a wonder. They say, "Ray, you dare take risks."
Joel: Right.
Ray: And l'm not aware of taking the risks as much as they are, but that seems to be very
important to them.
Joel: Emhem.
Ray: That one take risks.
Joel: Yeah, definitely. Yeah I think they see me as an explorer and I state that as a premise in the
studio too as I said before we're in it together to explore new ideas and to open new possibUities.
I say that I haven't worked it out yet, as if I were to ever.
Ray: I like that word explorer. I know that Krishnamurti and Bohm used that as part of their
dialogues. {Ray imitâtes Krishnamurti] "Let's explore this. Sir." (they both laugh
enthusiastically). I want to explore fiirther with you; I want to explore différent concepts that you
mentioned. I don't have my other notes with me which in an ensuing tape l'il bring in some more
notes, but I wanted to explore this idea of urgency. I feel this urgency myself ail the time. I feel
this is my last time. This is almost like l've got to make it count. It is almost like life is very
precious. But there is a certain terror in me. I guess l'm asking you, is there a similar terror in
you? Is there a desperation sometimes when you teach, or is that just me?
Joel: The urgency, do you want me to talk about this in terms of teaching or do you want me talk
about this in terms of me?
Ray. Maybe in terms of you alone, because we can always connect it to teaching in another
discussion or even in the same discussion. Because you know what we are really talking about is
ourselves. And we need, we need to explore as fully as we can the self, so that we can feel very
comfortable with the connection - making the connection.
Joel: It brings up a lot of aspects for me. There is definitely terror in my mind and my
consciousness and ecstasy and beauty too - but terror. And there is a certain urgency in the
terror which is sometimes positive and sometimes négative.
Ray: Emhem.
Joel: Négative in the sense that I feel desperate to do something before I can't do it anymore,
which may not ail be négative because there is a certain sense of wanting to hold on to vitality as
long as possible. There is also an urgency about getting close to the bone, you know, meaning
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getting close to what's essential in life and essential in experience, and that's informed by terrer.
Both the terrer ef illness and mertality as well as the terrer ef what if I can't de this temerrew. I
guess this is mertality.
END OF TAPE 1
APPENDIX B
CONVERSATIONS
Harry Whittier & R(^ Shankman
with periodic guest appearancesfrom Franny Gorbet
Transcription: Tape 1
August 14, 1995
Setting: This conversation is being recorded in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, on île Madame, in a
place called Ccq) La Ronde, in a héritage home, belonging to PearlMauger (pronounced
"Major") (Harry 's wife) andherfamilyfor 5 générations. Looking out ofthe window, the day is
breezy, with sunry blue skies and the distant roll of océan waves... We sit in the "study " (Harry
says, "l'm self-conscious about this, "but that 's what it is called") .
Ray: To start off I would like to ask Harry how teaching and life are interrelated in his practice,
what the connection is between your own living and your teaching?
Harry: It took me a number of years to leam this, Ray, but I discovered, that to make it as
simple as possible, not to be too wordy about it, that the relationship between teaching and life
isn't a relationship; it is an identity; they are the same thing. That may sound strange but what I
mean is essential teaching, not "repeat the alphabet, dear" as a form of teaching, but that is not
what I am talking about. What I am talking about is that living is primarily energy and teaching is
energy and therefore, on that level you put them together and you have an identity rather than a
relationship. In other words relationship implies two things that become one in some way or
other like marriage or whatever, but to say that they are identical is to say that there is no
différence between them. The implication of course being that there is a différence or you
wouldn't have to say that they are one; so it works both ways, but teaching to me has been,
through my experience, over a period of years and particularly with students, has always been - I
dérivé a sense of energy ffom teaching them. I never knew what I was talking about really! You
have people like Shakespeare, Dante, and Joyce Cary helping you along and you find that you are
much more articulate than you would be otherwise. But energy comes ffom these writers, if you
can read carefully and hear what they are saying (as well as listen to what they are saying), and
that energy has got to find a destination somehow; you can't keep it in yourself. It is not
something that belongs to me, kind of thing, it is something that belongs to everv living being and
the way you try and bring this about, as if it weren't true like it is, but you're in a position, which
you feel it might not be, is to try and convev some of this energy to the people that are listening to
you so they can feel their own energies coming to life, coming to life in a broader sense. We ail
know we are alive in some way or other, some by dropping stones on their feet, other people by
getting degrees. We ail know we are alive but we ail want to exnand that sense of life so that we
live more fiilly eveiy instant of the day, night, whatever.
Ray: This is almost like a primai motivation or instinct to live more fully?
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Hai^: Yes, Ya, Ya, it is the one thing that makes ambition irrelevant. It isn't ambition because
life is not a possession. We use expressions like my life your life, the life of Charles Dickens or
something like this, but life isn't a possession it is something that is there that we are participating
in. And when I say there I make it sound like it is separate from me and it's not. But you have to
be separate from it in this world in order to find out that you are not separate from it. We live in a
world of opposites and that's what we have to put up with, leammg what the opposites are is
what I am talking about.
Ray: Right, right, right. I notice, as you are talking, this great energy that comes from you in
terms of your hands gesticulating and the intensity of your brow...
Harry: Laughter
Ray: There is a lot of body expression in you. You're very expressive in your body. Now were
you always so expressive in your body?
Harry: Yeah. I think maybe some of it is a reaction from some of my military time when your
body is not expressive and if it is, you're knocked on the knuckles for it, so some of it is a reaction
from being
Ray: Held in a straight jacket.
Harry: Kind of a straight jacket that is called military discipline or regimentation, the worse
names for it, but those are the ones we use now. (laughter)
Ray: So you know that's part of the communication.
Harry: Oh yeah, very definitely.
Ray: The body is. I remember when I was a young student in your class I used to watch you
sweat and l'd think is this part of teaching? I actually had this idea then that you need to sweat
when you teach.
Harry: (laughter) The sweating which became a joke finally; many people pointed it out, but
what it came from as far as I remember it and feel it is that you get into [it] when you are talking
about a piece of literature, as I was saying earlier, you are trying to convey this sense of energy
so that people who are listening will feel that energy themselves and the sweating is simply a
physical manifestation of the intensity with which you are trying to get that idea across. It's not an
idea; I shouldn't use that term. To get that energy in motion so that everybody in the classroom is
ideally, l've had this happen on occasion, not as often as l'd like, but everybody in the classroom
Ray: Is there.
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Harry; Is there in the sense of being, they get up and say WOW! and that is what it is about.
Ray: Aha! Aha! That's what it is about.
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: Se energy is the "it" in "that's what it's about".
Harry: Energy yeah. The général
Ray: The total realization of life fully lived.
Harry: Yeah, that's right. The sense of being is another way of saying the same thing - yeah, but
that's what the whole teaching is about. This is why it doesn't make any différence what you're
teaching. I had a math teacher at the navel academy when I was there. The nick name for him
was Mad Jack Hammond. He was very enthusiastic and energetic about Mathematics. You can
be energetic about anything really; this is a classroom situation. He would talk a mile a minute
and he'd be wnting on the board with chalk and the piece of chalk in his hand would be wearing
out and he would reach into his back pocket and put a new piece of chalk in his hand and continue
and everybody was laughing.
Ray: (laughing)
Harry: That's what I mean by it can be anything, but literature lends itself to this obviously,
because literature is about human attitudes. What you are looking at is a whole sériés of millions
of human attitudes towards living and life and the rest of it, ail of it a manifestation of the basic
energy that we're talking about like a good author and there are many of them. I don't like the
term good because authors are authors, like God is God, but authors that you go back to and read
again, are those that are able to convey this energy in the same sense that I was talking about in
the classroom and ail the teacher then becomes is an agent that is coming in to sell Dostoevski
today - you see.
Ray: Hmhm
Harry: l'm not being facetious but that's really what it amounts to.
Ray: In this context maybe you'd like to comment on your work, like what you are doing now.
Harry: Oh well yeah l'm
Ray: In the same context of energy, of perceptual energy.
Harry: I did what l'm talking about or tried to in the classroom and the classroom sequence
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came to an end or I retired. So what do I do with al! these wonderflil things l'm talking about. I
sit down and say well can I still articulate what I feel about William Blake, in this case, and the
answer is yes, of course you can. So you sit down and start writing. The writing situation is
différent because you shifted from living human beings sitting in a room, regardless of how
regimented the whole thing might be. But you are talking with living human beings whose faces
you can see, whose eyes you can look into, whose émotions you can feel to some extent. When
you are looking into a word perfect 5.1 monitor screen, it is not the same thing, so what do I do?
Okay, the energy that's présent in William Blake's writing, which you have to, you have to pay
attention to what he's saying, very defimtely, because he makes great demands on any reader. But
if you are willing to discipline yourself to pay attention to what he is saying then that sense of
energy comes ffom reading him, translated in the reader's mind into interprétation - what does this
mean? Why does he say this? What is the structure? Why is it built this way? And ail this can
emerge in a piece of written work and that's what I am doing. In other words, writing is sort of
surrogate teaching because you hope that if your book is published and read by people who are
interested in the subject that they Avill feel some of the energy I was talking about earlier that
transpires in a classroom.
Ray: Or the healing takes place, or the energy in that sense of healing, takes place on two levels
one in the classroom where it could effect the student
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: But the other is yourself.
Harry: Yeah, yeah.
Ray: And as you shift ffom the audience in the classroom to the writing which is yourself so then
the energy is much more related to your own.
Harry: Yeah, that's right, it is more readily feelable if I can use such a word.
Ray: Yeah.
Harry: It is like, I thought of an analogy a minute ago. Yeah, it's why theatre, live theatre,
legitimate theatre, is the highest form of art, because you have human beings talking to human
beings about human beings and one of them is pretending to be amused by it and the other is
pretending to eam a living by it, but they come through it anyway, with a sense of real life.
Theatre is like the classroom. Novels, poems, short stories are like writing. My second situation
Tm writing about Blake, but in either case, the tough lesson to leam is that the same energy is
there. What you have to do is ffee yourself ffom a feeling of context. That this context is
energized but this one isn't. It doesn't work that way. The energy is not a possession you can't
put it in your pocket or whatever. You can transfer it, but you are going to feel the transference
to the point at which you can put it down in words, in your writing, in the same way as you put it
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down in words in a classroom, only you're talking instead of writing.
Ray: In a sense you are trying to get close to this life, which is a total perception of energy, a
manifestation, another
Harry: Manifestation
Ray: Of energy.
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: And that energy as Knshnamurti said, I have it here [in my notes] is action in movement.
Harry: Yeah!
Ray: And that would explain your own action, your own movement your own vitality.
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: Which you want to convey through a literature which is ail about that [movement in life]
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: to students who are supposed to be alive.
Harry: Yeah yeah. They are, but some of them don't know it.
Ray: (laughter) Yeah, the idea that you are bringing themselves to them is going to be their
realization.
Harry (laughter) Yeah.
Ray: Aha! Here I am. "l'm alive too'.
Harry: Yeah, Monsieur Jourdain in one of Moliere's plays. He, Le Bourgois Gentilhomme, he is
a business man and he makes a lot of money so he hires a teacher to come in. And aller the first
couple of sessions, he comes to his wife aller talking to his teacher, and says, "My God I found
out something marvelous today; I have been speaking prose ail of my life." ( heart-felt ah ha
laughter) And it is that kind of discovery. You know it's like
Ray: Discovering who you are through somebody else's eyes.
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Harry: Yeahyeah. That'sright. In other words the transfer of energy has taken place and
BOOM you feel the energy and ofFyou go. It is like, I usually tell my students, if your history
courses deal with the âge of discovery and the rest of it - and I say, when Columbus and his three
ships left Cadiz, or whatever it was, San Salvador wasn't there?
Ray: (laughter)
Harry: Wait a minute, what's wrong with it, in other words discovery is finding out what's
already there but you haven't opened your eyes to it. That's very much like teaching; that's what
you are trying to do. The students sitting there know more than you do, but they don't know it.
The other analogy is a good one; weVe got an example out in the bam here, is a horse. A horse, a
fuUy grown horse that is rideable and the rest of it, okay, is a tremendously physically powerful
animal. Eight times as powerful as any man that ever laid a hand on it. Why does the horse allow
himself to be broken by this two legged idiot ?
Ray: (laughter)
Harry: Who ail he wants to do is make a victim out of him, you know, because the horse doesn't
know that he is strong. He doesn't know that he has got four times the amount of energy as the
man who is controlling him, so he is a victim.
Ray: Because he doesn't know.
Harry: Because he doesn't know. Teaching is, don't tell the horses this, but teaching (laughter)
if you realize what you are, the energy that you have, the power that you have, it makes you
aware of it so that you can enjoy it. You know, I mean l'm running out of words for this. It's the
enjoyment, it's the récognition of the energy and the joy that comes ffom energy - good energy.
Energy that is being used for
Ray: Bad energy is manipulation and power in the sense of oppressing somebody else.
Harry: Yeah yeah. That's ail, I call that un-energy. It's like un-like, un-living and un-loving, and
you know, it's like that. Did I answer your question, Ray, about the William Blake thing?
Ray: Oh yeah yeah. I started off the question, Franny is here with us by the way. (The tape
should know this) (to Franny) I started off the question asking Harry about how his life and
teaching are interrelated or connected and he says there is no différence. And you'll hear it on the
tape when we play it back but you (Harry) definitely answered the question. So why do you
choose Blake, let's say, as opposed to Lawrence or as opposed to somebody else?
Harry: Okay, I would say that Blake is one of the few with the exception of a fnend of mine and
his name is Homer.
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Ray: (laughs)
Harry: With the exception of Homer and l'm trying to say Shakespeare or something or Dante
but l'm not sure. But anyway, Blake is the only writer, if you call him a writer, who - l'm trying
to think of a quick way of saying this because you know it's a big question. But he is the only one
who writes with no context and no reference to anything outside of the poem itself. That's the
beauty of it. This is why people tum around and say, "Oh Blake's mythology is too mysterious"
and Damon somebody or other from Brown University has a Blake dictionary and you can look
up what Bowlahoola means and that's ail irrelevant. Blake says, the world is you and you're the
world, [Krishnamurti sqys the same thing^ so why do you need, you know, my story opens in
London or etc., etc.,. You don't need any of this you see. And he is the only writer I know of
that does that, Homer is the other one. If you read Homer carefùlly enough you realize that there
aren't any locations in Homer. You don't know who is talking. Where am I? What was that?
You know, there are references to Gods and men and geographical locations but we don't know
where any of them are any more. l'm not sure Homer did either and l'm not sure he cared, but I
choose Blake because he is pure. He is pure energy. That's the word I would use for him, that
he is pure energy. If you are going to read him and a lot of people have tried and failed. Blake
criticism is a sort of a - you know, left overs from Saturday night. It doesn't do anything. It
doesn't nourish anybody. It's an attempt at a part of a frustrated reader to say Blake is stupid and
l'm bright and why didn't he make it clearer to me. (laughs) And the other way of looking at it is
of course that Blake is saying your stupidity is your own attitude. Wake up, you're not stupid, but
you have to pay attention.
Ray: The mind forged manacles. (Cf. Blake's "London.")
Harry: Yeah, that's right. Yeah, yeah, exactly. And so Blake is pure and free in the best
possible sense of those terms. That makes him to me very attractive.
Ray: Because you want to be pure and free.
Harry: Free, yeah because I don't. (He coughs) Excuse me. Now l'm on record as being
Ray: Asmoker. (they both laugh) A smoker's cough.
Harry: l'm just testing out Scientific Theory to see if it's true or not. What makes Blake
attractive is that he créâtes his own world without reference to anything else. And that's what
everybody does. That's what we are doing anyway. You know, when that whole thing changed
was when Adam and Eve got hold of the apple and decided the apple was the law. That what was
outside of them was something that they "knew about" and suddenly they noticed that they were
naked and somebody threw them out of the garden, they said. And they blamed a serpent and the
history of the human race is an example of exactly the same thing. We're always driving ourselves
out of gardens because we ate something that disagreed Avith us. (laughs)
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Ray: Okay, so does "Milton," for example - the poem your working on
Harry: Yeah
Ray: Does Blake's "Milton," for example, the poem you are working on, does "Milton" address
this particular problem of how we, our minds, drive ourselves out of the Garden. Maybe Blake
Works on Milton obviously because Milton wrote Paradise Lost.
Harry: Yeah, oh yeah.
Ray: And is there a sense of wanting or saying that we should open our eyes up to the fact that
we're living not in the post, apparently post-fallen state but in a pre-fallen state, but we don't see
it?
Harry: Does Milton, the poet?
Ray: No no no does the poem?
Harry: Does Paradise Losû
Ray: Does Blake's poem? ["Milton"]
Harry: Oh Blake's poem, yeah oh yes yeah, because he showed Milton the poet is a character in
the poem. This is hard to talk about because the name of the poem is Milton so you know, we
have to jump back and forth between Milton the man and Milton the poet and Milton the
character in Blake s Milton. (Both laugh) But yeah, Milton, the figure Milton in Blake's poem,
"Milton" goes through a sériés of perceptual adventures that Blake obviously came upon,
discovered through his reading of Paradise Lost and other Miltonic works. And so he is really
describing Milton's character as a poet, in the poem when he talks about Milton. So the answer to
your question is yes. I mean he is giving a, these are crude terms, but he is giving a spiritual
autobiography of Milton in the poem and what happens to him in the poem is an example of what
he, what he went through in Paradise Lost^ because Milton the poet is the
Ray: Is the bard
Harry: Is the dramatic speaker
Ray: Yeah, that's right.
Harry: In the poem, although he refers to Urania in the beginning of book 1, in the invocation to
the whole poem, he refers to Urania in the classical sense of (Homer does the same thing), "Okay
Muse start out where you will." And people forget the rest of the poem is ail the Muse's. Homer
didn't have anything to do with it; he was just sitting there tapping his fingers waiting for the
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Muse to finish the poem. And the same thing happens with Milton. But Milton's muse is a
surrogate poet with an attitude that Blake deals with in his poem, goes through the tortures of the
damned, because he says I am going to write my poem to justify the ways of God to man and the
irnmediate reaction I hope to ail listeners and hearers of this particular line is who the hell do you
think you are? (laughs) You're going to justify God's ways to man - come on? You know. Where
are you? Well, that's why the poem is called Paradise Lost.
Ray: Hmnhmn
Hany: Because if you set yourself up as somebody who is going to justify God's ways then it
means that you in some peculiar way are feeling superior to God. And that means that you are
greater than the energy that
Ray: That you want to talk about
Harry: you have been given. That you want to talk about, so your interfering with your own
energy and that's what the so called fall of man is about. That's what happened with Adam and
Eve.
Ray: When energy interfères with that which is God given
Harry: Yeah, Yeah, Yeah.
Ray: The natural state of energy if you like. l'm going to bring it back and connect this to
something.
Harry: Sure sure.
Ray: What's important to you, now, at this point in your life?
Harry: What's important to me now is what I am doing right now. I mean really I get more
sense of life out of this at this moment talking with you and Franny regardless of mechanical
devices. But I get a sense of life out of this and that's what I am here for. You know. l'mliving
that's ail.
Ray: So reading the poem is important to you because it gives you that sense of life.
Harry: Yeah it gives me that sense of life in a peculiar sense. I mean, you know your mind is
trained and you leam how to look for certain things and you know ail the technique.
Ray: What about reading to Sarah [ Harry and Pearl's daughter] and the
Harry: I read to Sara. I was telling you last night Ray, that I started reading to Sara when she
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was two years old. I mean she couldn't, by our standards - she couldn't possibly grasp a nursery
rhyme at the âge of two she was still saying Da Da, Ma, Ma and se on. So Pearl used to say tWs
is nice. It's nice to hear you reading nursery rhymes, but why are you doing it? And I said you
never know what they're hearing. You do not know what they're hearing. What's coming
through is -1 was talking about it - when we use the term energy again and she'U get and that's
why I do it and she responds. Well you met her. You know that she's developed a sense of
language. She's writing poems that would make a lot of modem poets blush, if they could read
them, at the âge of 14 -15, you know. And so something happened or is happening as l'm still
reading to her. l'il give you a list of what I read to her at one point and sent to Inter-lochen
[music school in Minnesota that Sara attended] and it's a couple of pages of titles on ail kinds of
stuflf. And she enjoyed ail ofit, you know.
Ray: hmnhmn
Harry: So she's also, that's something else I was trying to give her, the ability not to pass
judgment on, you know, I don't like bananas give me an apple kind of thing. You know, bananas
are a kind of fruit; try it you might, it's a différent flavour. You know, you might like it, and so
she reads ail kinds of stuff. And I want her to develop and feel this sense of energy that l'm
feeling and I want her to feel too because it's good. (laughs)
Ray: So when I started - when I sent you these papers about what I was doing
Harry: Yeah, yeah.
Ray: And I mentioned energy that must have really
Harry: Yeah, yeah, it did, yeah. We were saying earlier about the cure or heal thing and the
implication behind it is [that] you're diseased but the teacher is going to cure you. And that's nice
because it's a metaphor; you're using metaphor. You don't mean literally, you're sick.
Ray: Yeah.
Harry: What you mean is, if you feel in a particular way if you're perceiving in a certain way then
your limiting yourself in ways you don't have to. [You sqy to the student] Listen to what George
Eliot says and you may leam something about how to tum this block into an open door.
Ray: That's right.
Harry: And that's really what you're - the teaching business is about. You know, another aspect
ofit another way of saying it that's ail. Cause we tend to repeat ourselves, which is you know,
people complain about the Old Testament and the begat, begat, begat. You know yeah répétition
- but it's there for a purpose.
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Ray; That's right, that's right.
Harry: \you say to the student] Pay attention! You didn't listen the first time, you've got to get it
again. You didn't get it that time, here it is again.
Ray: Genealogy in the Hebrew Bible is the same as the encyclopédie whale stufFin Moby Dick.
Harry: Yeah, yeah that's right. Yeah, pay attention this is what we are talking about.
Ray: That's right.
Harry: Marvelous, it took me a long time to recogmze that because I was like most other
readers of the Bible. l'd say oh l'm going to skip this, you know this beget stufF. A lot of these
names are unpronounceable anyway. Suddenly, you know, I started saying I wonder why it's
there? By this time I d been teaching the Bible for awhile and - then you know -1 began to
understand that every word in it, regardless whether it happens to be translation or not, that every
Word in it has been placed there with extreme care, hoping that the reader will pay attention, see
it, react to it. And so the begats are ail there too and what's more fiin than begetting, you know.
(they laugh)
Ray: It forces you to pay attention.
Harry: Yeah, please. (laughs)
Ray: Well this is a neat way of talking about flesh and spirit in one action.
Hany: Yeah, yes, oh sure it is.
Ray: I was going to ask you too, because you have the Be in the gat. You know (laughs) the Be
in begat.
Harry: (laughs)
Ray: Gat with a gat and begot got's boy and Gatsby.
Harry: Yeah, oh yeah
Ray: With begat so you got this creative sense of begetting. (laughs)
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: But what l'd like to ask you. Go back to things working out in the classroom when they
worked out in your teaching practice when you are there and you're sweating and you're getting
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really involved and so on. What do you think is happening when you're on? I know I do it too
where you are actually reading with your students and al! of a sudden you make a discovery
Harry: Yeah, yeah.
Ray: For yourself
Harry: Oh yeah, yeah.
Ray: Which you hadn't seen before.
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: Seethis.
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: Lookatthis.
Harry: Yeah, yeah
Ray: Because you found it,
Harry: Yeah
Ray: And you want to share it.
Harry: Yeah, yeah
Ray: So what l'm asking you if you would make some comment on what from your point of
view.
Harry: Yeah,
Ray: What happens when you're teaching?
Harry: I found the kind of thing that Ray has just mentioned does happen on occasion. I wish it
happened more but sometimes it does, sometimes it doesn't; it dépends on whether it's Monday or
Wednesday or something. But what occurs is you finally get to the point in the analysis of a text
and interprétation, your talking about a text, in which you come to an apparently insoluble
Paradox. In other words, you got opposites working in there and apparently no way to résolve
them. And you end up saying something like " what's the answer? " l'm tiying to think of an
example, because an example would help here. At the moment I can't think of one. Anyway, the
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moment comas when that paradox is presented to the students. You don't know what the
resolution is and neither do they and you say, "see." If you get a smile on the face of student A,
B, C, whatever it happens to be, then that's the moment because that's the moment because you
have reached the limit or I have reached my limit of articulation. I can't say anything more about
it. You've got this going on, you know, an immovable object to an irrésistible force kind of
business, that kind of joke. And you get it to that point, you can't say anything as the teacher can
say no more. There isn t any intellectual double talk or tricks or whatever to get over this you just
say, "there." And those students who are with it will say, will sit back and smile and say, "okay."
And that's as close as I can get to it.
Ray: Emhem
Harry: One of the best examples of it, l'm still been trying to think of an example, is The
Phaedo, the last dialogue of Plato. It's Socrates last 24 hours. He's talking with Simmias and
Cebes in the cell in Athens, but he is not in Athens cause Phlius is another city and Phaedo is
gone from Athens to Phlius and is telling Echecrates about it, so it's a beautifiilly structured thing
that is one of the greatest possible ways of articulating what we're talking about. And Socrates,
about half way through the dialogue, finally brings Simmias and Cebes, two of the principle
people that he's talking with, although there are others there. He brings them to the point in
which he proves the immortality of the soul, okay (laughs). Now nobody, Socrates and nobody
else on earth can prove the immortality of the soul. You can't. Socrates knows this. But
Simmias and Cebes wish that it could be proven because it would make them feel better because
they are just about to lose Socrates, you see. Socrates tums the whole thing upside down which
he does again and again and again and brings them to the point which he proves this, and then, I
remember teaching it, I taught it many times, you bring - you're referring to, okay - right, that
proves Socrates says "Then the soul's immortal." And they say, "Yes Socrates the soul's '
immortal."Then I stop in the thing and say, "Do you believe that?"(laughs) to the class, you
know. "Has he really proved anything?"And the students who are awake and alive to it say, "No
no he didn't prove a damn thing, what is this?"I say "It's a joke - get it?"And by the end of the
dialogue what's happening is Simmias and Cebes are weeping and bawling. At the end of it
Socrates takes a sip of Hemlock and he's just waiting for - it's like a nerve poison and it's going to
kill him. So he s taken a sip of it and he lies down. And Simmias, Cebes, and Phaedo are weeping
and moaning and the rest of it and Socrates says, "Come, come (laughs), who are you mouming?
Why are you mouming? ' And that's another example of the key point. Because you can prove
immortality but he dies anyway. And so the dialogue ends with his death being the proof of
immortality, you see.
Ray: The death being the proof of immortality.
Harry: Yeah, yeah and it is, you see, because here we are listening to Socrates talking just
before he died, blah, blah, blah. So Plato does a marvelous job. Right at the beginning; there's a
nice joke involved in this...
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Ray: So immortality, in this sense, is art?
Harry: Oh yeah, sure, yeah, it's the forni that the thing is in. Immortality is a perception.
Ray: Is a perception
Harry: That death, if you want the idea, immortality, in other words a différent state from the
one we're in, if you want to establish immortality, youVe got to die. That's the price tag on it.
You want to live forever - DIE.
Ray: And that's why the Bible is flill of mortality.
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: Because generationally you have the proof of the existence of God and God's world as a
continuum.
Harry: Yeah, yeah, that's right, yeah. A continuum of dead
Harry & Ray: (in unison) dead people.
Hany: Yeah, yeah, fantastic. This is still answering your question, that I recall that, it just came
to mind as I was talking about the other thing, but I recall that because it was an example of
WOW!
Ray: You mean the students
Harry: The students were with it, you know. The class came to an end and I closed my book
and started for the door and the rest of it. And they were just still staying there.
Ray: What a marvelous
Harry: And they said, "hey. " (laughs) It was a nice, you know who needs anything if you have
that, you know. You know, you know, I use the phrase, "that's what it's about", but you know,
that was a moment of living that is longer than
Ray: That's what it's about.
Harry: Yeah, that's what
Ray: This moment of living.
Harry: Yeah, that's right, that's the energy. That's the point where the energy struck them so
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Ray: So when you talk about energy, you're aiso talking about the spirit, which is not necessarily
a material, it couid be a material manifestation.
Hairy: Yeah.
Ray: But it's what's happening on the inside.
Harry: Yeah, yeah that's right the part you can't see.
Ray: The part you can't see
Harry: As readily as you can the outside, that's ail. But the road to the inside is the outside.
Ray: That's right.
Harry: That's the door and the, you know. That was an example. I felt it was important,
responding to your question to get a spécifie thing to say.
Ray: Because I really want -1 don't know how much of the tapes l'il be able to transcribe and
put down because after all it goes ffom tape which takes on a différent form goes fi'om this and
becomes part of a thesis.
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: Or a book, or whatever. But what's important is that we - that somehow I make a
connection between the différence between let's say the teacher who is remarkable. Who I think
is remarkable in any case as opposed to someone who isn't so remarkable.
Harry: Yeah yeah.
Ray: I think that the différence is could be in style, form, communication, what they are talking
about.
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: But really essentially the différence is in consciousness.
Harry: Yeah that's right.
Ray: And how much - how conscious that teacher is
Harry: Yeah, that's right.
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Ray; In terms of how aware the teacher is of what he is doing.
Harry: Yeah, yeah I agree, Ray that's right. How conscious you are of what it is. And that
consciousness grows or is developed or whatever you want to call it by a sériés of these moments
that we were talking about a moment ago. That you realize that this is something real that's
happening. You couldn't possibly define it. You can talk about it as we are but you can't define
it. You experience it or you don't and hopefully you do. (laughs)
Ray: That's right. That's probably the same thing that you want to capture in the classroom that
Conrad talks about in his préfacé to the Nigger ofthe Narcissus.
Harry: Yeah, yeah.
Ray: That glimpse of truth.
Harry: Yes yeah, that's right.
Ray: Where you want to open.
Harry: To make them see.
Ray: To make them see.
Harry: Yeah, yeah that's right that's what that seeing - energy and perception are the same thing
really.
Ray: Yeah, so this involves in one sense. It makes the teacher into a creator as the writer is a
Creator or the artist is a creator so the teacher is involved creatively, would you say?
Harry: Yeah, yeah you can describe that as being creative.
Ray: Being creative, but being conscious of one's creativity
Harry: Yeah that's right.
Ray: As opposed to just doing it for the sake of doing it. It's a job.
Harry: Yeah, yeah that's right its a sort of mindless
Ray: You know in some sense - what's their attitude toward the job? You know we are talking
about (Harry laughs) is it hard labour or is it holy holy?
Harry: Yeah yeah.
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Ray: There's work and then there's creativity.
Harry: Yeah
Ray: God rests from his work - which is really resting from his creativity
Harry: Yeah, yeah,
Ray: In context.
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: Se we're talking about
Harry: That's a beautiflil line.
Ray: Yeah, se this is what we're talking about it's a sense of your sense of what goes on
Harry: Yeah.
Ray. Let me ask you this. Is the converse of what we are talking about (unconsciousness, not
seeing, boring the student etc.) an example of what doesn't work in teaching?
Harry: Yeah.
Ray: What's the greatest frustration that you experience when you're teaching?
Harry: The greatest frustration I think is to run into what is most conveniently called a sort of
blank wall in which the student is apparently unwilling to listen to or to read the material that he
or she is being asked to read. And to take it a step further dénigrâtes that material or tries to by
saying it doesn't exist and is unreceptive to a point of view toward that attitude that might
hopefiilly rescue him or her from it. In other words, the greatest frustration is somebody who can
see but is unwilling to look, is unwilling to see, because of fear, I think is the bottom line. I don't
want to look at this because it's going to mean that l'm afraid. (laughs) And so the fear is the
tummg away from one s own perception because if you tum away from your own perception
you're tuming away from your life. In other words, you as a single unit, a living human being;
you're engaging in what Sigmund Fraud calls a death wish. In other words, you're putting
yourself out of existence. If you don't use your eyes, you're putting yourself out of existence,
because your eyes are your life.
Ray: Your not talking about the physical eye you're talking about your inner eye.
Harry: Yeah, inner eye or physical eye it doesn't make a différence. They're the same thing, the
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way Tm speaking now. [metaphysically]
Ray: Okay
Harry: I use this as an example in class. Ray you probably remember it, but to illustrate this
about fear and perception I always use the analogy of - Junior is being taken up to bed Junior is
âge 4. He's bemg taken up to bed at night by his Father. And they come to the door of Junior's
bedroom which happens to be open but the light isn't on. And Junior looks in the room and says
there is a bogeyman under my bed. And Father's reaction is don't be silly. Junior. Ifs okay go
ahead in. Junior says "No, the bogeyman's there." Father argues with Junior finaUy Mother comes
up and tums the light on and puts Junior to bed. But what is Junior's fear based upon. Whaf s
happening there and the answer is this, I think. If there is a bogeyman under Junior's bed then I
^ not trying to demonstrate the reality of Bogeyman. But if there is, for Junior, if he sees a '
bogeyman under that bed and that see doesn't mean purple eyes and a green tail. It means if he is
m a frame of mind in which there is a bogeyman there. and that bogeyman isn't there, alright, then
he is creatmg something in a vacuum. He is giving life to that bogeyman. If he gives life to that
bogeyman. He gives energy to the existence of the bogeyman then Junior is depriving himself in a
sense of his own life. He is creating another world and thafs what he is afraid of. Father doesn't
understand this, Mother does. Thafs as good as
Ray: Fear interfères with life.
Harry: Yeah, sure it does. It's tuming away from it, that's ail.
Ray. How do you handle fear in your own life? I mean do you ever have fear?
Harry: Oh sure, and I remind myself, this is the pill I take. I remind myself that what I am
fearing is something that I am imagining. Thafs différent ffom whatever is there and I don't know
whaf s there anymore than you do. l'm trying to put something there that isn't there. I stop and
the fear goes away. I don't mean l'm going to walk in and wipe out a machine gun nest of four
hundred enemies. But you know, things that make one fearful, like death. you know, you know, I
have to think about things like this, on occasion, and what do I think about it. Well I don't think
anything about it. I don't know anything about it. l've never seen it. l've seen corpses lying in
cofiins but is that death? No thafs not death, that's leftovers.
END OF SIDE ONE, TAPE ONE
Franny's Note;
(RAY PLEASE NOTE THAT FROM NOW ON MANY OF HARRY'S 'YEAHS' OR OTHER
REPETITIVE EXPRESSIONS THAT EITHER OF YOU USE MAY BE OMITTED)
We were talking about an early experience of mine with death. As a young boy I was probably
seven or eight. Some fnends of mine are walking down a street in Kennebunk, Maine. Ifs a small
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town in the summer and there are a couple of electricians working on a power line and on a
téléphoné pôle along the street they were working. And just as we were passing, maybe twenty
feet before we reached the pôle, the man who was working on the power line slipped, either the
spikes on his boots fell out of the wood in the pôle - whatever happened. He slipped and instead
of taking the risk of falling twenty-five feet to the ground, he grabbed the power line and needless
to say it electrocuted him. So that he hung on in agony, obviously, and finally let go and fell to
the ground. And by that time he was blue and so on and so forth. Alright, well, let's just say -
and he died. By the time the ambulance got there he was gone; he'd electrocuted himself. So l'm
going into this kind of détail because I want to make it as clear as I can what I said about death, a
minute ago, what I was thinking about death. Is that death? Well you say, yeah that's an example
of somebody dying. I say yeah, that's an example of somebody dying, but is it death, what's
death? And if you've pushed that question, which anything that's worth thinking about is worth
questioning, as our Rabbinical friends tell us. What is it? You get to the end of the tunnel and
there is nothing there. You can't say what it is. There is no way of saying anymore than you can
say what life is. To some extent the attempt to say what death is, is the same thing as dying. You
go through this experience. It's not any différent than living and so the fear of death is based upon
the fact that you identify living with a particular
Ray: frameorset
Harry: framework or seeing and that's désirable and you associate death with something that
takes that away, and you're afraid of it, because you've already died you see. If you imagine a
framework that is "living" then you've created an image of an image. Life is not an image. It's
reflected in an image but it's not — this is why Adam and Eve are the image of, created in the
image of God, because they look like him but they're not him.(laughs)
Ray: That's right, that's right but isn't ail our conversation about life and about death related to
our imaging.
Harry: Oh yeah, yeah that's the only way we can handle it.
Ray: That's the only way we can handle it.
Harry: Yeah, but the différence between the inadequacy of talking about it as opposed to the
energy portion that we were talking about earlier is that in order to create that image you exorcise
the energy that it seems to destroy so that you're still enjoying that energy even though you're
talking about something, that you - ultimately your mind tells you, is nonsense. It doesn't work.
Ray: So the sense if you can create or either create or enter immediacy or the experiential
Harry: Yeah yeah.
Ray: Then that's why in my teaching experience, when I create field situations -1 can take
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studsnts out into wilderness for example, and have them wnte about what they're experiencing it's
more important to them than sitting in the classroom.
Harry: Yeahyeah.
Ray: Because what they are experiencing is some how related to their actual vitality
Harry: Yeahyeah.
Their breathing, their senses and so on are more alive. Because of what they do because
they have been conditioned or brain washed or whatever, the minute they enter the classroom the
institution they close off. Our purpose is to open them up again. But your opening them up
ironically inside a place that is fiill of closures. (Ray please remember, IVe omitted many 'Yeah's'
here and above and will now continue to do so whenever you speak.)
Harry: Yeah, yeah, yeah, (laughs delightedly) yeah. That's exactly it.
Ray: It's interesting because l've had more
Harry: Because you can't open something that isn't closed.
Ray: That's right. l've had some Oriental students or from southem countries they'll talk about
the classroom in India for example where there are no walls. They just have a group of students
sitting in an area with one teacher. Another group of students sitting in another area close by with
another teacher. And you have this sort of din of noise, you know, going by. But the leaming is
much more, less segregated, and interestingly enough less ffagmented.
Harry: Yeah, yeah, its right in the same
Ray: And it's at its natural so when Tagore and is that the right prononciation Tagore or Tagor.
T a g 0 r e.
Harry: Tagore
Ray: Tagore, yeah, I never know whether to pronounce the final e.
Harry: I don't either.
Ray: Well Knshnamurti and Tagore have the same Indian experience if you like, so every time
they create a school and there are Tagore schools too, every time they create a school they say
that nature is important to where the school, to the leaming of the student, to the health of the
student, and they talk about health because they talk about - Krishnamurti talks about the hurting
ofthe student. That he doesn't go into a classroom unless he spends at least five minutes of every
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class tdking about how huit they are. Which again is your assumption - why am I here anyway
Pm going to make it better. Pm going to open you up. David Bohm talks about missing the mark
in some of his public lectures that Pve heard. He talks about being right on as opposed to being
right ofif. You know it is almost like Blake in Blake's "London" marking in every face he meets.
Harry; "Marks of weakness, marks of woe'
Ray; Yeah the mark in that sense of you got to see it. In order to feel it, in order to talk about it.
So its a question of seeing what's there. And I guess this is where maybe in hospitals now where
the doctors médical profession didn't use to talk about death. They didn't Avant the patient to
know that he was dying. "Don't tell your Dad that he is dying." Dad says, "1 know Pm dying."
Harry: (laughing) Yes what's he
Ray: So what's the big deal.
Harry: (laughing) Yeah, yeah, yeah.
Ray: That type of thing. So but be able to see it and to acknowledge it is an important part of
addressing the truth which is in my terms what it is ail about. You know, in the sense of coming
right up against it and without self déception. That's why The Great Gatsby is important when
you think about it because it has so much self-deception, right.
Harry: Ohgoshyeah.
Ray: And you know but there's ail sorts of reality that is conveyed through talking about self-
deception.
Harry: (laughter) That's right. Yeah, because if you're talking about self-deception your
standing somewhere else looking at it.
Ray: Yeah, and the reader is supposed to be able to pick up the irony and to look at Nick's
comment on Gatsby, "your worth ail of them," which ironically means he is the sum total of the
sick world.
Harry: Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah there it is. It's a beautiful piece of work.
Ray: Oh yeah.
Harry: There's lots of them around.
Ray: Lots, but there it is again.
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Harry: Yeah, that's right.
Ray. There s actually one great line which is hardiy related to this conversation, but l'il never
forget it, Her voice had the sound of money.'
Harry: Yeah, yeah, Daisy's voice.
Ray: Daisy's voice
Harry: What was it? - MONEY
Ray: Yeah (they both laugh)
Harry: It's beautiful, yeah well there were some great Unes in that scene.
Ray: I have some things written down here [Ray is referring to the Thesis proposai] and I would
expect, when you read this through, some comments.
Harry: Oh yeah, yeah I will.
Ray: Even correct me if you don't agree. Like if there is some place where it seems vague or if
you would like me to qualify. Just for my own
Harry: Yeah
Ray: So that I can. I just want to - one thing I wanted to bring what we are talking about into
meaning
Harry: Oh yeah, yeah
Ray: Because part of my
Harry: Can we take a break and then come back and do
Ray: Let'sdothat.
[BREAK]
Hai^: What do you teach? Or do you teach English? You know, this kind ofusual question. I
dont know what people expect as an answer when I ask a question like that but my response has
always been. I think so, you know. Well what do you teach, you know? Well, it's called English
but you could call it Sanskrit and it would be the same thing. So in other words, ail l'm trying to
do is to say some talk about literature I don't know what literature is there's no such thing.
What's English? Well it's a language. Well you know that kind of thing. It's like, there's a
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comment in some Mozart biography I read at one point. It's a short one about somebody
reportedly came up to Mozart and said, "Here Mozart what's your favorite kind of music, what
music do you really prefer?"And Mozart's answer was "No music,"(laughs) and that's the same
thing l'm trying to say.
Ray: So it's not what it's ail about.
Harry: No, you're getting into an ideological géodésie dome that doesn't mean anything at ail.
Ray: Music is Mozart's vehicle to truth or meaning or relevance.
Harry: Yeah, yeah, that's his being.
Ray: And literature is our vehicle
Harry: Yeah, that's light.
Ray: to the other side.
Harry: There's a line in Pursewarden in The Alexandrian Quartet and which he and Darley are
sitting at a bar talking. It's the Brother Ass chapter. It's a great long beautifiil chapter in which
Pursewarden simply wntes about what the conversation was like. Only you never hear Darley in
the thing. It's Pursewarden's comment on everything Darley was saying while he was sitting
dnnkmg gin slings or whatever it was. And one of his comments is 'Poor Darley, the poor guy
was stillinterested in literature.' (laughs) That's the kind of thing itemphasizes. It's an
exaggerated comment but it emphasizes the différence between the officia! name for something,
the label for it and really what it's about. What your really concemed with is not literature, what
the hell is literature I don't know.
Ray: So in a sense that your consciously concemed about the other side truth, spirit, light,
energy, then that consciousness, could you say, is enhanced? In other words, your ability to talk
about one thing in terms of another is there. It's like Robert Frost's définition of metaphor;
talking about one thing in terms of another. You need something in order to refer to it.
Harry: Yeah, yeah that's right it takes two to make one.
Ray: So actually literature is - not only is there metaphor inside the literature, but literature itself
is part of the metaphor.
Harry: Yeah, yeah, yeah and these kind of apparently négative or sardonic comments about
literature or music or whatever try to point that out by making a shocking paradoxical statement
that stops you dead. What do you mean he's not interested in literature, this kind of thing. But it
frees you when you are thinking, considering it ffees you ffom considering whatever it is you are
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thinking about in terms of some kind of label or category that is intelligible to other people but in
itself doesn't mean anything at ail. Because you know you can call it night baseball if you wanted
to and you make a case for night baseball. Diamonds are a girls best friend and so on, that kind of
stuff.
Ray. I guess the différence is that if you were dealing with night baseball as far as your analysis,
you go as far as you can with an analysis of the lights and the crowd and the game itself.
Harry: The game, the infield and the outfield, the pitcher...
Ray: And so on yeah yeah that's right, reading the book offers you so much more dimension.
Harry: In other words the label is a restrictive, unnecessarily restrictive, it's like putting barbed
wire around Eden. You don't need it. Nobody is trying to get out of it.
Ray: So a lot of people, a lot of my students will say, especially these adult students, my
colleagues actually, that l've been teaching will say, "Well you can do that in English Literature. I
can't do that in Early Childhood Care or Nursing." So I guess the challenge is to say, "yeah you
can, but this is what you have to work with."
Harry: Yeah, that's right in other words, you're ffee don't restrict yourself unnecessarily. Yeah,
yeah that's what that kind of comment really means, you know.
Ray: I want to continue into, with this conversation now, to talk about meaning because you
know I started maybe last night asking you what's it ail about? I wanted to know what that it
was.
Harry: Yeah, well we talked about some of that this moming.
Ray: Then you said language, last night. But obviously its language as it points to something,
whatever it is experientially and I referred here in my text, that "Frankel's Search For Meaning
states simply that man has placed a value on life. That life is itself affirming and even in the midst
of the greatest travail and suffering" in his case read holocaust, man questions existence, his own
suflFering. God what is the meaning of ail this? Why is it happening to me? Job's question, 'Why
me?' I want to understand it. So this urge to understand is part of this process. Why is it
happening? What is this life, this death, this teaching ail about? And if somehow there appears to
be no meaning, man in order to justify his existence needs to read meaning into the apparently
absurd or illogical - waiting for Godot.
Harry: Yeah, yeah, oh yeah there's a poem of, in War Is Kind, Steven Crane's, one of his
collection of poems in which, I can quote it; it's close enough so l'm not violating anything. It
says, "Man said to the Universe, 'Sir I exist.' The Universe replied, "This however, does not
create an immédiate sense of obligation.' " (laughs) And that's the essence of the'whole, this
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attempting to establish existence and what it is and ail the rest of it is to some extent a terrible red
herring, because ultimately what you are trying to do when you are doing that - you know, Tm
willing to be contradicted and disagreed with and ail the rest of it - but what you are doing when
you are doing that, you're trying to tum the energy of this sense of life and the rest of it that we
were talking about this moming. You're trying to define it. You're trying to limit it. You're
trying to measure it.
Ray: You mean when you want to understand
Hairy: Yeah yeah, that's right in other words what understanding means in the usual sense of the
term and it too is elastic, but the usual sense of the term is to make it rationally graspable so that
you can say my understanding of this is that a stitch in time saves nine, you know. In other
words, you're going for an intellectualization of being when you're looking at meaning. That
doesn't mean that meaning isn't important. It means that it isn't the whole thing. It's another route
into what you are talking about so that meaning becomes, well meaning is to being, as Adam and
Eve are to their creator. In other words, meaning is an image of a creative force, but it isn't the
creative force in the same sense that Adam and Eve are images of God, but they aren't God.
Ray: Right, right
Harry: God can be seen through them in the sense that you can see something beyond the
language that you are reading, to understand something or to get some kind of a grasp of it. But
the meaning is like an image by itself. You know that's one of the interesting things about
Dracula is that one of the characteristics of a vampire is that if he looks in the mirror there is no
image. Beautiful, if you think about if for awhile.
Ray: There's nobody there.
Harry: There's nobody there that's right. That's right because he is - the vampire I don't want to
go into this in too much détail. But it's apropos to what we are saying is that a vampire's source
of life is other people's blood. In other words, he is living on the flesh or a manifestation of the
flesh in blood, alright. So that his - he is going to dérivé his life ffom eating or drinking, if it has
to be drinking - blood alright, so that he is feeding on life in order to live himself.
Ray: And if he can't get that life he dies.
Harry: He dies, he tums to dust.
Ray: "Oh rose,thou art sick." (cf. Blake's "The Sick Rose")
Harry: Yeah, yeah, that's right; its exactly the same, very interesting comment about this no
image of this is marvelous, ail the way through the rest of it. Well Bram Stroker does it in the
novel; its ail hearsay, the whole thing. It's ail correspondence but anyway I won't get into that
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part of it.
Ray. Okay, I was just thinking would you agree with Fowler (sp) then who suggested that
seeking after meaning is the core of spirituality and faith. And that this itself is the background
that empowers one te integrate. As he says 'the disparate fragments of ones life." He goes on to
say We are language related, symbol bom and stoiy sustained créatures who do not live long or
well without meaning. And I guess what I am doing here is trying to establish this idea of a
teacher teaching in context of'I have something to say! I want to talk about it It means
something and I mean it. (laughs)
Harry: Well that s another, that's a slightly différent use of the word meaning. Meaning is you
know, Hamlet is about procrastination would be meaning. But I mean what I am saying is just
another route around saying, listen to what I am saying.
Ray. Okay but what about this idea of meaning being connected in Frankel's sense, trying to
imderstand perhaps why people survived in Auschwitz. The idea that what sustained people what
helped them survive was a search for meaning. Did you ever read Frankel's book, Search For
Meaning?
Harry: No
Ray: By Victor Frankel. He develops this whole idea of Logotherapy.
Harry: Oh, ohh
Ray: Therapy of being, through this whole idea of asking this question how could people survive
Harry: Under those yeah.
^y: Under those conditions. And his conclusion was that people wanted to understand and in
their questioning... (Ray notices Franny's questioning/disagreeing look) No, what do you think,
what do you remember?
Franny: The search for meaning, it was as long as there was a meaning in your survival then it
was worth surviving but when people no longer saw any meaning, like as long as somebody felt
that the meaning could be that if they survived they could tell the world, the meaning could be
that perhaps their wife or somebody they loved would see them again. When they no longer had
any meaning then they would become a Musselman which is like the hving dead and everyone
could see they were going to die.
Ray: Meaning in the sense of connected relevance.
Franny: Yeah, that their life meant something and
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Rayj After the second world war, of course, you have this whole existential literature theatre of
the absurd - right.
Harry: Yeah, yeah, yeah
Ray. Where one of the major thèmes is life has no meamng. Its just absurd and nothing makes
sense.
Harry; Yeah, but the absurdity is that it has no meaning you see that's the joke within the
existential absurdity.
Ray : Yeah, and then in Waiting For Godât let's hang ourselves and ail of this to give meaning,
no itH give us an érection. So the idea of meamng, even being absurd, is one of the possibilities.
Harry: Oh yeah, yeah sure, I think that once you get me going back to what I was saying about
meaning before. The meaning is the image of something. And you know in the sense of wanting
to know or wanting to understand is the same thing as being able to intellectually articulate some
significance in what's happening to somebody. You want to be able to say this is happening to me
because -1 mean that's an intellectualization. That's a cause and effect. Anything that's happening
because is a cause and effect thing. So it's rational you see. Anjdhing rational is an image.
Nothing rational is real at ail. It's ail an image of something else. But it's an image in terms that
we're talking about. It's an image of the energy in the sense of life that we are talking about and
certainly reason - there is a sense of life. But instead of saying, as we were saying this moming -
enjoying the energy a sense of life - the energy that comes out of interprétation, reading whatever
you want to call it. If you're trying to articulate what it is that you're enjoying, you know, then
you get meaning. l'm enjoying this because
Ray: So the articulation or the attempt to articulate is our meaning.
Harry: Yeah that's right, yeah, yeah, and hence poem or novel,
Ray: Expressive meaning
Hany: Yeah this is an attempt to say, "Tom Jones l'm just looking at the show" and see the title.
That's Fielding saying this is what it is about. You know the interesting thing is the beauty of
fiction whether it's a poem or play or whatever is that of course that it's a fiction, it's an image, it's
a made up something. It's something that somebody's created in itself and you say yeah, that's
right. I mean it's an imitation of what Genesis says, the first chapter in Genesis. I say imitation
because you know the créature man, you, me, Avriters, Fran whatever, are creating a world maybe
a fictional world it doesn't make any différence. It can be an eight line poem it can be a four
hundred page essay, it doesn't make any différence. But we're in the process of creating an image
of ourselves, okay, of something. If somebody reads what we we've written carefiilly enough they
will see something of us, same thing with the Biblical context does. l'm using that because it fits
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everything and it's a beautifiil way of saying, you know, l'm talking about one fiction, what l'm
saying and l'm talking about it in terms of another fiction which is the Bible and that does not
mean that it's not true. l'm not saying it's a fiction in the sense of you know, but it's another
fiction so l'm really not answering anything which is my purpose to start with you see because I
cant. There isn't any answer to some of these questions, because if there is then you're right into
the intellectual articulated image world where you know there is no reflection. There is no
Ray: Harry, l'm going to have to listen to this tape and I want to listen to it with enjoyment and
some understanding. And l'm enjoying this Hye conversation. What I really want to get hold of is
when you're teaching are you consciously directed by certain when you're looking at language or
literature, whatever it is, we don't care what it is. Whether it is Alice In Wonderland or Moby
Dick or Ogden Nash.
Harry: (laughs) Yeah, yeah, yeah that's right "Liquor is quicker, you know, "Candy is dandy. But
liquor is quicker." (laughs)
Ray: So the poem, the text directs you in terms of what are you going to talk about.
Harry: That's right. It gives you a subject.
Ray: What do you want to talk about? Like is meaning part of your answer this is what I am
asking?
Harry: Yeah, yeah, I see what you mean yeah, it gives you - the way I used to think of it was
this, l'm teaching a text or let's say Homer. l'm just picking one out of the air. What am I doing
when I m teaching okay, I used to think of it this way. The students are sitting there they've read
the material. l'm standing there l've read the material what l'm doing in a sense is putting the
book, the poem up before them and we're both sitting there together reading it and saying "Why
did he say that or why does he tum the poem over to the Muse?
Ray: Or how does this work?
Harry: Or how does this work, or why does Odysseus behave the way he does under certain
circumstances, and why does he stay with Circe for a year? Why did he sacrifice half his crew to
Scylla in order to get the half through Charybdes?' you know, etc., on it goes ail the way through
but in a sense, in the best sense, Ray, it is sharing a text, now the text gives you something
spécifie to talk about. If you tum around and try to talk about Uf^ everybody is going to go to
sleep in about 5 minutes. You know, because we're ail alive and you're boring them because
you're not really talking about anything. But you tum to Homer, and l'm just using Homer as a -
the same thing applies to Scott Fitzgerald - it doesn't make any différence. But what you are
doing is you're taking advantage of Homer's ability to specify in a narrative, human experience.
So you have something spécifie to talk about. Now if somebody comes along and says, "that's a
lot of shit that's a poem, you know. Don't be silly it's a fiction." And I say, "Yeah, that's right.
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yeah it is, it's a fiction." But the interesting thing about it is that it's a world in itself, like the
world that we live in. And the difiFerence between the world we live in and the world of Homer is
that whoever Homer was is that he has articulated it. He has given it the integrity that our world
has as well but we can't see it.
Ray: So what's motivating you? Are you motivated by integrity, truth ah ...
Harry: Yeah, what's motivating me is the desire to point out the kind of thing l'm just saying.
l'm not proving anything.
Ray: No you just want to point it out.
Harry: I just want to point it out.
Ray: You want them to see it.
Harry: Yeah, I want the student to see that the energy that Homer gives us is his too to live and
enjoy.
Ray: So the student sees the energy that Homer's talking about, the truth that Homer's talking
about, how people interact, the reality, their authenticity, their lies and their déceptions and their
truths and ail that. He sees the total ffame or picture or experience. He says *Hey, that's me
therefore there s - what your saying is that through the text the student discovers or can explore
the whole panoramic realm of human experience.
Harry: Yeah, that's right, you know, that's what I meant earlier this moming where we're talking
about, you know
Ray: Total energy field of existence.
Harry: Yeah yeah, a larger field you know, there's more to life than you think there is, or I think
there is, or you think there is or Fran thinks there is or anybody. And if you can point it out and
say - use a text which is the beauty of the written word, produced by people who bave also
experienced this feeling, regardless of whether they have articulated it the same way or not. They
have also experienced it. So you can stand back and say 'Look what he is experiencing now. Are
you experiencing it? You know, can you experience it,' to the students? And the best students
will respond and say, 'Yes I am, I see what you mean', you know is the conventional way of
responding to that. So what motivâtes me, it's a good question. l'm trying to answer it. What
motivâtes me really is the excitement I feel when I recognize something and I realize that this is
transférable, that it is communicable to students. And I think that the way I feel about living is
something that I hope everybody feels at sometime or other. I want to share this and the irony of
it is that they're sharing it anyway even if they don't know they are.
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Ray: Are you sharing your own perception, or are you sharing your own energy.
Harry: It's the energy, yeah.
Ray: Your own life.
Harry: It's a perception, yeah. I mean they can't - students year after year said I find what you
are saying very interesting, but I can't do that. And I said who the hell said you were supposed to,
you know. l'm simply reflecting, speaking, telling you what I am seeing. What you see is not
going to be the same. You are not me, kind of thing. It's not identical except for the energy that's
involved. I want you to release yourself ffom blocks and binds and ail this kind of stuff that you
may have run into psychologically or whatever other way and release yourself from it and start
living - man. I mean that's the kind of thing really what l'm saying. You know, in a sense this has
nothing to do with meaning.
Ray: Yeah but what if you say - what if the student says, 'What are you saying, I don't
imderstand that sir? What do you mean?'
Harry: What do I mean?
Ray: It has everything to do with meaning - right?
Harry: Yeah, that's the other use of meamng, you see. Is what you're saying important?
Ray: Okay, okay.
Harry: Does it have any sigmficance? l'm trying to use another word besides meaning.
Ray: Okay, yeah right, right.
Harry: Because it can be a misleading transfer of the same word. Meaning in terms of what
does Hamlet mean, is not the same thing as I mean what l'm saying.
Ray: Okay, what does Hamlet mean, in terms of what Hamlet does? Who is Hamlet? What does
Hamlet s being tell us about the meamng of existence? Franny you were going to say something.
Harry: Sony Franny.
Franny: Yeah I was going to say that another use of meaning I think - there's the intellectual
meaning you're talkmg about, that is trying to know everything and put it in our limited
intellectual frame without taking its essence into ourselves. This would be seeing meaning
through our own neurosis. There is also 'meaning' where you refer to releasing the essence of the
poem so we can free ourselves. Isn't that also a search for meaning? But not the meaning that
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limits, but the meaning that opens us up so that we don't understand with just our minds but we
understand with our being. Isn't that why we read literature or why we try to understand? I
don t mean understanding so that we can put it on our metaphysical shelf and say its understood
but understanding so that we can look into our own natures.
Harry: Yeah, yeah. That's another way of articulating meaning. Yeah, and that gets very close to
what I was saying really and that is that it's the energy that's involved that you're really, in a sense
trying to open up so that people can feel it themselves. So that the fact that I feel it, the fact that
Ray feels it, the fact that you feel it. We all feel it in a différent way but it's the same thing we are
feeling. What makes it différent is the, you know, the whole thing that surrounds what we call
our individual identities and backgrounds and lives and all, so it's going to be différent. But it's
the same thing we're feeling; in other words it's the usual, you know you've heard this Ray, lots of
times; it's a two and one. I mean we're divided so we're all united. You can't be united unless
you're divided. There isn't any one. You know Gravity's Rainbow, Thomas Pynchon.
Ray; Yeah yeah.
Harry: It opens with a description of the V2 rocket in the heavens over war-time London and he
says that - the first paragraph is just a couple of sentences and I can't quote it, but I can come
close enough so that you can see what I mean. And that is that he says the sound was such that
you can't compare it to anything. And that's like the vampire with no image in the mirror; it has
no comparison. It's an absolute you see. Absolûtes are what have no comparison. They're all by
themselves. There is no such thing as an absolute; there can't be because there is somebody
looking at it, you see. (laughs)
Ray: The minute you create comparison there is no absolute you're saying.
Harry: No no the absolute - there is no absolute.
Ray: There is no absolute.
Harry: Because here I am saying there is no absolute. I am here and the absolute is over here.
So there can't be absolûtes relative to me, always, you see. Which isn't solipsism; it sounds like it
but it isn't; it's just that there is always an observer- always. You're never ffee of that; you are
always an observer and my real point is to go back and say, just to sum up everything we've been
saying, and that is, it isn't that we're choosing to be observera or we're forced to be observera
because of circumstances or something like that. That's the only thing we can be. We can only be
observera. We are perceivers of a world we don't belong in - really. And that's Adam and Eve
out of the Garden or Adam and Eve in the Garden.
Ray: So would you say in the sense of meaning, that is as close to meaning as we can get, in the
sense of being an observer experientially.
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Harry: Yeah, yeah, yeah, if you want meaning, then you can say okay what The Divine Comedy
means is that we are observera. That's fair enough; but it is se général you see that everybody
says Huh' you know, what else is new?
Ray: Well there is a section of my thesis proposai here that I - where I talk about fresh
perception and I say that
challenging convention is one aspect of teaching that provides healing. The little
light bulb flashes on when we see something ffeshly as if we've never seen it
before. Thus challenging existing conventions, mores, paradigms social, political
and Personal stimulâtes leaming growth.
And then there s this lady, bell hooks, who wntes about teaching to transgress as an exercise in
the practice of freedom (Harry laughs) You know,
she opérâtes out of a caring and liberating paradigm that extols, questions,
challenges and sheer performance. She delights in the new, in any strategy that
could create insight and free the conditioned mind but having ideas is one thing,
daring to take risks doing them is quite another.
And then she writes,
while writing the essays in this book I continuously thought about the fact that I
know so many professors who are progressive in their politics but when willing to
change their curriculum but who in fact have resolutely refUsed to change the
nature of their pedagogical practice. (Harry laughs)
And then I get into Ivan Illich and Krishnamurti and Krishnamurti's Freedom From The Knawn
and then Bohm's book Unfoldmg Meaning: a weekend of dialogue with David Bohm, certainly
had this effect of drawing me to what transformation itself is. And as did the simple statement of
the Kotsker Rabbi, He who prays today because he prayed yesterday, a complété rascal is better
than he.'
Harry: (laughs) I remember reading
Ray: [still reading from his proposai]
The message is clear. Keep away from sameness, ffesh thinking, new feeling and
even original observance constitutes the healing implicit in ail teaching, that seeks
to challenge and transform, that seeks to wake the student up, to break habits of
boredom whether they be institutional or personal.
And then David Bohm's writings are good examples and then I just want to this quote this
The content that one is consciously aware of is meaning and that meaning is active.
The activity of consciousness is detemnned by the meaning; therefore, you could
say that consciousness both in the features that we experience and in its activity is
meaning. Without meaning there is no consciousness and the greater the
development of meaning the greater the consciousness and visa versa.
And that's the kind of thing l'm pointing to or leading to. And which - what l'm asking, when I
ask you what your motivation is - you don't like the word meaning then do you like the word
consciousness.
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Harry: I see what you mean.
Ray: Or are you making a connection between the one and the other as Fm suggesting David
Bohm is, obviously. And really what's it ail about? Tm going ail the way back to that because
when you say, this is what it s ail about" we're looking at meaning. I mean it is like you're
looking at me and I m looking at you and then I bave to interpret you or analyze you and what did
he mean by that. You know, he said something. Hey I missed it. When we were students we let
you get away with it. (Harry laughs) Now we're friends.
Harry: BuggerofiF.
Ray: You can't get away with it. The point is this, you know what you are talking about,
apparently,
Harry: Apparently, I think I do - sometimes.
Ray: Where we're rooted - this is another thing about understanding meaning - it's like my Israeli
students not receiving Dallaway in the spirit it was written. You know like, you're rooted in
certain cultural realities where you don't hear what the other person is saying and you can't hear
because you don t. It s like, perhaps this is the problem of a father and a teenage daughter,
Prospero and Miranda, "listen. Mark, do you hear what l'm saying?" Do you remember?
Harry: Oh yeah, it's a very interesting passage, that one.
Ray: Yeah, so were talking about this aspect of right now; there's a dialogue in this conversation
which is life giving. At its very least it's a focusing of friendship,
Harry: Yeah, yeah that's right
Ray: In that sense. So we can say hey there's meaning. So I mean, here's a général question one
I would have asked anybody but l'm asking you and I hope to get some satisfaction. Why do you
teach, why do you bother? Why don't you sell cars or sell women's hosiery like Willie Loman?
(They both laugh) Yeah, why do you teach?
Harry: There is something I can give you very quickly I think and that is -1 was talking earlier
about pointing something out. You know, sharing a text with other people, simply that I get the
greatest sense of relationship with other people through teaching than I do -1 get a greater sense
of relationship with other people through what we're officially calling teaching than I do in any
other way. And that's very simply what it is. That's my motive. In other words, what l'm really
looking for is a sense of relationship with other human beings, a sense of sharing expériences and
life and ail the rest with other people. And how do you do this, you see? Well you do it by, 'are
you seeing this? What do you see? You know. Is it possible for you to see this? Don't you see
the energy here? You know. You're part of this, even though you don't feel you are at the
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moment, that kind of thing. Se it's a way of creating - I don't like this word because it's been
over used - but it's a manifestation of love. You know
Ray: Hallelujah!
Harry: That's why you teach.
Ray: And love is the ultimate healer.
Harry: Yeah, oh yes, yes, sure, I don't like to use it because you know it's been - it is evil spelled
backwards you know what games through the word
Ray: A much used word
Harry: Misspelled by the way, but you know I haven't used that word up till now in our
Ray: That's a breakthrough, isn't it?
Harry: Yeah, yeah we're really getting somewhere, but that's what it is and
Ray: It's one way to love the Universe,
Harry: Yeah that's right; it's a way of... love is basically a positive form of relationship, that's ail.
So I started talking about relationship but what l'm talking about is love. Do you recognize what
l'm saying? Do I recognize what you're saying? You see if we do with the help of Homer or
Cervantes or Shakespeare or Mickey Spillane. It doesn't make any différence who it is, then we're
... this is a form of love because it results in a form of relationship, realized relationship which
doesnt make any différence whether it has any meaning or not, you see, but obviously it does
because one condition you're not the person ...
End of side two, tape one.
APPENDIX C
PERSONALITIES
Two Self-Portraits (Joël)
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Copy of Joël Shack's reference letter for Ray Shankman
October20, 1995
Reference letter for Ray Shankman
Ray Shankman has been a colleague and mentor for the twenty-two years that I have taught
architectural design. He is a teacher of English literature and creative writing, and he is a
published poet. He has been an inspiration to me in the development of poetic meaning in
architecture and the pedagogy to support it. Ray Shankman is not a narrow thinker. Overthe
years we have shared a collégial exchange, which I would broadly describe as a search for poetry
and poetic meamng in the everyday', in ail forms of cultural expression, from art and architecture
to literary and spiritual works.
He is a teacher's teacher. From him I have leamed to view teaching as a 'creative self-discovery'
for myself and my students; thereby, to measure success in teaching, not simply by knowledge
gained, but rather by personal breakthroughs', breakthroughs from conventional thinking to a
depth of poetic insight. He lives and breathes what he teaches: he teaches as if he were a
performance artist, employing drama, dance, song, food and creative classroom environments.
In our recent interdisciplinary exchanges we have collaborated on making connections between
contemporary cultural urgencies and archetypal phenomena, attempting to reconcile personal and
local socio-cultural concems in architecture and poetry with more etemal human and spiritual
values. This has long been in Ray Shankman's scholarly work, teaching and poetry, which would
make him a positive challenge for students; students have always held him in extremely high
regard.
I recommend him very highly as a gifted creative teacher.
Yours Truly,
Professer Joël Shack
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APPENDIX D
FIGURES AND CONCEPT MAP
FIGURE 1. The Aesthetic Process
Text is to Harry as Soapstone is to Inuit as place/project is to Joël as thesis is to Ray.
INSIDE
1. Harry-Joel-
ACT
seeing-energy-
OUTSIDE
Text, thing, word
2. Observer-
-idea-insight- object
3. Observer- transforms energy—
Physical, mental, spiritual
~ new object, design,
poem, reading,
interprétation, thesis
CONCEPT MAP
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CONSENT FORM
This research project, "Conversations with remarkable teachers: an exploration of
teaching as healing" involves two teachers. Hany Whittier and Joël Shack, as participants and
reflemely, myself, Ray Shankman, as researcher. The transcribed data, based on the free
I - conversation that issues from semi-guided interviews, as well as published articles, letters,
unpublished material such as class préparations, joumals, poems, drawings and photos and
information gleaned in téléphoné conversations, wiU contribute to an interpretive, constructive
I ~ exploration of teaching effectiveness, especially as it relates to a transfoimational or healing
process in the student.
This explorative study focuses on the transference and meaning of energy and
I  consciousness as perceived and refleaed on by my two participants. An interpretive analysis of
these conversations should enhance an awareness and understanding of what good teaching is aU
about.
I
I
I
I, Harry Whittier/Joel Shack, have agreed to use of my name and consent to be
interviewed by Ray Shankman. Moreover, I also agree to any direct or indirect citation of my
I  words (oral or written) as referred to in the above mentioned Ust of data possibilities.
I
I  Participant Signature^ ^Date
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Witness Signature Date
TO THE ETHICS COMMUTEE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF SHERBROOKE
The impetus for this thesis is rooted in my desire to personally integrate, mind, body and
spirit. Two men have been influential in my own growth and I regard them as excellent teachers,
net only for me but also for others. Through friendship and through my own student years I
became aware that each in his own way had something ffesh and relevant to offer— both in
substance and form. Thus how to share some of their thinking with others, how to incorporate
my own experience and perceptions with theirs became a creative challenge that becomes manifest
in and through this work. That life and teaching are interrelated should be obvious, even to those
who don't think about such matters. Just how they interrelate may require more thought. Thus it
is the intent of this thesis to provoke thought, to show how effective teaching is concemed with
making viable, even experiential connections, between life and subject, between the human and
the text.
My participants have told me that 1 can quote them with impunity, that I can use their
words in our conversations and that I can avail myself of any other data, letters, reviews, articles,
class préparations, fax messages, e-mail letters, téléphoné calls. They are not being remunerated
in any way and they know they can withdraw ffom this exploration at any time. It was my intent
to explore transformational teaching and thinking/ reflections about teaching. This is
communicated clearly in the 6.5 hours of conversation that I taped in the field (Cape Breton and
British Columbia) and which comprise approximately 114 pp of single space transcription. The
thesis itself will contain edited material that will be sent to my participants for their stamp of
approval. In no way, in this study, will I misrepresent my participants.
As for use of their names. They have told me that they are honoured by my work and thus
have signed the attached form indicating their approval.
Thanking you in advance for your approval and support, I remain yours truly,
Ray Shankman
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